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SUMMARY
The emergence of women in the LXX apocrypha, a semiotic study of Susanna

The central concern of this study is the emergence of women in the LXX Apocrypha in general, and
Susanna in particular. The contention of the study is that Susanna radically reverses the sexist

prejudices of the Second Temple period against women, as exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.
In order to test this hypothesis, the semiotic approach of the school of Paris, particularly the version
of Everaert-Desmedt, is followed. The analysis focusses on the three levels of analysis comprising
the Greimassian semiotic approach, as refined by Everaert-Desmedt: the figurative, the narrative
and the thematic. Following an introduction in Chapter 1 and justification of the research approach
in Chapter 2, Chapters 3 and 4 constitute the analysis of the story. Finally, chapter 5 gives a
summary of the study and formulates some recommendations for further research.
The figurative analysis tests the hypothesis by investigating figurative oppositions, motifs and the
emplotment of Susanna. The narrative analysis examines Susanna focusing on the structure, the
actantial configuration, the canonical narrative schema and the veridictory square. The thematic
analysis attempts to map out fundamental values that generated the story by sorting out values in
terms of negative versus positive and by observing their course in the unfolding of the story.
From the results of the semiotic analysis, it is evident that the main concern of Susanna is the
redefinition of Jewishness. In fact, the choice of a pious woman as a subject and two corrupted
men as anti subject of the narrative reveals that gender plays an important role in the process of
redefinition of Jewish identity. The driving concern of the story is identified and formulated in a
question as follows: 'Who is a true Jew?"
Results from the analysis of Susanna reveal that the answer to this question is unambiguious:
Neither· exclusively a man nor a woman. True Jewishness, according to the story, depends
exclusively on the commitment to the Law of Moses. The attempt to define Jewishness by
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excluding women is deemed irrelevant and thus strange to Jewish traditions and history. A woman
such as Susanna, committed to the Law even to the cost of her life, is a true Jew, "a daughter of
Judah" (Suyarrip

'louoa~).

Men like the elders, opposing the Law, are dangerous strangers, "the

seed of Canaan" (crrrtpµa Xavaav). Based on such a conclusion, Susanna unambiguiouslessly
reads as a gender equalizing narrative.

OPSOMMING
The emergence of women in the LXX apocrypha, a semiotic study of Susanna

Die hoofdoel van die studie is om die opkoms van vroue in die LXX apokriewe oor die algemeen,
en in die besonder Susanna te bestudeer. Die gevolgtrekking van hierdie studie is dat Susanna, op
'n radikale wyse, die geslagtelike vooroordele teen vroue van die Tweede Tempi periode, soos dit
in die Wysheid van Ben Sira voorkom, omkeer.
Die semiotiese benadering van die Paryse skool, meer spesiek die unieke benadering van
Everaert-Desmedt, word gebruik om hierdie hipotese te toets. Die analise fokus op die drie vlakke
van Griemas se analise soos verfyn deur Everaert-Desmedt: die figuurlike, die narratiewe en die
tematiese vlakke. Na die inleiding in Hoofstuk 1 en regverdiging van die navorsingsmetode in
Hoofstuk 2, bevat Hoofstukke 3 en 4 die analise van die storie.
Die figuurlike analise toets die hipotese deur die figuurlike opposisies te ondersoek, asook die
motiewe en die verhaalstruktuur van Susanna. Die narratiewe analise ondersoek die struktuur, die
aktansiele dieptestuktuur, die kanonieke narratiewe skema en die struktuur van betekenis.

Di~

tematiese analise poog om die grondliggende waardes aan te dui wat die storie laat ontstaan het.
Dit word gedoen deur verskillende waardes te onderskei en hulle trajek aan te dui.
Die resultate van die semiotiese analise dui daarop dat die hoofdoel vir die skryf van Susanna die
herdefinering van Joodsheid is. Die keuse van 'n vrou as onderwerp van die narratief duidaarop dat
geslag 'n belangrike rol speel in die herdfiniering van Joodsheid. Die hoofpunt van die storie wat
ge"identifiseer is, kan soos volg in 'n vraag gestel word: 'Wie is 'n ware Jood?".

Die resultate van die analise dui daarop dat die antwoord op hierdie vraag meerduidig is. Dit is nie
eksklusief 'n man of 'n vrou nie. Joodsheid is eksklusief verbind aan die onderhouding van die Wet
vii
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van Moses. Die poging om Joodsheid te defineer sonder die insluiting van vroue word bevind as
irrelevant en selfs vreemd tot die Joodse tradisies en geskiedenis. 'n Vrou soos Susanna, getrou
aan die Wet van Moses selfs tot die dood, is 'n ware Jood, "'n dogter van Juda". Mans soos die
oudstes, wat die Wet van Moses teestaan, is gevaarlik, "die saad van Kanaan". Hierdie
gevolgtrekking bring mens onmiskenbaar tot die konklusie dat Susanna 'n geslag-gelykmakende
narratief

is.

RESUME
L 'emergence des femmes dans /es apocryphes de la LXX, une etude semiotique de
Susanne.

La preoccupation centrale de cette recherche est !'emergence des femmes dans les Apocryphes
de la LXX en general, et Susanne en particulier. La pretention de l'etude est que Susanne inverse
radicalement les prejuges sexistes de l'epoque du Second Temple, contre les femmes, comme en
temoigne la Sagesse de Ben Sira.
Afin de tester cette hypothese, nous nous sommes inspire de l'approche semiotique de l'ecole de
Paris en general et la version d'Everaert-Desmedt en particulier. L'etude porte essentiellement sur
les trois niveaux d'analyse de la semiotique Greimassienne, telle que raffinee par EveraertDesmedt. II s'agit notamment du niveau figuratif, du niveau narratif et du niveau thematique. Apres
une introduction au chapitre 1 et la justification de l'approche de recherche au chapitre 2, les
chapitres 3 et 4 constituent !'analyse proprement dite du recit. Le chapitre 5 resume enfin les
resultats de de la recherche et formule quelques recommendations en des nouvelles investigations.
L'analyse figurative teste l'hypothese en recherchant les oppositions figuratives et les motifs d'une
part, et en examinant minutieusement la mise en intrigue de Susanne d'autre part. L'analyse
narrative examine Susanne en se concentrant sur sa structure, sa configuration actantielle, son
schema narratif canonique et son carre veridictoire. L'analyse thematique enfin, tente, par le biais
du carre semiotique, de denicher d'abord les valeurs fondamentales qui ont genere l'histoire en
opposant les valeurs negatives aux valeurs positives et, enfin, d'observer leur course dans le
deroulement du recit.
II est evident, d'apres les resultats de l'analyse semiotique, que la preoccupation principale de
Susanne est inclusivement la redefinition de l'identite juive. En effet, le choix d'une femme comme

sujet et deux hommes comme anti sujet du recit revele que le genre joue un role important dans
ix
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cette redefinition de l'identite juive. La preoccupation centrale de l'histoire est identifiee et formulee
sous forme de la question suivante: «Qui est un vrai Juif? »
Les resultats de !'analyse de Susanne revelent que la reponse

a cette question est sans aucune

ambiguite: ni exclusivement un homme ni une femme. La vraie identite juive, selon le recit, depend
fondamentalement de !'engagement de l'individu
Morse. La tentative

a se soumettre inconditionnellement a la loi de

a definir l'identite juive en excluant les femmes est consideree ici comme non

pertinente et partant, etrangere

a l'histoire et aux traditions juives.

Selan le recit, une femme comme Susanne, restee imperturbablement loyale

a la loi, meme au prix

de sa vie, est certainement «une vraie Juive», une fille de Juda» (8uyar11p 'louoac;), malgre sa
feminite. Tandis que des hommes tels que les deux anciens, farouchement opposes

a la loi, sont

des dangereux etrangers, «la semence de Canaan» (crrrtpµa Xavaav}, malgre leur masculinite.
Sur base de cette conclusion et en rapport avec le debat du genre, Susanne se lit, sans aucune
ambigOite, comme un recit egalisateur.

PREFACE
The Second Temple period was marked by deep social cleavages. Ethnicity, social status and
gender constituted insurmountable boundaries between people. With regard to gender cleavage, it
is recounted that a male Jew uttered the following prayer every morning:

Blessed he who did not make me a gentile, Blessed be he who did not make me a woman,
Blessed he who did not make me an "ignoramous" ... who did not make me a woman because
women are not obligated to fulfil commandments. (Han, 1996: 176)

This prayer reveals, without doubt, the exclusion of women from the Jewish religion. This practice,
however, according to the message of Susanna, seems to be strange to Jewish traditions of
Biblical times. It likely has its origin in the mixing of Jews with other people, during the Second
Temple period. The above .prayer seems to be be rooted in Greek traditions rather than in Jewish
texts. In fact, according to a maxim attributed successively to Thales, Socrates and Plato, "there
are three reasons to be thankful to the gods: that I am a human; that I am a Greek; that I am a
male" (quoted by Reeder, 1995:26 cf. also Bruce, 1982:187; George, 1994:285). Furthermore,
Greek myths recount the creation of the woman as punishment inflicted to the man by the gods
(Lefkowitz & Fant, 1992:23). In the Jewish traditions, however, the creation of the woman (Eve) is
recounted as the Hebrew God's attempt to address the man's (Adam) need of lonelin~ss.

Jews of the Second Temple period seem to have been much concerned with the re-examination of
this cleavage between men and women. In fact, in Books written during this period, the LXX
Apocrypha, women emerge significantly, in a contrasting way. The investigation of the emergence
of women in these books in general, and Susanna in particular, is the object of this study.

Before embarking into the world of the LXX, however, it is a sacred duty to pay tribute to those who
contributed to the success of the investigation:
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

CONTEXT

The study examines the emergence of women in the Jewish literature of the Second Temple 1
period, especially the Septuagint Apocrypha. The corpus embodies the books of Tobit, Judith,
Greek Esther, Wisdom of Solomon, Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus), Baruch, Letter of Jeremiah, Additions
to Daniel, 1, 2, 3 and 4 Maccabees, 1 Esdras, 2 Esdras, the Prayer of Manasseh and Psalms 151 2 •
According to this project of study, material on women in these books may be studied from two
vantage points:

• The time of their production,
• the prominence of women in these books
All these volumes were produced at a crucial moment of the Jewish nation. This period of time was
characterized by the destruction of Jerusalem and her first Temple, the subsequent Exile, the loss
of national sovereignty, the dependence of Jews on superpowers in control of the region, and the
Diaspora (Nickelsburg, 2005:9-15).
The literature under investigation came about in this crisis while Jews were struggling for their
identity and survival, as Gruen (1998:xv) states. In other words, this literature appears as a
reinterpretation of the Jewish traditions and history. By this endeavor, Jews aimed at facing the
challenge of the time and adjusting to the new way of life. The adjustment could not become
effective without a reconsideration of their understanding of their sacred scriptures and all its
1

The expression Second Temple period refers to what is known as the lntertestamental Period. The delimitation of this

period, however, is subject to debate (Grabbe, 2000:6; 2006:2; Schiffman, 1991 :44; Anderson, 2002:2). The period
extends from the 6th century BCE to the 1st CE (Hachlili, 2005: 17, 37; Helyer, 2002: 17)
2

See Jobes & Silva (2000:8"0), Harrington (1999:7) and Craven (2003:193-194) for the number of apocryphal Books in

the Septuagint.
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consequences on social and cultural level. In fact, the letter of Aristeas (second century BCE; cf.
Geisler & Nix, 1984:503; Elwell, 1988:2025) shows that at that particular time, at least the
Pentateuch already existed in Greek (Schurer 1890:160). Conybeare & Stock (1905:15) are of the
opinion that:
Prophets, and the rest of the Books', so far as the last were then written, already existed in
Greek at the time of the writing, and the text itself shows acquaintance with the phraseology of
the Septuagint version of the Pentateuch. That Prologue cannot have been written later than
132 B.C., and may have been written as early as the reign of the first Euergetes, who
succeeded Philadelphus (B.C. 247-222).

It is in these particular surroundings that books with special emphasis on women were written.
Scholars generally agree that most of the LXX Apocrypha have much to do with the preservation of
Jewish identity (Gruen, 1998:xx). This is the case for Tobit (Hieke, 2005:120; Nowell, 2005:13;
Perdue, 2005:154; Beyerle, 2005:71-88), Judith (Kaiser, 2004:39; Efthimiadis-Keith, 2004:288)
Greek Esther, Wisdom of Solomon, Ben Sira (Hunter, 2006:194-195; Harrington, 1980:184-187),
Additions to Daniel, the 1,2,3 and 4 Maccabees (Doran, 1980:201 }, and 1 Esdras (Eron, 1991 ).
The highlighting of women at that particular time seems to go together with the redefinition of
Jewish identity in terms of the reconsideration of gender roles. There is no doubt that this period
played an important role in the reinterpretation of Jewish theology and traditions (deSilva, 200:20).
It is possible that the emergence of women 'in these books was part of the reconsideration of
Jewish tradition of the Second Temple period.
This period, however, is important not only for the Judaism but also for Christianity. It is, in a way,
the cradle for the Christian thought and the development of the Rabbinic Judaism as well
(Harrington, 2005:2-3; deSilva, 2002:25). Thus, the understanding of some Christian and Rabbinic
views of women will require a familiarity with this formative period. In any case, a study of women in
the Apocrypha constitutes a prerequisite for a study of women in the NT. It would then be biased to
2
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read NT documents against the Greco-Roman World without taking into account its Jewish
background as reflected in the Apocrypha. As Jensen (1996:xxi) puts it, "playing off Greek, Roman,
Jewish, and Christian women against each other apologetically would contradict their intentions".

The Apocrypha constitute an important source of valuable information for the study of women and
gender roles in Early Judaism and in the ancient world in general (llan, 2001 :127-153). In fact,
women emerge remarkably in the LXX apocrypha. Female characters appear frequently in this
corpus and are portrayed as playing decisive roles for the sake of the Jewish nation. Judith saves
her nation from the Assyrians' invasion by luring and then killing Holofernes. Consequently, she is
celebrated by Joakim, the high priest (Judith 15:9b), as follows: "Lu Ulj.lwµa l£poucraAr'1µ, cru
yaupiaµa µtya TOO lcrpal")A, cru Kaux11µa µtya roO ytvouc; ~µwv" (You are the elevation of
Jerusalem; you are the great exultation of Israel; you are the great glory of our nation). Esther also
saves her people by countering Haman's decree stipulating the annihilation of all Jews (Additions to
Esther E and F). In 2 Maccabees 7, the heroic resistance of the mother with her seven children to
the Antiochus's persecution and their ensuing death constitute "the turning point in the historical
drama" (Nickelsburg, 2005:108). Susanna's resistance to the elders' advances saves her
community from lawless and maintains the identity of her people (Tkazc, 2008). It is worth noticing
that:

•

As special characters, women emerge remarkably in the Septuagint Apocrypha. Of fifteen
books embodying the corpus, ten of them (Tobit, Judith, Additions to Esther, Ben Sira
(Ecclesiasticus), Additions to Daniel, the Maccabees (1, 2, 3 & 4) and 1 Esdras) refer to
women in a noteworthy way.

•

The appearance of women in these ten books seems to go beyond a mere remark. Even in
books where they appear just in one Chapter as in 2 Maccabees 7 or in some verses as in 1
Esdras 4, the roles they are given are generally central to the book (cf. Nickelsburg,
2005:108 in relation with 2 Maccabees 7) or expose some negative aspects of the ancient
3
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patriarchal society (cf. Eron, 1991 in relation with women in 1 Ezra 4 ). These are aspects
like war, violence and the killing of women and children.

The prominent appearance of women in this corpus gives good reason for the title of the study: The
Emergence of Women in the Septuagint Apocrypha. According to the Random House Dictionary of

the English Language, to emerge here means literally to come out "from a place shut off from view,
or from concealment, obscurity, retirement, or the like into sight and notice" (Stein, 1967:466 ). This
is apparently the case for women in the Septuagint Apocrypha. There are certainly stories of
extraordinary women in the Jewish environment and in the Greco-Roman world. However, Esler
(2002:129) suggests that the ideal status of women proposed by the authors of these documents
sounds unique and unknown to both Hebrew and Greco-Roman traditions.

1.2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Women appear constantly in the Septuagint Apocrypha. In narratives such as Judith, Additions to
Esther, Susanna and 2 Maccabees, they emerge as leading heroic figures in Israel, as well as in
the Diaspora. In the wisdom of Ben Sira, however, they are subject to bitter criticism and
disapproval (cf. Coggins, 1998:85-90; Snaith, 1974:130 in relation with Ben Sira's assumption that
woman was the origin of evil}. Books in which they emerge outstandingly include Tobit, Ben Sira, 14 Maccabees, 1 Esdras 4, Judith, Esther (the Additions) and Susanna (Additions to Daniel). These
books were written in some overlapping periods of time from the third century to the first century
BCE and they circulated in the same period among Jews (Hyeler, 2002:21). Although they all notably
refer to women, however, they compose two sets of discourses with two totally different views.

•

On the one hand Ben Sira represents a very negative and pessimistic view of women. He is
fundamentally conservative and describes women as dangerous and deserving no credit. In
fact, he is nothing else than a misogynist. This vision seems to be also characteristic of the
wisdom literature, such as Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. However, Ben Sira "deals with
negative topics about women that are not contained in the biblical wisdom or other
4
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literature" (Trenchard, 1982:172-173). It is certain that his view of women seems to have no
exact precedent in the Jewish traditions preserved in the canonical books of the Hebrew
Bible. Evidence suggests that he was influenced by the Greco-Roman negative vision of
women. In fact, according to Collins (1997:68),
[t]here is no precedent in Hebrew tradition for the view that woman is source of all evil, but there
is a clear Greek precedent in the theory of Pandora's Box. It would be too simple to ascribe the
misogynist aspects of Ben Sira's thought to Hellenistic influence. Pseudo-Phocylides represents
a more heavily Hellenised form of Judaism but does not pick up these elements. There is
undoubtedly Greek influence here, but Ben Sira's personality also played a part in his selective
use of Greek culture.

That Ben Sira's view of women was influenced by Greek tradition can be observed from the
difference between Jewish and Greek accounts of the origin of women. In the Jewish
canonical tradition, the origin of the woman is explained as follows (Genesis 2:18-22):
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Kal dm:v KOp1oc; 6 9e:6c; Ou KaJ..6v e:Tva1 rov &vepwrrov µ6vov, rro1~crwµe:v aur(iJ J301196v Kal'

aur6v.

19

Kal fol\acre:v 6 9e:6c; E!1 EK r~c; y~c; rravra ra e11pia TOO ciypoO Kal rravra ra rre:mva roO

oupavoO Kal ~yaye:v aura rrpoc; TOV Aoaµ ioe:iv, Ti KaAEOEI aura, Kal rrav,
Aoaµ lj.IUX~V ~wcrav, TOOTO ovoµa auTOO.

2

o £av EKclAEOEV aura

°Kal EKclAEOEV Aoaµ 6v6µara TTCxOIV TOic; KT~VEOIV Kal

TTCxOI roic; m:mvoic; TOO oupavoO Kal TTCxOI roic; 91']pio1c; TOO aypoO, T(iJ OE Aoaµ OUX e:upE91']
J30119oc; 6µ01oc_; aUT(iJ. -

21

Kal ETTEJ3al\e:v 6 9e:6c; EKOTaOIV ETTl TOV Aoaµ, Kal UTTVWOEV, Kal £l\aJ3e:v

µiav TWV rrl\e:upwv auroO Kal clVETTA~pWOEV crdpKa avl' aur~c;.

22

Kal 4JKo06µ1']0EV KUp1oc; 6 9e:6c;

T~V TTAEUpclv, ~v £l\aJ3e:v OTTO TOO Aoaµ, e:ic; yuvaiKa Kal ~yaye:v aur~v rrpoc; TOV Aoaµ

3

.

3 1

6The LORD God said, "It is not good for the man to be alone. I will make a helper suitable for him." 19 Now the LORD God

had formed out of the ground all the wild animals and all the birds in the sky. He brought them to the man to see what he
would name them; and whatever the man called each living creature, that was its name.

20

So the man gave names to all

the livestock, the birds in the sky and all the wild animals. But for Adam no suitable helper was found.

21

So the LORD God

caused the man to fall into a deep sleep; and while he was sleeping, he took one of the man's ribs and then closed up the
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The woman's creation is recounted here as God's attempt to address Adam's loneliness. This
is not the case with the Greek account of the origin of the woman. In fact, according to
Lefkowitz and Fant (1992:23), "[i]n an epic that explains how and why man's life is now so
hard, reads as a school text throughout antiquity, Hesiod describes how woman was given
man's representative Epimetheus (Afterthinker) as punishment for his brother Prometheus'
(Forethinker) crimes against Zeus". This is thus a negative view of woman.
From these two texts, accounting for the creation of the woman, it is clear that Ben Sira can
clearly be identified with the latter rather than with the former.
•

On the other hand, Tobit, Judith, 2 Maccabees (likely a reinterpretation of 1 Maccabees cf.
Nickelsburg, 2005:110), 3 Maccabees, 4 Maccabees, Esther and Susanna, give the
impression to be positive and enthusiastic about women. They portray them as
commendable partners embodying the hopes for the survival of the nation in hard times.

This thesis is devoted to exploring this phenomenal emergence of women in the LXX Apocrypha.
However, due to the abundance of the material ori women in the LXX, it is impossible to deal with
all examples semiotically, in a single thesis. Consequently, only the narrative of Susanna will
constitute the focus of this study. Susanna will be studied in consideration of its historical and
sociological background of the Second Temple period. For this reason and for the preservation of
the dialectical structure of the study, the analysis of Susanna will be contrasted to the patriarchal
ideology of the Second Temple period in general and Ben Sira in particular.
The book of Ben Sira, especially its view of women, has already been subject of important
investigations. Consequently, it will not receive a special analysis here. Reference is made to Ben
Sira in this thesis, depending on the contributions by scholars such as Trenchard (1982), Sanders
place with flesh.

22

Then the LORD God made a woman from the rib he had taken out of the man, and he brought her to the

man. (Today New International version: TNIV)
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(1983), Di Lella (1966), deSilva (1996), Eron (1991), Camp (1991), McKinlay (1996), llan (2001),
,.,..:

Corley and Skemp (2005).

As the following resume reveals, the view of women in Susanna seems to be the complete opposite
of the wisdom of Ben Sira in particular, and the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period in
general.

Susanna is a story of a beautiful and pious Jewish woman. From pious parents, Susanna is married

to a rich and influential Jew living in Babylon, Joakim. Joakim's house and garden serve as public
gathering place for Jews. Susanna goes out every day for a walk in the garden, at noon, when
Jews go home for lunch.

One year two elders were elected to assume the functions of judges within the Jewish community.
However, despite their high position, the two elders were highlighted by a prophetic utterance as
vectors of sexual perversion in the community. In fact, each of the elders individually longs for
sexual intercourse with Susanna without telling the other. One day, when it was lunch time, they
said to each other to go home for lunch. This was only 'one way of getting rid of each other in order
to remain alone and have an opportunity to find Susanna alone, in the garden. Ironically, however,
they found themselves hiding by one

~nother.

They question each other on the reason of hiding

and confess their intense sexual longing for Susanna. As a consequence, they decide to act
together in order to achieve their common desire. That is, to have sexual intercourse with Susanna.

One day Susanna enters the garden as usual, with her two maids. Without realising the presence
of the two elders hiding in the garden, Susanna decides to bath as it was hot. As soon as Susanna
is left alone by the maids, the elders run to her and propose to have sexual intercourse with her.
Susanna is given the choice between complying to their demand or being accused of adultery with
a fictitious young man and thus be sentenced to death. Susanna chooses the latter alternative. She
is falsely accused of adultery and subsequently sentenced to death. The account takes a surprising
7
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turn when Susanna rejects the result of the jury and appeals to God by praying. God raises the
spirit of/in Daniel a very young boy. Daniel questions Susanna's sentence and is allowed to reexamine the case. Finally, Susanna is acquitted but the two elders executed. This is thus a
turnaround of events.
As this resume indicates, Susanna seems to contradict the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple
evoked above. One aspect of the prejudices against women was the assumption that women were
sexually more corrupted than men. To intensify the prejudice, Ben Sira compared a woman's
sexual desire to a "thirsty traveller" (v12

OlljJWV

ooonr6poc;}, opening desperately his mouth to drink

"from any near water'' (Ben Sira 26:10-12). This means that women are sexually promiscuous and
would have sexual relations with anyone and at any offer.
This dichotomy leaves us with no doubt that two traditions about women, apparently contradictory,
would have circulated conjointly among Jews during the Second Temple period. These two
conflicting propagandas, contra or pro women respectively in Ben Sira and in Susanna, constitute
the problem to be investigated in this study.
The main research problem may be formulated as follows: Does Susanna reverse or reinforce the
sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period, against women, as exemplified in the wisdom of
Ben Sira? To answer this main research problem, the following subsidiary questions will have to be
answered:

•

What is the current state of studies of Susanna and how does it account for new
investigations?

•

What is a valid method for the study of the view of women in the LXX Apocrypha in general
and Susanna in particular?

8
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•

Does the figurative analysis of Susanna, that is, the study of figurative oppositions, motifs
and emplotment, reverse or reinforce the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period,
against women, as exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira?

•

Does the narrative analysis of Susanna, that is, the investigation of the structure of the
narrative, its actantial model, its veridictory square and its canonical narrative schema
reverse or reinforce the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period, against women, as
exemplified in the wisdom of Ben Sira?

Does the thematic analysis of Susanna, that is, the study of oppositions of values and their

•

course in the narrative reverse or reinforce the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple
period, against women, as exemplified in the wisdom of Ben Sira?

•

What is the view of women that emerges from the results of the Greimassian semiotic
analysis of Susanna and how does it reverse or reinforce the sexist prejudices of the
Second Temple period, against women, as exemplified in the wisdom of Ben Sira?

1.3

SUBSTANTIATION

The Apocrypha are being investigated more frequently. The attention has moved from establishing
the original texts to further studies, including the role of women. Since the study of women in the
Apocrypha is sometimes interwoven with the study of the Apocrypha in general, it is important to
give the state of the current contribution before moving forward.
For the purpose of this study, results from the investigation reveal that works produced on the
Apocrypha in general, and Susanna in particular, range between three categories. Contrary to
Craven (2003), who chronogically regroups the study of the LXX Apocrypha, the categorisation in
this study has to do with the interest of authors and the kind of method used to investigate these
books. Some of the following studies are interested in the transmission of texts while others focus
9
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on the content and message of the Apocrypha. Consequently, works on the Apocrypha, from
different periods, can be grouped together according to their interest.

The development of scholarship on Susanna follows the same scientific trajectory as all other LXX
Apocrypha. Susanna is absent from the Jewish and Protestant canon of sacred Scriptures (Tate,
1968:340; cf. Sundberg, 1966). Even in the Catholic canon where it is incorporated, Susanna and
other apocryphal books are relegated to the second place of authoritative Scriptures. In fact,
according to Mills and Wilson (2002:.xvi), "Roman Catholics call these books "Deuterocanonical"secondarily canonical or those added latter to the canon" (cf. also Boadt, 1984;18; Davies &
Finkelstein, 1989:409-411 ). Surprisingly, however, Susanna is one of the most interpreted and the
most reproduced stories of the ancient world, from the late antiquity until the post modern time.

•

The first group of studies Apocrypha including Susanna is identified with Beckler (1891) in
his

Apocryphen

des

A/ten

Testaments;

Kautzsch

(1898)

in

Apocryphen

und

Pseudepigraphen des A/ten Testaments; Charles (1913; cf. Kay on Susanna) in Apocrypha
and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament and ZIEGLER (1999) in Susanna Daniel Bel et
Draco. These works prove their importance in stabilizing the texts and providing insight for
translation.

•

The second is associated with Oesterley (1935) in An Introduction to the Books of
Apocrypha; Pfeiffer (1949) in History of New Testament Times, with an Introduction to the
Apocrypha; Metzger (1957) in An Introduction to the Apocrypha; Goodspeed (1971) in The
Story of the Apocrypha; Dancy (1972) in The Shorter Books of the Apocrypha. Tobit, Judith,
Rest of Esther, Baruch, Letter of Jeremy and Additions to Daniel and Prayer of Manasseh;
Moore (1977) in Daniel, Esther and Jeremiah; the Additions; Kottsieper (1998) in Das Buch
Baruch Der Brief des Jeremia Zu Esther und Daniel; Societe Biblique Francaise (2004) in
La Bible traduction cecumenique edition integrate and Wills (2004) in Ancient Jewish Novels
an Anthology; Ditommaso (2005) in The Book of Daniel and the Apocryphal Daniel
10
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Literature. These publications are more or less based on to the historical critical approach to
texts (cf. 2.1 ). One of the main gains of these studies was to expose the literary genre of the
different books. They uncovered various problems in the texts that still needed to be
addressed (Jordaan & Kanonge, 2006).

•

In the last group, there are some works such as Cassey (1976) in The Susanna Theme in

German Literature; Variations of the Biblical Drama; Dunn (1981) in Discrimination in the
Comic Spirit in the Story of Susanna; Steussy (1993) in Gardens and Faith in the Greek
Legends of Daniel; Brenner (1995) in A Feminist Companion to Esther, Judith and
Susanna; Harrington (1999) in Invitation to the Apocrypha; Craven (1998) in The Greek
book of Daniel (cf. also Craven, 1992 & 2001); Han (1999) in Integrating Women into
Second Temple History; Bohn (2001) in Rape and the Gendered Gaze: Susanna and the
Elders in Early Modem Bologna; DeSilva (2002) in Introducing the Apocrypha. A Historical
and Literary Introduction; deSilva (2002) in Introducing the Apocrypha. Message, Context,
and Significance; Nickelsburg (2005) in Jewish Literature between the Bible and the
Mishnah. Clanton (2006) in The Good, the Bold and the Beautiful; Cornelius (2008) in The
woman in "Susanna". An understanding of the rhetoric of "Susanna". Jordaan (2008) in
Reading Susanna as Therapeutic Narrative.

Steyn (2008) in "Beautiful but tough". A

comparison of LXX Esther, Judith and Susanna and TKAZC (2008) in Susanna and the
Pre-Christian Book of Daniel: Structure and Meaning (cf.

1998). With the growing interest

in the Second Temple period, these scholars take a major step forward in the treatment of
the Apocrypha. While taking into account the contribution of other scholars, they deal with
texts in terms .of ideology behind them, such as gender roles, power struggle and body.
All the works on Susanna that were accessed for this study consisted of commentaries, essays
and articles, monographs, and reviews. Most of the above Commentaries on Susanna are
historical critical studies of the narrative (cf. 2.1 ). These kinds of studies are inadequate for the
11
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study of Susanna as character because plot and characterisation does not receive due attention.
Commentaries may shed light on historical, linguistic and textual dimensions of narratives but plot
and characterisation are left behind. A study of women in narratives is mainly a study of
characterisation (how characters are constructed) and emplotment (archetype and tone) (cf. 3.2.1).

Essays and articles constitute the most abundant contribution on Susanna's scholarship. Most of
them are written in the feminist perspective of analysis. Though, it is generally referred to as an
approach, the feminist perspective of analysis_ is an ideological stance rather than an approach of
analysis. In fact, not all feminist studies follow a unique approach of analysis. For example, Semeia
42 is devoted to the studies of women in the Bible (cf. Bos & Exum, 1988). It is a collection of
feminist essays. However, not all of them use the same approach (cf. Steinberg, 1988; Camp,
1988; Bos, 1988; Fuchs, 1988; Fontaine, 1988). According to Ashley (1988), these essays use
respectively a sociological theory, structural theory, cultural hermeneutics and moral psychology.

Despite their abundance, none of the essays or articles on Susanna has yet attempted to use the
Greimas approach of analysis even partially.

Apart from commentaries and essays and articles, only three monographs (PhD theses) were
available for this study: they are successively from Steussy (1993), Cassey (1976) and Clanton
(2006). Steussy's study is devoted not only to the investigation of the narrative of Susanna but also
to Bel and the Dragon. Susanna is studied only as one of the stories from the book of Daniel.
Besides, Steussy uses the narratological approach of analysis designed by Bal (cf. Mills, 1994:550;
Walsh, 1994:573). His method is totally different from the Greimassian semiotic used in this study.

Cassey's study is not a literary study per se. It is more concerned with the use of the Susanna in
drama from the 15th to the 20th century, in German (Casey, 1976:13). Casey is more concerned
with the influence of Susanna on the composition of drama in Germany (Casey, 1976:12). His
investigation is a literary review study (cf. Mouton, 2001: 179). The problem he addresses is the lack
of a sufficient and accurate catalogue of "the historical evolution of the Susanna legend in German
12
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literature" (Casey, 1976:13-17). There is neither a direct interest in the text nor an-interest in gender
·roles.

The last important treatment of Susanna is Clanton's book. Clanton (2006:4-5) himself refers to it
as "aesthetic interpretation of the story". Although he discusses the historical context, the date
(Chapter 2) and provides a Narrative-Rhetorical analysis of the story (Chapter 3), his main
endeavour is the use of the story during the Renaissance. In fact, Clanton (2006:5) declares,
[m]y intention in this monograph is to provide the first such treatment (aesthetic) of this topic
focused on the Renaissance period that discusses the story at length, using insights from the
field of biblical studies. By bringing together information on many of the most important aesthetic
interpretation of the story created during the fifteenth through the seventeenth centuries, this
project will be making a large contribution to the field of the biblical studies by illuminating the
power and endurance of this story.

Clanton's concern is the aesthetic interpretation of Susanna during the Renaissance, in paintings
and music {Chapter 5). In brief, Clanton's contention is that Susanna is misused by focusing on the
mimetic approach with its sexist connotation rather than the thematic. In the conclusion (Chapter 7),
Clanton urges his readers to focus on the thematic approach in order to avoid the mimetic
dimension of the story because it is sexually corrupting (cf. Glancy, 2008: 107).

1.4

CONTRIBUTION

The present study differs substantially from other contributions in terms of the approach of analysis.
No analysis of the story has yet dealt with the story according to the Greimassian way of analysis.
The first contribution of the investigation lies in the use of method. Secondly, it is believed that the
use of an adequate approach of analysis will have advantage to attend to problems that have never
been addressed. Consequently, the study will lead to a new conclusion.
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One of the most debated issues in relation to the story is gender reconsideration. In fact, there is no
agreement among scholars to whether Susanna does enforce or undermine patriarchy. Most
scholars, mainly feminists, are pessimistic and suspicious about the subversive nature of Susanna.
In fact, scholars such as Bal (cf. Levine, 2004), Clanton (2006), Cornelius (2008), Glancy (2004),
Gruen (2002), llan (2001),

Levine (2004), MacDowell (2006), Sered and Cooper (1996), and

Steussy (1993) are but a few among those who read Susanna as a negative narrative, with regard
to gender equality. A few examples will suffice to illustrate the case. Sered and Cooper (1996:54)
are of the opinion that "the story of Susanna functions to maintain patriarchy, not to undermine it".
The same view is shared by llan. Though llan (2001 :141) argues that "Esther, Judith and Susanna
were indeed composed as propaganda for Hasmonean queenship", she surprisingly declares that
those books are not "revolutionary 'in nature" (2001: 153). Gruen (2002: 173) argues that Susanna is
not a social satire. His argument is that
There is no class warfare here. Susanna herself belongs to the upper echelons of Jewish society
... Susanna's prime occupation seems to be lolling and bathing in the garden of her estate; she
lives a luxurious life, far from the social margins. Her vindication brings the downfall of the
lascivious scoundrels,· but only reinforces the social (not to mention gender) structure ... The
Susanna tale unambiguously ratifies the status quo.

Recently, in her article The woman in "Susanna", An understanding of the rhetoric of "Susanna",
Cornelius (2008) has taken the same direction. Cornelius concludes her article by contending that
"[t]his text rather serves the patriarchal world, it reinforces male power in public" (Cornelius,
2008:107). Examples supporting such a position are too numerous to be given exhaustively here.

The alternative view of the narrative is not supported by many scholars. Craven (1992, 1998 &
2001) and Tkacz are the only two scholars who hold the view that Susanna is an emancipatory
narrative Susanna.
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Craven argues that Susanna and other women such as Judith and Esther can be considered as
"teacher of right behaviour" in Israel (Craven, 2001 :282). In addition, Craven values Susanna as
heroine in the same way as Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego (1998:314 cf. also
1992:569-570). However, Craven's contribution on Susanna is not as important as her work on
Judith. The two of Craven's publications consist of her contribution in Bible commentaries. One
consists only of 4 pages (1998) and in the other, her commentaries on Susanna, appears in an
appendix (1992). Craven's other contribution on Susanna appears in a 12 pages essay where she
investigates Susanna together with women in Tobit, Judith, Esther, 1, 2, and 3 Maccabees and
Susanna (2002). It is evident that Craven's contribution on Susanna is not sufficient.
The second scholar, who makes a positive contribution on Susanna, with regard to gender roles, is
Tkacz (1998 & 2008). One of her contributions addresses what she terms as "neosexism" (1998),
the feminists' ill treatment of Susanna. In this contribution Tkacz argues that Susanna "contitutes
real evidence against the idea that Judeo-Christian tradition is inherently sexist. Therefore,
feminists find it expedient to deny that Susanna speaks, and thus they silence Susanna" (Tkacz,
1998:36). Her other publication is concerned with the meaning of Susanna in the structure of the
pre-Christian version of Daniel (2008). Tkacz's contribution of Susanna is important in gender
debates, but it is limited because of the.nature of her publications. It consists of articles that are not
aimed at investigating the whole narrative of Susanna, but seek to address particular issues raised
by feminist scholars. Her contribution needs to be taken further by a thorough contribution that
deals systematically with the whole narrative. This is precisely the aim of this investigation.
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1.5

RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The central aim of the investigation consists of establishing whether Susanna reverses or
reinforces the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period, against women, exemplified in the
wisdom of Ben Sira. From this general aim some ensuing objectives are the following:

•

To establish the current state of research on Susanna and how it accounts for new studies.

•

To develop a valid method of analysis accounting for the emergence of women in the LXX
Apocrypha in general and Susanna in particular.

•

To establish, from the figurative analysis, that is, from the study of figurative oppositions,
motifs and emplotment whether Susanna reverses or reinforces the sexist prejudices of the
Second Temple period, against women, as exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.

•

To establish from the narrative analysis, that is, from the study of the structure of the
narrative, its actantial model, its veridictory square and its canonical narrative schema
whether Susanna reverses or reinforces the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period,
against women, as exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.

•

To establish, from the thematic analysis, that is, from the opposition of values and their
course on the semiotic square, whether Susanna reverses or reinforces the sexist
prejudices of the Second Temple period, against women, as exemplified in the Wisdom of
Ben Sira.

•

To establish the view of women that emerges from the results of the semiotic analysis of
Susanna and how it reverses or reinforces the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple

period, against women, as exemplified in the wisdom of Ben Sira.

1.6

· CENTRAL THEORETICAL STATEMENT

·The emergence of women in the LXX Apocrypha, in general and Susanna in particular, gives the
impression that gender roles, as defined in the patriarchal system, were no longer accepted
unanimously among Jews of the Second Temple period. Books were written to address the issue in
16
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a pragmatic way. They aimed either at maintaining male sexist prejudices against women or
reversing it.

It is the contention of this study that Susanna radically reverses the sexist prejudices of the Second
Temple period, against women, exemplified in the wisdom of Ben Sira.
The analysis of Susanna here will seek to test this hypothesis in view of confirming or rejecting it,
using an appropriate approach to narrative analysis.

1.7
Susanna is

APPROACH OF ANALYSIS

a narrative.

Generally, narratives are written to make sense when considered as a

whole. For this reason, a semiotic approach will be adopted in this investigation. In the next
chapter, the semiotic approach that will be followed in the study of Susanna will be discussed in
more detail.

1.8

THE STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY

This analysis of Susanna adopts the structure dictated by the approach of research. It consists of
three main chapters preceded by an introduction and ending with a conclusion. This chapter was
devoted to the introduction.
The second chapter offers an outline of the approach which this study follows in the analysis of the
Theodotion version of Susanna. This study adopts the Greimassian semiotic approach to narrative
analysis.
The third chapter provides the figurative analysis of the story of Susanna. It is the first of the three
steps of analysis. The aim of this chapter is to investigate the main figures featuring in the story in
terms of actors, space and time.
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The fourth chapter discusses the two other steps of Greimasian semiotic analysis, namely the
narrative and the thematic levels. The fifth chapter gives the summary of the results of the story.
The contribution of the investigation is made clear here.

1.9

SUSANNA: TEXT AND CONTEXT

The text of Susanna that will be used here is essentially the Thedotion version. This version has a
most elaborate narrative focussing more on Susanna than the LXX does (cf. Kanonge, 2009:362).
Besides, Susanna will be used in this study to refer to Susanna as character while Susanna refers
to the narrative.

This investigation is centred on the text rather than on its author or historical background. In
narrative analysis, as Robinson (1996:103) puts it, "[t]he historical reconstruction takes us on an
unnecessary and somewhat speculative detour". Therefore there is no concern for a special
historical background involving, the author, date and circumstances of redaction. The historical
background is directly taken into account in the investigation when it appears in terms of motifs
and/or intertextuality. The text and a close reading thereof is all that is important here.

The Greek text of Theodotion Susanna used here is from the Septuaginta edited by Ziegler (1999).
Greek texts for other books of the LXX are quoted from Rahlfs edition of the LXX. Translations of
Susanna's Greek quotations are done by the author. For the other books of the LXX, the translation
is either from the author's personal translation or a use of existing translations of the Bible, as
referenced. Greek texts from the New Testament are quoted exclusively from Nestle-Aland 27
edition.

In the tradition of semiotic analysis used in this study the text is the centre of the investigation. It
always constitutes a part of the investigation (cf. Courtes, 1976, 1991 & 1995). The analysis of
Susanna will be based on the following text:
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1

Kai ~v av~p oiKWV EV Baj3UAWVI, Kai ovoµa auT(i'.> lwaK1µ. 2 Kai EAOj3EV yuvaiKa, ~ ovoµa I:oucrawa

SuycmlP XEAK1ou, KaA~ crcp6opa Kai cpoj3ouµtvri Tov Kup1ov, 3 Kai oi yovEic;; auT~c;; ofKaio1 Kai EOioa~av
T~V Suymtpa OUTWV KaTa TOV v6µov Mwucr~.

4

Kai ~v lwaK1µ TTAOUCJIOc;; crcp6opa, Kai ~v auT(i'.>

TTapaOEICJOc;; ymv1wv T(i'.> OlKl!J auTOO' Kai TTpoc;; OUTOV TTpocr~yOVTO oi louoaio1 Ola TO ETvm OUTOV
Evoo~6TEpov TTOVTWV.

5

Kai OTTEOEfXSricrav Mo TTprnj3uTEpo1 EK TOO AaoO Kp11al EV T(i'.> Ev1auT(i'.>

EKEIV4J, TTEpl WV EAOAflCJEV 6 OECJTTOTflc;; OTI 'E~~A9EV avoµfa EK Baj3uAwvoc;; EK TTpECJj3UTtpwv KplTWV,
o'I E06Kouv KUj3Epvav Tov Aa6v.
I

aurnuc;; TTclVTEc;; oi Kp1v6µEVOI.

7

6

ouT01 TTpocrEKapTtpouv EV Tfl oiKfc;x lwaK1µ, Kai ~pxovTo TTpoc;;

Kai EYEVETO ~VfKa OTTETPEXEV 6 Aaoc;; µtcrov ~µtpac;;, EiCJETTOpEUETO

I:oucrawa Kai TTEPIETTclTEI EV T(i'.> TTapaoEfCJ4) TOO avopoc;; OUT~c;;.

8

Kai E9Ewpouv OUT~V oi Mo

TTprnj3uTEpo1 Ka9' ~µtpav EiCJTTopwoµtvriv Kai TTEpmmoOcrav Kai Eytvovrn EV Em9uµfc;x auT~c;;.

9

Kai

OIECJTPE4JOV TOV EaUTWV voOv Kai E~EKAIVOV TOUc;; 6cp9aAµouc;; OUTWV TOO µ~ j3AETTEIV Eic;; TOV oupavov
µriot µvriµOVEUEIV KplµOTWV OIKOfWV.

° Kai

1

~CJOV aµcp6TEpOI KOTaVEVUyµtVOI TTEpi 01.JT~c;; Kai OUK

av~yyEIAOV aM~AOlc;; T~V 6Mvriv OUTWV, 11 OTI ncrxuvovTO avayyEiAOI T~V Em9uµfav OUTWV OTI ~9EAOV

CJUYVEVECJ90I OUTfl.
13

12

Kai TTOpETflpOOCJOV <plAOTfµwc;; KOS' ~µtpav 6pav OUT~V.

Kai ETTTav ETEpoc;; T(i'.> ETEP4> nopw9wµEv o~ Eic;; oTKov, OTI apiCJTOU wpa ECJTfV, Kai E~EA96VTEc;;

aiTiav wµoMyricrav T~V Em9uµiav OUTWV, Kai TOTE KOIVf\ CJUVETcl~OVTO KOlpov OTE OUT~V OUV~CJOVTOI
EupEiv µ6vriv.
15

Kai EVEVETO EV T(i'.> TTOpaTflpEiV OUTOUc;; ~µtpav EU9ETOV EiCJ~A9tv TTOTE Ka9wc;; EX9tc;; Kai TpfTflc;;

~µtpac;; µETa Mo µ6vwv Kopacrfwv Kai ETTE9uµricrE Aoucracreai EV T(i'.> TTapaoEfcrl!J, OTI KaOµa ~v,

ouK ~v ouoElc;; EKEi TTA~V oi Mo TTprnj3uTEpo1 KEKpuµµtvo1 Kai TTapmripoOvTEc;; auT~v.

17

16

Kai

Kai EITTEv Toic;;

KOpacrfo1c;; 'EvtyKOTE o~ µ01 EAOIOV Kai crµ~yµa Kai Tac; Supac;; TOO TTapaoEfcrou KAEfCJOTE, OTTWc;;
AOUCJWµOI.

19

Kai EYEVETO we; E~~A9ocrav Ta KOpama, Kai OVECJTflCJOV oi Mo TTpECJj30Tal Kai ETTEOpaµov

°

auTf\ 2 Kai Efoov 'loou ai Supai TOO TTapaOEfCJOU KEKAEIVTOI, Kai OUOEic;; 9EWpEi ~µac;;, Kai EV ETTl9uµic;x
crou ECJµEv, 016 cruyKmaSou ~µiv Kai yEvoO µES' ~µwv, 18 Kai ETTofricrav Ka9wc;; EITTEv Kai OTTEKAE1crav
Tac; Supac;; TOO TTapaOE[CJOU Kai E~~A9av KaTa Tac; TTAayfac;; Supac;; EVEVKOI Ta TTpOCJTETayµtva aumic;;
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Kai ouK £ioocrav rouc; llprnj3urtpouc;, c11 ~ciav KEKpuµµtvo1.
~v µEra croO vrnvlcrKoc; Kai QIO

10010

21

Ei Qt µ~. Kmaµaprup~croµtv crou c11

E~alltcrrE1Aac; Ta Kopaaia cmo croO.

22

Kai avrnrtva~Ev

roucravva Kai ElllEV LTEVcl µ01 llclVT08EV, tav TE yap TOOTO llpd~w. 8avm6c; µor EaTIV, tav TE µ~
llpd~w. OUK EK<pEU~oµai Tac; XEipac; uµwv,

uµwv ~ aµapTEiV EVWlTIOV KUplou.
llpEaj30Tal KaTEVaVTI aur~c;.

25

24

23

aipETOV µor EO"TIV µ~ llpd~acrav EµllEaEiV Eic; TO<; xEipac;

Kai OvEj30l")O"EV cpwvfi µEyaAn LOUcravva, Ej361")crav QE Kai oi QUO

Kai Qpaµwv 6 de; ~VOl~EV TO<; Supac; TOO llapaQEfcrou.

26

we; QE

~Koucrav T~v Kpauy~v Ev ri+> llapaQEfcrl!J oi EK r~c; oiKfac;, EicrEll~Ql")crav QIO r~c; llAaylac; Supac; iQEiv

TO cruµj3Ej31")KO<; auTfi.

27

~VIKa QE ElllaV oi llpEcrj30m1 TOU<; A6youc; aurwv, KmncrxuvSl")crav oi QOOA01

crcp6Qpa, c11 llWllOTE ouK Epp£81") A6yoc; 101oOTOc; llEpi roucravvl")c;.
28

Kai EYEVETO Tfi EllaUplOV we; cruv~ASEV 6 Aaoc; llpoc; TOV OVQpa aur~c; lwaK1µ, ~ASov oi QUO

llpEaj30m1 llA~pEI<; T~<; av6µou EVVo!ac; KaTO LOUO"aVVI")<; TOO Savmwcrai aUT~v29 Kai ElllaV
fµllpoo8Ev 100 AaoO AllocrrEIAmE Elli roucravvav Suyan:pa XEAK1ou,
OllEO"TEIAav.
31

~

fo11v

yuv~

lwaK1µ, oi QE

°Kai ~A8EV aur~ Kai oi yovEi<; aUT~<; Kai TO TEKVa a UT~<; Kai llclVTE<; oi cruyyEVEi<; a UT~<;,

3

~ QE roucravva ~v rpucpEpa crcp6Qpa Kai KaA~ ri+> E'JQEI.

32

oi QE llapavoµo1 EKEAEUcrav

OllOKaAucpS~vai auT~V, ~v yap KaTaKEKaAuµµtvl"), CllW<; EµllAl")crSwaiv TOO KdMouc; aur~c;.

EKAalOV QE oi llap aUT~<; Kai llclVTE<; oi iQOVTE<; aUT~V.

34

33

avaOTclVTE<; QE oi QUO llpEcrj30Tal EV µfo{/J Ti+>

Aai+> ESl"]Kav roe; xEipac; Elli T~V KE<paA~v aur~c;, 35 ~ QE KAaloucra avtj3AElJJEV Eic; TOV oupav6v, CTI ~v ~
KapQfa auT~<; llEllOl8Uia Elli Ti+> KUpf{/J.
llapaQEIO"{/J µ6vwv

Eicr~ASEV

Kai OllEAUO"EV roe; llalQ(O"Kac;,
µEl' aUT~<;.
39

38

36

ElllaV QE oi llpEaj30m1 nEpllTaTOUVTWV ~µWV EV Ti+>

aUTI") µETO QUO llal(?IO"KWV Kai OllEKAEIO"EV Tac; Supac; TOO llapaQEfcrou
37

Kai ~ASEV llpoc; auT~V vrnvfcrKoc;, oc; ~v KEKpuµµtvoc;, Kai OVEllEO"E

~µEi<; QE OVTE<; EV Tfi YWVl<;I TOO llapaQEfcrou iQOVTE<; T~V avoµlav EQpaµoµEv br' auTOU<;,

Kai iQOVTE<; cruyy1voµtvouc; aurouc; EKE!vou µtv OUK ~QUV~Sl")µEv EyKpmEic; YEVtcrSai QIO TO icrxuEIV
(

auTOV Ulltp ~µac; Kai avof~avm Tac; Supac; EKlTElll")Ql")KEVal,
Tl<; ~V 6 VEaVIO"KO<;,

41

40

TaUTI")<; QE EmAaj36µEVOI Elll"JPWTWµEv,

Kai OUK ~SEAl")O"EV avayyEiAai ~µiv. mOm µaprnpoOµEV. Kai ElliO"TEUO"EV auTOi<;

~ cruvaywy~ we; llpEcrj3uTtpo1c; TOO AaoO Kai Kp1mic; Kai KaTEKplvav aUT~V arro8aVEiV.

42

OVEj36l")O"EV

Qt cpwvn µEyaAn roucravva Kai EillEV D 8Eoc; 6 aiwv1oc; 6 rwv Kpullrwv yvworl")c; 6 EiQwc; ra lldvm
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TTplv ye:vtcre:ws OUTWV, 43 cru ETTicrmcrm OTI ljJEUO~ µou KaTEµapTupricrav, Kai ioou cmo9v(JcrKw µ~

TT01~cracra µriotv wv ouT01 tTTovripe:ucravTo Kal' tµoO.
45

44

Kai Eicr~KoucrEv Kup1os T~S cpwv~s auT~S-

Kai cmayoµtvris OUT~S errroAtcrSm t~~YElpEV 6 Se:os TO TTVEOµa TO ay1ov TTOIOapiou VEWTtpou, w

ovoµa LlOVll"}A,

46

Kai t(36l"}O"EV cpwvfl µe:yahn Ka9apos EYW OTTO TOO aiµmos TaUTl"}S.

TTOS 6 J\aos TTPOS OUTOV Kai ilTTav Tis 6 Myos OUTOS, ov cru AEAclAl"}Kas;

48

47

ETTEO"TpEljJEV ot

6 ot O"Tas EV µtcr4J OUTWV

e:TrrEv OUTWS µwpoi, oi uiol lcrpari1'; OUK avaKpivavTES ouot TO cracpts tmyv6VTES KaTEKpiVOTE
Suymtpa lcrpaf'}A;
50

49

avacrTpEljJOTE Eis TO KplT~plOV, ljJEUO~ yap OUTOI KaTEµapTupricrav OUT~S-

Kai OVEO"TpEljJEV TTclS 6 AOOS µETa O"TTOUO~S· Kai aTTaV OUT(jJ oi TTpEcr(3thEp01 LlEOpo Kcl9IOOV EV

µE0"4J ~µwv Kai avayyEIAOV ~µiv, OTI crol OEOWKEV 6 9EOS TO TTpEcr(3e:iov.

51

LlOVll"}A il1axwpiomE OUTOUS an' aM~AWV µaKpav, Kai avaKplVW OUTOUS.

ws ot 01e:xwpicr8ricrav e:Ts

52

Kai ETrrEv TTPOS OUTOUS

OTTO TOO EVOS, EKclAEO"EV TOV £va OUTWV Kai ETrrEv TTPOS OUTOV nETTahmwµtvE ~µe:pwv KOKWV, vov

~KOOIV ai 6µapTiOI crou, as ETTOiEIS TO TTpOTEpOV

53

Kpivwv KpicrEIS aoiKOUS Kai TOUS µtv a94Jous

KaTaKpivwv errroMwv ot TOUS aiTious, AtyoVTOS TOO KUpiou AS(!Jov Kai OiKOIOV OUK OTTOKTEVEiS,

54

vOv ouv TaUTl"}V E'fTTEP cloEs, EiTT6V 'YTTO Ti otvopov cloe:s OUTOUS 6µ11'00vms aM~AOIS; 6 ot e:TrrEv
'YTTo axivov.

55

dTTEV ot LlOVll"}A DpSws EljJEUO"OI Eis T~V O"EOUTOO KE<pOA~V, ~Of'} yap ayyEAOS TOO
56

9E00 1'a(3wv cpamv TTapa TOO Se:oO crxicrEI O"E µtcrov.

Kai µe:mcrT~cras OUTOV EKEAEUO"EV

TTpocrayaye:iv TOV ETEpov, Kai e:Trre:v auT(!J LTTEpµa Xavaav Kai OUK louoa, TO KaMos E~l"}TTclTl"}O"EV O"E,
Kai ~ Em9uµia 01tcrTpE4JEV T~v Kapoiav crou,

57

ouTWS tTT01EiTE Suympamv lcrpari1', Kai EKEivm

cpo(3ouµivm wµihouv uµiv, a>J\ OU SuyaTl"}P louoa UTTEµEIVEV T~V avoµiav uµwv,

58

'YTTo Ti otvopov KaTEAa(3ES OUTOUS 6µ11'00vms aM~AOIS; 6 ot e:TrrEv 'YTTO TTpivov.

vOv ouv Atye: µ01
59

e:Trre:v ot auT(jJ

LlOVll"}A '0p9WS EljJEUO"OI Kai cru EiS T~V O"EOUTOO KE<pOA~V, µtVEI yap 6 ayyEAOS TOO 9E00 T~V
poµcpaiav £xwv TTpicrm O"E µtcrov, OTTWS t~OAE9pe:ucrn uµas.

6

°Kai ave:(36l"}OEV TTacra ~

cruvaywy~

cpwvfl µe:yahn Kai EUMyricrav T(jJ 9e:(!J T(!J cr4J~OVTI TOUS EATTi~ovms En' auT6 61 Kai OVEOTl"}O"OV ETTI TOUS
Mo TTpm(3ums. OTI cruvtcrTl"}O"EV auTous ilav1ri1' EK TOO crT6µmos auTwv 4JEuooµapwp~cravms, Kai
ETToiricrav auTOiS ov Tp6TTOV ETTOVl"}pEUO"OVTO T(!J TTAl"}O"iov,

62

TTOl~O"OI KaTa TOV v6µov Mwuo~. Kai

OTTEKTEIVOV OUTOUS, Kai EO"W91"} aTµa avaiTIOV EV Tfl ~µtpi;x EKEivn.
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flvrnav TOV 8EOV TTEpl T~<; Suympo<; alJTWV LOUO"avva<; µETO IWOKIµ TOO avopo<; mil~<; Kai TWV
O"UVVEVWV TTclVTWV, CTI oux EUptsri EV aUTfi acrxriµov rrpayµa.
TOO AaoO arro T~<; ~µtpa<; EKEfVI")<; Kai ETTEKE1va.
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Kai t.aVll")A tyf.VETO µtya<; EVWTTIOV

INTRODUCTION

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION TO INDICATE CORRELATION

1.10

Problem Statement

Aims and Objectives

Approach and Method

What is the current state of studies on

To establish the current state of research on

Compiling a documentation of the

Susanna and what is the need for new

Susanna and justify the need for new studies.

current state of studies of Susanna.

investigations?
What is a valid method for the study of the

To develop a valid method accounting for the

Explaining the Greimassian semiotic

view of women in the LXX Apocrypha in

emergence of women in the LXX Apocrypha in

with

general and Susanna in particular?

general and Susanna in particular.

Desmedt's version.

Does the figurative analysis of Susanna,

To establish, from the figurative analysis, that

Using the figurative analysis of the

an

emphasis

on

Everaert-

is, from the study of figurative oppositions,

Greimassian semiotic approach to

Susanna

motifs and emplotment whether Susanna

investigate

reverse Ben Sira sexist prejudices against

reverses or reinforces the sexist prejudices of

motifs and emplotment in Susanna.

women?

the Second Temple period, against women,

that is, the study of figurative oppositions,
and

motifs

emplotment

in

figurative

oppositions,

exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.
Does the narrative analysis, that is, the

To establish from the narrative analysis, that is

Using the narrative analysis of the

structure of Susanna, its actantial model,

from the study of the structure of the narrative,

Greimassian semiotic approach to

its veridictory square and its canonical

its actantial model, its veridictory square and

investigate the structure of Susanna,

schema

its

reverse

Ben

Sira's

sexist

prejudices against women?

canonical

narrative

schema

whether

its actantial

model,

its

veridictory

Susanna reverses or reinforces the sexist

square and the canonical schema of

prejudices of the Second Temple period,

Susanna

against women, exemplified in the Wisdom of
Ben Sira.
Does the thematic analysis of Susanna,

To establish, from the thematic analysis, that is

Using the thematic analysis of the

that is, the oppositions of values and their

from the opposition of values and their course

Greimassian semiotic approach to sort

course on the semiotic square reverse

on the semiotic square, whether Susanna

out opposing values in Susanna and

Ben

reverses or reinforces the sexist prejudices of

track their itinerary on the semiotic

the Second Temple period, against women,

square.

Sira's

sexist

prejudices

against

women?

exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira
What is the view of women, emerging

To establish the view of women that emerges

Using result from the semiotic analysis

from the results of the study of Susanna

from the results of the semiotic analysis of

to determine the view of women

and how does it reverse Ben Sira's sexist

Susanna and how it reverses or reinforces the

emerging from Susanna.

prejudices against women?

sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period,
against women, exemplified in the wisdom of
Ben Sira.

Table 1.1 The schematic correlation between the proble statement, aims and method of the study
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CHAPTER 2: THE APPROACH OF
RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an outline of the approach followed in this study of the Theodotion version of
the story of Susanna. This study adopts a semiotic approach to narrative analysis. The chapter
comprises five main sections following the introduction. First, the chapter discusses the reason for
the choice of this particular approach. It also discusses the diversity in the Semiotic approach, with
particular focus on the School of Paris and the contribution of Everaert-Desmedt. Third, the
structure of narratives and segmentation are considered. Finally, the fourth, the fifth and the sixth
sections explain each one of the three levels of analysis (figurative, narrative and thematic) as
proposed by Everaert-Desmedt.

2.1

THE CHOICE OF AN APPROACH OF RESEARCH

The choice of this approach, to a great extent, is based on the structure of the object of
investigation. The text under consideration is a narrative with "a female protagonist at the very
center of the action" (Wills, 2002:4). As Kaiser (1994:83) insists, "the interpretation of narrative
must give priority to the literary devices and the literary structure if we are to be successful in
interpreting this very profuse genre".
Most readings of Susanna make use of either grammatical historical or historical critical analyses.
The Grammatical Historical approach was the preferred exegetical method during the reformation.
Reformers "were concerned to recover the original sense of the Scripture, which they felt had been
buried under centuries of spiritual interpretation" (Vanhoozer, 1998: 118). Jordaan (2007:215)
argues that the reformer's use of the Grammatical Historical method emerged from a dogmatic
interpretation of Scriptures. Reformers were primarily interested in the defence of the soul of the
church and therefore not looking critically at the use of the approach. They neglected or ignored 24
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wittingly or unwittingly - literary form, genre and structure of texts because these were not their
main concern in studying Scriptures. According to Janse van Rensburg (2009), however, the
Grammatical-Historical method of reformers is no more the same, since it has improved to meet the
challenges of our time.
Oeming (2006:31) praises the Historical Critical method as "one of the prime achievements of
academic theology." Nonetheless, he questions the "dissection of texts" (2006:41). In this respect,
Rivard (1981 :335) contends that the practice of dissecting texts renders uncovering of meaning
from narratives more problematic.

In any case, the contribution of the Grammatical Historical and Historical Critical approaches to the
interpretation of biblical texts is remarkable. These approaches provide ample principles for dealing
with literary work in terms of rules of general hermeneutics. However, ''while the general principles
of interpreting literature (context, historical-cultural background, words and grammar) apply to all
writings, each genre or form has unique features that interpreters must consider if they are to
understand accurately" (Klein, 1998:332). With regard to narrative analysis then, unless coupled
with a rhetorical analysis (Loader, 2008), these two approaches seem to be limited. Their initial
conceptualization did not comprise specific and adequate principles "for dealing with the literary
form of the text as part and parcel of the meaning of the text" (Long, 1982:50).
An adequate approach to analysing narratives has to focus on plot and characters in an attempt to
uncover thematic values supposed to have generated the text. For, as Long demonstrates
. (1982:59), "plot is the way that the content of the narrative is shaped and the situation of the
characters transformed, and, thus, is a deeper, more basic, element of narrative than style, image,
or any other surface trait".
Semiotics is one of the theories that take plot and characters into account in the reading of
narratives. Semiotics seems to be one of the most efficient approaches to analysing narratives and,
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for this reason, it is the approach adopted in this study. It offers adequate principles for dissecting
texts in detail. Semiotic principles of analysis are purposely designed to account for the production
of narratives by taking into account the complexities of their structures. In fact, the Semiotic
approach "seeks to analyse texts as structured wholes and investigates latent, connotative
meanings" (Chandler, 2002:8). It centres on the data of the text and pays careful attention to the
macrostructures of narratives. It is assumed that a narrative only makes sense when read as a nondissociable whole.
The option for a semiotic approach, however, does not mean to suggest that there exists a unique
"semiotic method". Semiotics is a complex and diverse discipline, as discussed below..

2.2

DIVERSITY IN SEMIOTICS

De Saussure, who is considered a founder of Semiotics, predicted in 1916 that the discipline known
as Semiology would play a specific role regarding studying signs within societies (De Saussure:
2005:33; cf. Jordaan, 199:665). Indeed, the field of Semiotics has developed and diversified. It is
currently impossible to speak of only one semiotic approach. Patte (1998:3) argues that "[s]emiotics
is not a methodology; it is a scholarly paradigm in terms of which critical biblical studies can be
conceived. As such, Semiotics can be used as a basis for developing critical methods - but many
kinds of methods, rather than a single one".
The diversity in Semiotics and the flexibility of its principles make it possible to deal with all kinds of
literary texts accordingly. For the present study, the approach of the school of Paris, as refined by
Everaert-Desmedt (2007), is adopted. However, a critical assessment of Greimassian work is
beyond the scope of this study. In fact, Greimas' approach to narratives is by now accepted by
scholars as part of the canon of narratology. The investigation will not, therefore, scrutinise
Greimas and thus Everaert-Desmedt critically. Much has already been said about Greimas'
Semiotics, underlying its strengths as well as its weaknesses. Greimas' critics include Paul Ricoeur
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(1989a; 1989b), Frederic Jameson4 , Everaert-Desmedt (2007), Tremper Longman (1996),
Budniakiewicz (1992), Poittier (2006) and Schleir (1987). These scholars provide evaluations of
Greimas' thought, which is now known as the school of Paris.
2.2.1

THE APPROACH OF THE SCHOOL OF PARIS

In spite of its diversity, Semiotics consists mainly of two important schools, each comprising many
sub-schools, viz. the Greimassian Semiotics in Europe (stemming from Saussure and Hjelmslev to
Greimas) and the Peircean Semiotics (from Peirce), in the United States of America
(Budniakiewicz, 1992:1-3).5 Greimas' approach of analysis is now referred to as the school of Paris.
The preference for this school, here, is primarily stimulated by Greimas' particular dedication for the
study of narrative6 structures.
Greimas, however, is not the only scholar interested in narratives. Many names, from the early
antiquity, are associated with the development of narratology (cf. Bal, 2004; Onega & Landa,
1996). Nevertheless, Greimas is likely to be the best known scholar for studying narratives from a
Semiotic perspective (Danesi, 2007:89).
The working philosophy of the Paris School of Semiotics is based on Greimas and Rastier's
(1968:86-87) assumption that:
In order to achieve the construction of cultural objects (literary, mythical, pictorial, etc.), the
human mind begins with simple elements and follows a complex trajectory, encountering on its
way both constraints to which it must submit and choices it is able to make.

4

(Greimas, 1987 : vi-xxii)

5

For a discussion on the differences between these two main schools of Semiotics cf. Martin and Ringham (2000:1 ).

6

Although the mo~t investigated aspect of Greimas' theory is narratives analysis, his work is not limited to analysing

literary texts. Greimassian Semiotics is a general theory of meaning (Pavel, 2004:30). The theory is intended to deal with
all kinds of semiotic objects (Courtes, 1995:19), including texts, painting, sculpture and music (Everaert-Desmedt,
2007:85-86).
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Our aim is to give a rough idea of this trajectory. We can consider that it moves from
immanence to manifestation in three principal stages: (1) Deep structures define the
fundamental mode of existence of an individual or society, and subsequently the conditions of
existence of semiotic objects. As far as we know, the elementary constituents of deep structures
have a definable logical status. (2) Surface structures constitute a semiotic grammar system
that arranges the contents susceptible of manifestation into discursive forms. The end products
of this system are independent of the expression that manifests them, insofar as they can
theoretically appear in any substance and, in the case of linguistic objects, in any language. (3)
The structures of manifestations produce and organize the signifiers. Although they can include

quasi-universals, they remain specific to any given language (or more precisely they define the
specific characteristic of languages) or to any given material. They are studied by the surface
stylistics of lexemes, shapes, colors, etc.

The above statement constitutes the backbone of Greimassian narrative Semiotics. This
declaration is the leading philosophy underlying Greimas' approach and that of his followers. The
approach consists of exploring semiotic objects, including narratives, at three different levels: deep
structures, surface structures and structures of manifestation.
The theory that stemmed from this logic is highly commended by many scholars for its efficiency.
Taylor and Van Every (1999:52) go as far as to suggest that Greimas' approach to narrative
analysis is "the most fully elaborated and subtle of any we have encountered". Martin and Ringham
(2000:2) argue that, "compared to Peirce, the Paris school thus takes a wide-reaching approach
and, in the final analysis, is of greater practical use". These scholars are but a few among many
others who wish Greimas' approach to narrative analysis were properly vulgarised. The
vulgarisation of Greimassian Semiotics, however, encounters difficulties in some academic circles,
as discussed in the following section.
As noted above, Greimas' theory is highly praised and, thus, it is already accepted as part of the
canon of narratology. The acceptance of the theory, however, contrasts sharply with its reception
28
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among scholars. There is no doubt that the approach is not yet fully and widely used. Its use seems
to still be limited to a small circle of scholars. In some cases, only some of the components of the
approach are used to advance other theories such as communication in organisations7 , criminal
justice6 and drama9 , to name only a few. Scholars invoke possible reasons accounting for this
reluctance. Longman (1996:117-118) argues that:

Greimas and other structuralist writers as well as their commentators are often unclear in their
theoretical expression. Scholes finds that Greimas is "frequently crabbed and cryptic". The result
is that biblical scholars are at odds concerning the correct application of his theory to particular
texts ... they conclude about Greimas' theory that "Nevertheless, its high level of complexity, its
almost .esoteric terminology ... have and likely will prevent the vast majority of biblical scholars
from actively participating in the endeavour.

Katilius-Boydstun (1990:4) is of the same opinion. He declares that "Greimas' account of narrative
grammar is so abstract that he tends to scare off some readers ... All of the Greimas' work is at a
very high level of generality, and it seems to get more and more abstract-and difficult-the further
you get along into it".
In summary, some scholars find Greimas' reading of narratives very exciting. Unfortunately, they
fail to understand the technical and philosophical language in which the theory is encased. The
alleged complexities of Greimas' formulation of his theory of narratives are the main reason for the
choice of Nicole Everaert-Desmedt's version for this study.
Everaert-Desmedt managed to fill the gap between Greimas and his readers. Her main concern is
to make Greimassian theory accessible to readers. Her mission in teaching, research and
publication is aimed at providing a good explanation which could help initiate novices into Narrative
7

See Taylor and Van Every (2000:50-58) for the use of Greimas' modalities in communications;

8

See Milovanovic (2003: 198-203) for the use of Greimas' semiotic square in Social Law.

9

See Savona (1991 :38-40) for the use of the Actantial Model in theories of theatre.
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Semiotics, particularly to Greimas' theories 10 . Initiation, according to her, is an empowering process
that will enable her readers to practise the discipline (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:6). EveraertDesmedt has made it her duty to come down to the level of her audience without altering
fundamental principles of Greimassian Semiotics. Her approach consists of the same three steps
as proposed by Greimas. However, while Greimas called these three phases of analysis deep
structures, surface structures and structures of manifestations, Everaert-Desmedt calls them,
correspondingly, the figurative, narrative and thematic levels. Everaert-Desmedt's adaptation of
Greimas' approach, even still containing some of Greimas' original metalanguages, is easy to use.
The theory was designed for instructional purposes. The aim is to train students of literature,
including secondary school instructors (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:6). For this reason, it is written in a
simple and concrete language for practical purposes. In view of this fact, this study will heavily lean
on Everaert-Desmedt's version of Greimas' approach of analysis. The intention of the study
however, is not to use Everaert-Desmedt's theory exhaustively. Only important components of the
theory, indispensable for this study, will be considered,, viz. specifically the three levels of analysis.
Following Everaert-Desmedt with the school of Paris, however, is not meant to be an exclusive
option. Numerous and significant contributions of other scholars, such as Foucault and Bakhtin
cannot be ignored. This applies also particularly to those who employ other structural and

10

« Notre propos, redisons-le, n'est pas la vulgarisation. Nous voulons, au contraire, introduire

a la technicite

narrative.

Le lecteur est prevenu : ii ne trouvera pas, dans les pages qui suivent le beau langage de l'Academie. II sera aux prises
avec une langue formelle, des enonces metalinguistiques. Qu'il ne se decourage cependant pas ! En effet nous lui avons
rendu la route la mains austere possible: notre expose est progressif et ii est illustre, au fur et

a mesure,

d'analyses

concretes » (2007:6). [Our purpose, let's repeat it again, is not the vulgarization. We want, to the contrary, to introduce
(people) to the narrative technicality. The reader is warned: he will not find in the following pages the beautiful language
of the academy. He will encounter a formal language of metalinguistic utterances. Let him not get discouraged. In ["fact
we have his way the least astringent as possible: our teaching is progressive and illustrated with concrete analyses"]
(Translation from French by DM Kanonge, 2009).
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narratological methods to the interpretation of narratives, such as Genette (1981 ), Bremond (1973
& 1981), Todorov (1966), Alter (1981) and so on.
In the semiotic traditions, an analysis begins with structuring and segmenting narratives to simplify
their study. This investigation follows this established custom. In consideration of its importance for
this study,_ the structure and segmentation of narratives will be separated from the analysis and
presented before, as discussed below.

2.3

NARRATIVE STRUCTURE AND SEGMENTATION

This section addressed two aspects. First, the structure of narratives is discussed. Then, the
segmentation of narratives into episodes is discussed as means of making them easier to handle.

2.3.1

THE STRUCTURE OF NARRATIVES

Narratives constitute a set of particulars texts. These literary works function according to their own
morphology. In this subsection, their universality and their specificities are discussed.

' 2.3.1.1 The universal logic of narratives
Story-telling constitutes one of the universal phenomena among people. Narrative, as Barthes
(1981 :7) observes, "is present in every age, in every place, in every society; it begins with the very
history of mankind, and there nowhere is nor has been a people without narrative" 11 . Narration
constitutes one of the most important channels for conveying information within human societies.
Narrators seek to address problems that arise in their environment by ways of a covert or overt
manipulation. Tambling (1991 :1) is of the opinion that "To persuade, to deceive, to cast the truth in
the light most favorable to the narrator these seem to be some of the functions of story" Grasping
narrative messages, however, presupposes the knowledge of universal laws that regulate this
genre. One of these laws is related to its structure.

11

Translated quote from Tambling (1991:2). For the French version of the same article see Barthes (1981 :7).
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Understanding narrative structures constitutes an important step toward a correct interpretation of
stories. In order to understand narratives, it is necessary to consider the significance of a narrative,
its sequential structure, the semantic axis, transformation in narratives and the logic of possible
endings. This section considers each of these aspects. Thereafter, the segmentation of narratives
can be discussed more meaningfully.
The term "narrative" as used in this study refers to a told story aimed at communicating a message.
Narratives are different from mere descriptions or reports. A narrative is a "semiotic representation
of a series of events meaningfully connected in a temporal and causal way" (Onega & Landa,
1996:3). According to Genette (1981 :158) the events framing a narrative may be real or fictitious. It
is its particular way of conveying information as a series of connected events that distinguishes
narrative structures from other structures (Lacey, 2000:13). In fact, narratives always present
sequences of events, starting from and moving toward their point of consumption in a linear way.
One way of dealing with the structures of a narrative is to consider the conventional structure of the
plot. Studies (e.g. Kress, 1999; Lacey, 2000) tend to reveal that the ordering of events in many
stories follows more or less the same pattern; this model seems to be characteristic of narratives all
over the world. The simplest structure of a plot of a narrative comprises a beginning, middle and
end (Kress, 1999:3). Due to the fact that stories are told to address problems in a society, this

structure may be regarded as the same as the following:
"situation 1> problem> resolution (situation 2)" (Lacey, 2000:27).

Lacey (2000:29) points out, however, that according to Todorov, a complete structure of a plot
comprises five stages set in sequences as follows:
1. a state of equilibrium at the outset;
2. a disruption of the equilibrium by some action;
3. a recognition that there has been a disruption;
4. an attempt to repair the disruption;
5. a reinstatement of the equilibrium.
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The above sequential structure of narratives represents the organisation of a story at the figurative
level of analysis (form of expression). In the Greimassian approach, all sequences do not receive
equal attention_. The initial and the final sequences seem to be given more attention than others.
These two major sequences are generally represented by the semantic axis discussed below.

2.3.1.2 The semantic axis
The linearity of events in a narrative allows the action of the main character (the subject) and the
state of events to be displayed on a straight line, revealing how it starts and how it ends. This line is
called a semantic axis (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:15-16). The later gives an account of the state of
the subject (or the state of events) at the point of departure and his state at the point of arrival. The
state of events from the point of departure is called the initial state (S); their state at the point of
arrival is the final state (S'). The two states of events can stand to the extremities of the semantic
axis as follows:

s
Figure 1.1
Semantic Axis

The analysis of a narrative starts by reconstructing the initial state, i.e. the problem to be
addressed. In some more complex narratives however, it is not always easy to know exactly what
the initial state is about. In this case the end of a narrative is the best place to start the
investigation. The initial state is an inverted version of the final. Based on this logic, Henault
(1983:81) defines a narrative as "the strange cognitive machine that succeeds to posit a term at the
place where its contrary or contradictory was first asserted". The inversion, according to her,
regroups all narratives into two main structures as follows:
(1) lack (disjunction from an object) versus settling of lack (conjunction with the same object).
(2) mission to achieve versus mission achieved (contract).
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In the Greimassian approach of analysis, S and S' correspond to two opposite states of the subject.
The two depict the subject with regard to the object of his quest in terms of conjunction (/\) or
disjunction (V). The relation between S and S' on the semantic axis constitutes, according to
Greimas (1966:20-21), the elementary structure of meaning. The two states of events on a
semantic axis reveal the ideological dimension of the narrative.
Practical examples to illustrate this point abound in the Old Testament. One of these is the story of
Judah and Tamar (Genesis 38). Tamar can stand for the subject of the narrative 12 . The object of
her quest is begetting an offspring. S corresponds to her point of departure in Genesis 38:6, with no
child (lack) and S', the final in Genesis 38:27ss, with twins (lack settled). The opposition in these
states of Tamar already constitutes the elementary structure of meaning, the interpretation of the
story. It shows at least that Tamar has succeeded in her quest for an offspring at the end of the
narrative. The story can be represented as follows:
Tamar without a child (S)

Tamar with twins (S')

Figure 1.2
The semantic axis illustrating the story of Judah and Tamar

This representation is intended to insist that Judah's offspring, which was jeopardized by his sons'
·corrupted behaviour, was made possible by Tamar, a Canaanite woman. It is not aimed at
disapproving her behaviour as bad or corrupted. Her appearing in genealogies from the Old (1
Chronicles 2:1-9) to the New Testament (Matthew 1:3) reveals that her affair with Jacob is not
condemned as bad in Jewish tradition.
The semantic axis focuses chiefly on the action of the subject which is the key element of the
Greimassian Semiotics. This particular way of looking at narratives has advantages and
disadvantages. Its main strength is in following the course of the subject step by step, unfolding the

12

For a full interpretation of the story see D M Sharon (2005) and Bos (1988:37-67)
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narrative. This will be particularly important here where the study focuses

~m

Susanna as the

subject of the narrative.
The main disadvantage of the model is that the sequential aspect of narrative, the structure of the
plot, is neglected. Greimas and his disciples admit that dealing with the plot, which is part of their
figurative analysis remains the least satisfying element of their work. According to Greimas (1989:
556), "[t]his level of discourse is extremely important and is probably the least studied of all in
Semiotics. It is also the least organized since we have only a very few ideas and projects to create
models to account for it" (cf. also Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:30 and Courtes, 1976:43 on this
subject).

2.3.1.3 Transformation in a narrative
A narrative as a representation of a series of events always entails transformation. The
transformation is implied by change in states, from the first state S (initial state) to the second state
S' (final state), as revealed by the semantic axis. In a narrative, transformation can affect both plot
and characters. Transformation is the most important occurrence in a narrative and can happen
suddenly or progressively. There is no way to think of a narrative starting and ending without
change (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007: 16-17).
Character change and development, however, depends on the ideology of the narrative and the
approach of analysis. Dietrich and Sundell (1974:75-76) are of the opinion that:
[d]epending upon which theory of fiction one consults, the major character must be either static
or developing. Older types of fictions delighted in depicting characters who might wreak vast
changes upon their environment but undergo little or no change themselves, as was often the
case with epic heroes. Perhaps the chief point of epic characterization is in the constancy of the
hero-what makes him so valuable as a leader of men and founder of nations is that he does not
change in the face of great pressure to weaken. Epic action often provides a test of the hero's
strength and virtue, and if the hero is successful, he will remain, despite all such tests, what he
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has always been. If he changes at all, it is in the direction of manifesting qualities such as
strength and virtue already inherent in his nature.

According to the semiotic approach to narratives, the development of the subject or main character
is monitored step by step by the canonical narrative schema to be explained later.
In brief, transformation is a sine qua non existence of a narrative. Otherwise there is no narrative at
all. Characters change and development varies from one narrative to another. Characters can be
static or dynamic. If there is any change in a character it is important to map out the aspect of the
character that undergoes the changes.

2.3.1.4 The logic of possible ending
The ending of a narrative is the most meaningful part of the story. A narrative's structure is
dependent on its ending. It is the end that governs the series of all previous actions (EveraertDesmedt, 2007:16). It is here where authors have to make a crucial choice for a particular ending. It
is this possibility to decide on the ending which results in the logic of eventuality. The writer makes
a decision to choose whether the end will be a success or a failure, for the subject (Bremond,
1973:131; 1981:67). This possible choice for the ending of a story can be illustrated as follows in
Figure 3:

Success

Actualization
Failure
Possibility

Non-actualization
Figure 1.3
Illustration of the possible choice in endings for a narrative.
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The adoption of a particular ending is an important clue in the interpretation of a narrative. It is
emblematic of the message the author intended to convey.
2.3.2

SEGMENTATION

In many cases, narratives are complex and include more than one sequence. In this case the
interpretation of narrative texts requires first their segmentation into episodes. The division of texts
in simple episodes simplify the interpretation. Simple stories do not always require dividing into
episodes. The story of Susanna does not have a complex structure. Its segmentation may be
optional or compulsory, depending on the nature and objectives of the investigation.
The segmentation of narratives can sometimes be a complex exercise. In general, it can be
achieved by observing spatial, temporal, actorial, grammatical or logical disjunctions (EveraertDesmedt, 2007:25-26; Greimas, 1976:19-21).
Segmentation is but a prelude to the three steps of the semiotic analysis that are discussed below,
viz. the figurative, the narrative and the thematic.

2.4

THE FIGURATIVE LEVEL OF ANALYSIS

The figurative level is, as said before, one of the three main steps of the semiotic approach of
analysis. This level deals with the aspects of natural languages in which a narrative is written
(Greimas & Rastier, 1987:48). This step focuses on figures and how they are constructed by the
author. The concept 'figure' here is a technical term. Figures are elements of a text related to the
natural world and can be experienced with five senses: sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch
(Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:28). The figurative world is "where human or personified actors would
accomplish tasks, undergo trials and reach goals" (Greimas, 1987:48, 70). At this level the
discourse is said to be figurativized.
Figurativization contrasts with thematization, concerned with abstract notions at the cognitive level.
Figurativization of a discourse means constructing these abstract ideas or values (viz. love,
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freedom, joy) with figures of the natural world (viz. things or people) to make them concrete
(Henault, 1983:136).
Actors, spaces and time are main figures of a text. This level is investigated by gathering figures

and observing their courses. These two traditional steps are respectively aimed at analyzing
figurative oppositions and configurations or motifs recurring in a narrative (Everaert-Desmedt,
2007:30).
Apart from these two traditional elements (figurative oppositions and motifs), this study also
examines the plot of the text. Two reasons account for the addition. Firstly, the figurative level of
analysis is the less satisfactory and not yet finished part of the semiotic approach, according to
Greimas and his followers. Greimas (1989: 556) declares that "this level of discourse is extremely
important and is probably the least studied of all in Semiotics. It is also the least organized since we
have only a very few ideas and projects to create models to account for it". For this reason this step
is often skipped in many semiotic studies (Courtes, 1976:43). Everaert-Desmedt is one of the rare
scholars to apply Greimas' approach in full. When introducing the figurative level, EveraertDesmedt (2007:30) declares that "nous ne disposons pas, pour structurer le figuratif, d'hypotheses
aussi fortes que celles qui nous permettrons d'organiser les narratif'. 13 Since principles for dealing
with the figurative level are not yet established unanimously, it is then possible to adapt the existing
principles to th~ particularity of a study.
Secondly, in the Semiotic approach of plot analysis, which is one of the most important elements of
narrative, is not given due attention. As a matter of fact, the word plot does not even appear in the
catalogue of key words of Greimassian semiotic, written by Greimas and Courtes (1979). According
to Paul Ricoeur (1985:801 ), it is not by chance that this word was left out. It was an intentional
choice. In response to Ricoeur, Greimas (1989:558) insisted that "Semiotics is not a science but
13

We do not yet possess, for the study of the figurative level, strong hypotheses as those we have for the study of the

narrative level (Translation by OM Kanonge, 2009).
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rather a scientific project, still incomplete or unfinished; and I leave the task of completing and
transforming it, starting from a few theoretical principles that I have attempted to establish, to future
generations of semioticians". Plot is taken into account in this study because "[t]he mode of
emplotment is. hence the soul of the narrative, its intentional 'design or horizon of meaning"
(Breslauer, 1997:158).

2.4.1

FIGURATIVE OPPOSITIONS

This step focuses attention on the relations between figures in the text. According to the elementary
structure of meaning, no figure can produce meaning by itself. Meaning always presupposes the
existence of a relation (Greimas, 1986:19). Comparison between figures (Henault, 1979:47)14 from
different parts of the text produces meaning from the display of their differential relations (Calloud &
Genuyt, 1982:23).

From the standpoint of narratives' authors, storytelling consists of choosing appropriate actors and
locating them in consequential places and at a significant moment of time. This process of
establishing figures (actors, place and time) in a narrative is termed correspondingly as
actorialisation, spatialisation and temporalisation (Henault, 1983:131-134).

• Actorialisation. It is the process of establishing actors in a narrative. Actors are constructed by

individuation (their actions and names) and/or by identification {their specific traits across the text).
Proper names belong to the individuation of an actor. They are called anthroponyms (Greimas &
Courtes, 19, 187). "They contribute to the creation of an illusion or simulacrum of the real. They are,
therefore, a key component of the process of figurativization" (Martin & Ringham, 2000:25). The
construction of actors can be expository (the author reveal them through the narrator) or dramatic

14

"Henault notes that "Les elements de signification sent definis de fayon fonnelle par leurs oppositions reciproques"

(The elements of meaning are defined precisely by their reciprocal oppositions: Translation by DM Kanonge)
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(their own actions and speech) (Dietrich & Sundell, 1974:76-77). Oppositions between actors are
intentionally designed to convey meaning.
• Spatialisation. It refers to where the places are organized in order to contribute to the program of
a narrative (Martin & Ringham, 2002:20). Oppositions such as: above/below, front/behind,
close/distant, left/right, north/south, east/west, in/out, center/periphery are not semantically neutral
in the course of a narrative (Chandler, 2002:87). In many narratives, change of place constitutes a
narrative strategy. The name of a specific place is a toponym. Like anthroponyms, toponyms serve
to create an illusion of reality (Greimas & Courtes, 1979:397). Spaces are named in relation to the
main transformation in the narrative. In general, there exist a heterotopic place and a topic place.
The heterotopic space is the space out of the action of the subject. It is the space from where the
subject starts her action. Generally, the moving of the subject from this space, symbolizes the
beginning of the quest (Henault, 1983:133). The topic space is where the transformation takes
place (Martin & Ringham, 2000:135). In the David and Goliath heterotopic and topic places are
respectively Bethlehem and Ephes Dammin (1 Samuel 17). In Judith they are respectly Bethulia
and the Assyrians' camp.
• Temporalisation. Time is an important element in a narrative. Insistence on specific times is as
important as is the choice of locations. Oppositions in time, moments or seasons serve to advance
the narrative program of a story. A chrononym is a specific moment of time in a narrative.
Chrononyms "help to create the referential illusion and are associated, therefore; with the figurative
level of meaning" (Martin & Ringham, 2000:33).
2.4.2

CONFIGURATIONS OR MOTIFS

The course of some figures creates motifs or configurations. A motif is a theme, "a subject ...
repeated and developed in a work of literature" (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 2006:956).
The concept motif is close in its meaning to the German word leitmotif (Abrams, 2009:205). Motif
·can refer to a word, idea, expression, image, and symbol, theme which an author exploits
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repeatedly and purposely, in a text, for the sake of his message. Particular motifs are confirmed by
the presence of some specific figures. 15
Motif, culture and intertextuality are closely related. According to both Courtes and Greimas, as
indicated by Everaert-Desmedt (2007:33):
« Le motif (ou Configuration) releve mains des structures discursives que d'un decoupage, d'une
organisation socio-culturelle du monde.
Le motif n'est motif dans un texte que parce qu'il refere
nouveau

a un

a un autre texte, celui-ci le renvoyant de

ailleurs quelconque: son mode d'existence n'est pas celui d'une unite discursive

realisee, mais d'une virtualite inscrite dans une sorte de« memoire » transtextuelle ». 16

The evidence of the presence of a particular motif has an interpretative effect on the audience. A
text may develop more than one motif. In this case, the generation of meaning will take into account
these different motifs. Talman (1966:3) offers a very comprehensive and operating definition for the
study of biblical motifs. According to him:
A literary motif is a representative complex theme which recurs within the framework of the Old
Testament in variable forms and connections. It is rooted in 'an actual situation· of
anthropological or historical nature. In its secondary literary setting, the motif gives expression to
ideas and experiences inherent in the original situation, and is employed to reactualize in the
audience the reactions of the participants in that original situation. The motif represents the

15

Everaert-Desmedt states that: «Un motif ou configuration est un ensemble organise de figures, que l'on rencontre

habituellement quand ii est question de tel ou tel type d'evenement, dans un genre textuel donne ... ou, de fayon plus
generale,

a travers une culture ... » (A motif or configuration is an organized set of figures one habitually encounters when

a type of event is in view, in a given textual genre... or generally through a culture)
16

"The motif is a motif in a text because it refers to another text, this last referring it again to another somewhere else: its

mode of existence is not of a discursive realized unity, but of a virtuality inscribed in a kind of transtextual 'memory' "
check that you use these all throughout the thesis in the footnotes - there was a problem in Chapt 4 with this too
[Greimas and Courtes quoted by Everaert-Desmedt(2007:33)] (Translation: DM Kanonge)
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essential meaning of the situation, not the situation itself. It is not a mere reiteration of the
sensations involved, but rather a heightened and intensified representation of them.
In view of the composite quality of a motif, its adaptability to new settings, and its compatibility
with other themes, its ultimate forms may be far removed from the initial form. Therefore, often a
minute analysis will be required to establish their connection and derivation, and to retrace the
intermediate stages of development.
Because of its complexity (by definition), a literary "motif' cannot be fully evaluated in isolation. It
should be viewed against the background of 'other, synonymous and antonymous, themes with
which it can be linked in recurring and modifiable patterns. This apposition and opposition will
help to clarify the focal meaning of the motif under review and to delineate the limits of its
significance within a given body of literature.

The task at this stage will be to find out as many underlying motifs as possible in the Susanna
narrative. The use of a motif does not mean necessarily that the author approves and perpetuates
its original meaning. A motif can be used to reject its original use in the society. For example the
story of Judith accentuates Judith as "daughter of Merari" (16:6). The motif of daughter has a
negative connotation in Ben Sira (22:3; 42:9-11 ). Here however, contrary to Bes Sira, Judith, "a
daughter of Hebrews" (Judith, 10:12) "is no loss orworry to her father'' (Di Lella, 1992:44).
2.4.3

EMPLOTMENT

Story-tellers do not put events in a narrative just by chance. "Plot is built of significant events in a
given story-significant because they have important consequences" (Dibell, 1988:5). Emplotment is
the way events are ordered in a narrative, in a specific structure of plot. The word emplotment is
used by White to refer to the intentional choice and arrangement of events by an author, in order to
impact his community. White (1978:83) explains emplotment as follows: "by emplotment I mean
simply the encodation of the facts contained in the chronicles as components of specific kinds of
plot structures". Emplotment is important for the study of narrative for a number of reasons. These
can be summarised as follows:
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a)

It is the intention of the author of stories to win over his community. To achieve this goal,

storytellers often shape their stories according to "one or another of the story type" people
conventionally invoke to make sense of their own life-history (White, 1978:87). The story type that
serves as a model to other stories is known as, archetype (Dietrich & Sundell, 1974:117-118). The
word archetype here is used technically to denote a previous narrative used as model for writing
another narrative. According to later writers, "if his archetype is truly rendered, the writer may strike
deep into the mind and heart of his reader'' (Dietrich & Sundell, 1974:117 -118). The archetype or
the model plot that inspired the author is crucial in the uncovering of meaning from narratives. One
of the aims of this study is to identify the archetype of the story of Susanna. Stories of women, in
the LXX Apocrypha, are likely modelled on stories of men heoes in Israel. Judith is a rewriting of
the David and Goliath story (Esler, 2002), Esther and Mordechai's roles in Esther parallel Moses
and Aaron in the Exodus (Le Roux, 1993:314).

Susanna is the new Joseph (Nickelsburg,

2005:23). A careful exploration of archetypes can save scholars from easy and arbitrary
conclusions in their study of women in Jewish narratives. The comparison of women to their male
compatriots can help to reveal the intention of the author and thus the meaning and roles of women
in these narratives.
b)

Some narratives are used by the author "to endow unfamiliar events and situations with

meaning" (White, 1978:88). The arrangement of events in a type of plot familiar to the community
may be intended to introduce or reject a practice that is judged strange by .the community.
Narratives may serve a subversive purpose. It reveals "the type of community identity the narrative
seeks to shape". (George, 1999:394). Jeremy Tambling however (1991 :66) contends that
"narratives are shaped by the dominant discourse of a society, a discourse which interpellates both
writer and reader, making them a subject of that discourse, that society". This view is not accepted
unanimously. Foucault however, argues that
[d]iscourses are not once and for all subservient to power or against it, any more than
silences are. We must make allowances for the complex and unstable process whereby
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discourse can be both an instrument and an effect of power, but also a hindrance, a
stumbling block, a point of resistance and a starting point for an opposing strategy.
Discourse transmits and produces power; it reinforces it, but also undermines it and
exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to thwart it (Foucault, 1978:100-101).

c)

Many biblical narratives are concerned with the redefinition of the identity of their

communities. It has been demonstrated convincingly that some of LXX narratives seem to have
been recorded to serve this purpose. This is at least what Esler (2002:138-139) 17 and George
(1999:411 )18 respectively think of Judith and the story of David and Goliath. Gruen (1998:xvii) links
Jewish literature of the second temple period to "the issue of Jewish self-definition in the
circumstances of a Hellenic cultural world". If this is the case with Susanna, then it will be one of
the tasks to find out the issue of identity it seeks to

address~

Emplotment reveals the ideological implication of a narrative (Chandler, 2002:138). This reading of
Susanna will be interested, at this stage, in the ideology the author seeks to establish or to reject.
The genre of the narrative and dominant tropes will play an important role in revealing the ideology
of Susanna. According to Chandler (2002:138), when one of the four tropes (metaphor, metonymy,
synecdoche and irony) prevails in a narrative it determines the genre of the narrative, its worldview
and its ideology as follows:

17

Esler (2002:138-139) is of the opinion, regarding the book of Judith, that "t~e author of the book, an individual

creatively seeking to rework traditional understandings of Israelite identity, went further than the dominant voices of his or
her ethnos could accept ... So perhaps, after all, we may on balance conclude that the author of this ludic history was
seeking to reinvent Israelite identity around issue of gender" .
.

18

According to George (1999:411) David and Goliath's story shows that: "In the exilic and postexilic periods, the former

ways of defining Israel's identity had to be given up if Israel was to respond to the challenge facing it. The community had
to construct its identity not simply in military and political terms, but in terms of its identity as YHWH's covenant people".
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Trope

Genre

Worldview

Ideology

(mode of emplotment)

(mode of argument)

(mode of ideological implication)

Metaphor

Romance

Form ism

Anarchism

Metonymy

Comedy

Organicism

Conservatism

Synecdoche

Tragedy

Mechanism

Radicalism

Irony

Satire

Contextualism

Liberalism

Table 1.1 Relationship between tropes, genre, worldview and ideology (cf. Chandler, 2002:138 and
Korhonen, 2006:11).

This study pays attention to dominant tropes and genres, irony in particular, in the story of
Susanna. The story is assumed to be a satire (Dunn, 1981 :19), using irony as the main technique.
This genre serves the author's purpose to censure Jewish community (cf. Gruen, 1998:173-176).
In the present study, the figurative level focuses on figures and emplotment. The aim is first to map
out main oppositions in the text by comparing main actors. In addition, this level investigates motifs
that the author uses across the narrative. The figurative level of analysis also examines the
emplotment of the text of Susanna. The aim is to reveal the archetype of the story. The figurative
step of analysis finally helps to reveal the ideological implication of the story of Susanna.
Figurative oppositions (paradigmatic perspective), as well as configurations (syntagmatic
perspective), contribute to the generation of meaning of a narrative, depending on themes
expressed (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:35). In brief, protagonists and antagonists at the figurative
level, with the subsequent ideals they fight for in a story, correspond directly or indirectly to the core
of values that prompted the author to tell his history to the community. The figurative level of
analysis then is the first important step toward the construction of the semiotic square, in view of
revealing and tracking these values in the unfolding of the narrative. Between the steps, the
figurative and the thematic, however, lies the narrative step of analysis, discussed below.
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2.5

THE NARRATIVE LEVEL

The narrative level of analysis examines the organization of the text as discourse. This step of the
analysis helps to reveal different functions of actors (called actants) and tract the course of the
subject (main character) across the narrative. It is here that narrative grammar shows its
importance. The tools for analysis at this stage are the Actantlal Model and narrative syntax. Each
is now considered in more detail.
2.5.1

THEACTANTIALMODEL

The Actantial Model is the best known and the most quoted element of Greimas' theory
(Czamiauska-Joerges, 2003:41 ). This model provides a new perspective of the character (Pavis,
1998:469). The role of the Actantial Model is to reveal different functions and activities performed in
a narrative by actants (Neemann, 1999:126). An actant is what produces or undergoes an action
(Greimas and Courtes, 1979:3). According to Tesniere (Quoted by Greimas & Courtes, 1979:3), an
actant can be a being or a thing. Greimas' Actantial Model, presented below in Figure 1.4, consists
of six actants (Ubersfeld, 1999:37-40).

2.5.1.1

The Configuration of the Actantial Model

Greimas' Actantial Model with its six units is a legacy from Propp (1976:10), Levi-Strauss19 ,
Tesniere, Sauriau and Michaud (Greimas, 1976:10; 1986:172-190)20 . It is a result of an
interdisciplinary research involving Folktales, anthropology, theatre and linguistics. Behind the
Actantial Model lies Greimas' contention that, like sentences, narratives have their own grammar
and syntax2 1• According to him all narratives comprise six constant functions, viz.: the subject, the
object, the addresser, the addressee, the helper and the opponent. A story always gives an
19

According to Perron "[i]t should be noted that Greimas found the inspiration and the sources of his work in two of the

great twentieth-century scholars of anthropology and folklore: Claude Levi-Strauss provided Greimas with the
paradigmatic aspect the theory and Vladimir Propp with the Syntagmatic or syntactic one" (1990:ix).
2

°Forthe origin of these six units see also Madray-Lesigne & Richard-Zappela (1995:192).

21

Many scholars agree with this Greimas' point of view (Barthes, 1981:9); cf. also Coggins & Houlden (19990:652).
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account of the quest of a subject for an object (axis of desire). The addresser communicates the
longing for the object to an addressee (axis of communication); the helper assists the subject in
his pursuit while the opponent raises obstacles to his mission (axis of power).The relations
between actants, in a narrative, can have the following representation:

Communication

ADDRESSER

OBJECT

HELPER

SUBJECT

ADRESSEE

1----

power(+)

OPPONENT

power(-)

Power

Figure 1.4
An Actantial Model illustrating different relationships between actants in a narrative

The use of the word 'actant' merits the following explanations:
a) An actant is not a character, but a unit of the narrative grammar. A character belongs to the
figurative level of analysis, to the data of the text. An actant belongs to the narrative level of the
analysis. It is a constructed unit. It can be a human being or an abstraction, a collective character,
an animal (cf. Greimas, 1976b:96).
b) A character can assume different actantial functions, simultaneously or successively.
c) An antactants is an actant with a function opposed to another actant. For example, an antisubject is opposed to the main subject of a narrative.
As said above, the Actantial Model consists of six actants organized in three couples on three axes.
These axes are now discussed in more detail.
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A. The Axis of Desire: The relation between subject and object
The subject and the object are the two primordial actants (Henault, 1983:46). Their relation is
placed on the axis of desire. The course of the narrative is the description of the quest of the
subject for the object (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:40). The subject and the object are the sine qua
non of every narrative. They are essential to the narrative. All other functions in a narrative are

determined from their relation to the subject and the object. Henault (1983:48) maintains that the
subject is literally called into existence by the object of his quest.

a)

Types of relations between the subject and the object

The relation between the subject and the object is called a narrative utterance. It can be either an
utterance of state (stipulating that the subject is either in conjunction with the subject or not) or an
utterance of doing (denoting the attempt of the subject to be in conjunction with the object or
indicating the transition from a state to another).
• There are two utterances of state: the conjunctive utterance of state (stating that the subject is in
conjunction with the object: SAO) and the disjunction utterance of state (stating that the subject is
not in conjunction with the object: SVO).
• The transition from a state to another or vice versa implies a transformation in terms of utterance
of doing which requires the intervention of a subject of doing (or a subject operator) and can be
written as follows:

[S1VO] --[S1J\O]
According to this formula, the subject (81) was first separated from the object (0) but is afterwards
conjoined to it by an intermediary transformation. The transformation is caused by a transforming
doing F (Faire transformateur in French) of an operator meta-subject S2:
F(transformation) [82

(S1J\ O)].

This reads: S2 causes S1 to be in conjunction with the object. S2 is a subject operator and S1 is a
subject of state. If S2=S1 there is a reflexive doing but if S2 ¢81 there is a transitive doing.
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b)

Anti-subjects

In many cases there are two or more subjects with opposing quests in a narrative. The anti-subject
is a subject (SA) who, in order to reach the object of his quest (OA), must frustrate the object of
quest (Os) of another subject (Ss). Anti-subjects appear in narratives in three different ways 22 :
•Two (or more) subjects (SA and Ss) compete to obtain the same object (OA= Os). If SA succeeds in
his quest, he frustrates Ss in his and vice versa. SA and Ss are anti-subjects one to another:

SA

OA

•

-

I
I
I

T

Os

Se

Figure 1.5
Illustration of two subjects competing for one object, in a narrative

A good illustration of this can be found in Chapter 2 of the book of Esther. She is prepared to
ascend to the throne, by getting married to the king. The goal for her marriage is to secure a place
in the empire, for her people. There are many candidates, but only one of them will become queen.
•Two subjects (SA and Ss) take each other as objects: SA takes Se as object (OA) and the subject
Ss takes as object (Os) the subject SA. The success of one is the failure for the other and vice
versa.

22

Almost all schemata are from Everaert-Desmedt (2007).
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=

=

Oe

Se

Figure 1.6
Illustration of two subjects taking each other as object, in a narrative

The story David and Goliath (lSam.17) is a good example in this case. The defeat of either David or Goliath
implies that his people become slaves and had to worship the deity of the victorious one.

•A subject (SA) takes as object (OA) another subject (Se) who pursues another object (Os). In
engaging in the pursuit of Os, the subject Ss refuses to be the object of SA and therefore is opposed
to the quest of SA.
Se

''

''

''

=

'•

Figure 1.7
A subject taking another subject as his object

The story of Susanna and the elders illustrates this scenario. Two conflicting quests are evident.
The two elders aim to have intercourse with all beautiful women (Susanna 19, 56 and 57) but
Susanna is striving to please God and not to sin against him (Susanna 2, 3 and 23).

B. The Axis of Communication: The addresser, the object and the addressee
The second couple of actants is the bond between the addresser and the addressee. As Tochon
(2002:52) puts it, "the sender is the person (or feature, or event) responsible for initiating the quest;
the receiver is the actant for whose benefit the quest is undertaken". The addresser imparts the
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object to the addressee and the addressee receives it. The mission of the addresser includes three
roles (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:47):
•

The communication of the object takes the form of the narrative utterance (enonce narratif}
Adresse

----11 object ,_I---~ Addressee

The schema indicates the attempt of the addresser to create the need for the object in the
subject. For this reason, the addresser is called subject of state, for he longs for the object.
•

The addresser is said to be a subject manipulator: He/She doesn't act himself/herself, but
he/she makes the subject act, by transmitting him modalities for the acquisition of the
object: knowledge about the object, or a duty to provoke the wanting of the addressee.

•

The addresser represents values into play in a narrative. He/She can judge the action
accomplished by the subject operator.

For this reason he/she is called subject

adjudicator.

C. The Axis of Power: Helper, subject and opponent
The last couple acts on the subject, either to help him reach his goal or distract him from it
(Groupes d'Entrevemes, 1977:21). An anti-subject is always an opponent but every opponent is not
always anti-subject (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:52).

2.5.2

THE NARRATIVE SYNTAX

The Actantial Model is a paradigmatic structure because it consists only in the classification of
"roles" found in narratives. The narrative syntax is a syntagmatic mechanism because it describes
actions of actants in narratives.
A Narrative Program (NP} is the action of the subject to transform his state or the state of another
subject. It is a set of actions to be performed by the subject to reach the object. In a narrative the
main narrative program can be achieved by the medium of many narrative programs called
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narrative programs of usage. The narrative course of a subject is a syntagmatic connection of
narrative programs of usage.

2.5.2.1 The Canonical Narrative Schema
The semiotic narrative analysis focuses on the action of the subject for the quest of the object. The
course of a subject in a narrative is called canonical narrative schema. The journey of the subject
across the narrative comprises of four steps: the contract, the acquisition of competence, the
performance and the sanction. The fulfillment of the narrative program or the acquisition of the
object requires the willing and the competence of the subject. The subject is to possess
qualifications that can stimulate and enable his action. These qualifications are called modalities. "A
modal expression is one that communicates attitude" (Taylor & Van Every, 1999:50). There are six
basic modalities: being, doing, wanting, having-to, knowing and being-able-to (Greimas, 1983:8081 ). These six modalities can be divided into two groups, one corresponding to the competence
and the other to the performance of the subject as follows:

PERFORMANCE

COMPETENCE
virtualizing modalities

actualizing modalities

realizing modalities

devoir (having to)

pouvoir (being-able-to-do)

etre (being)

savoir (knowing)

faire (doing)

vouloir (wanting)

Table 1.2 The six main modalities in narratives, according to Greimas.

When a subject acquires modalities, this is written: (S

A

Om), meaning the subject (S) possesses

modalities (Om). The rest of the thesis uses Greimas' original French terms to refer to these six
modalities. The aim is "to highlight and preserve their status as part of a metalanguage and also in
order to avoid endless inverted commas. So being and doing are etre and faire; wanting and
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having-to, vouloir and devoir, knowing and being-able, savoir and pouvoir'' (Pankhurst, 2004:46-47;
cf. also Taylor & Van Every, 1983:51-52).

A. The Contract
As a subject manipulator, the addresser exerts, on the addressee, a persuasive doing about the
object. The addressee responds by an interpretative doing: he appreciates the value of the object
that the addresser offers him. This process corresponds to the contract. Depending on his
appreciation of the object, the addressee can accept or reject the contract. In case he accepts the
contract, he acquires the modality of wanting-to-do (desire) and/or having-to-do (duty) and he
becomes a subject, a virtual subject. There are three kinds of contracts in narratives:
•Injunctive contract.

The addresser communicates a having-to-do. If the future subject

assumes it, he acquires the wanting-to-do.
• Permissive contract. The subject may possess himself, a certain wanting-to-do he could
abandon if he could not obtain the permission from the addresser.
•Contract. by seduction. It is the most frequent contract. In this case, the addresser
communicates to the future subject, knowledge about the existence and the value of the object.

He suggests to him that t~e object is worth acquiring. The causing-to-know (faire savoir) and the
causing-to-value (faire valoir) of the addresser create the wanting-to-do (vouloir faire) of the
subject.

B. The Acquisition of Competence: The qualifying test
The qualifying test is a series of NP during which a subject acquires or manifests his competence.
There are two kinds of modalities: cognitive modalities [wanting-to-do (vouloir-faire) or having-to-do
(devoir-faire)] and pragmatic modalities [being-able-to-do (pouvoir-faire), knowing-how-to-do
(savoir-faire)]. When a subject acquires modalities, he becomes an actualized subject.
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C. The Performance: The decisive test
A story is about the action of at least one subject aiming to be in conjunction with an object. The
final action of the subject in a narrative is called performance, the "doing" (le faire) of the subject or
the decisive test23 • By the performance, the subject acquires the object of his quest and has
therefore the status of the realized subject.

D. The Sanction: The glorifying test
After achieving his performance, the subject comes back to report his achievement to the
addresser. In many narratives, there is a word of praise in recognition of the performance of the
subject. The addresser, as subject adjudicator, judges the performance of the subject according to
the system of values he represents. If the actions of the subject were in conformity with the axiology
of the universe of the narrative, the subject receives the title of a glorified subject.

2.5.2.2 The Encounter of Subjects and the Transfer of the Object
A. The Fate of Subjects
In a narrative, the subject undergoes successive phases of ameliorations and degradations on his
narrative way (Bremond, 1981 :67-82; 1973:96-121). These changes depend on the position of the
subject to the object of his quest.

B. The Confrontation of Subjects
When there are competing subjects in a narrative, they first follow independent courses. At a given
moment, however, they have to meet. This encounter of subjects constitutes a decisive moment in
the unfolding of the narrative. It ends in the transfer of objects, brings to an end some NP, and
launches others. It is at this turning point where the transfer of objects happens.

a)

Transfer of Objects

The transfer of objects happens in three ways: by gift, trial or exchange.
23

The decisive or qualifying test can be replaced by a transfer of information (Bastide, 1985: 674).
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The transfer by gift is done on the

initiati~e

of the subject having the object to the one missing and

longing for it. There must be renunciation and attribution. Consequently, the situation is reversed.
The transfer by trial is done by force or by ruse. There must be deprivation and appropriation. The
situation is reversed.
The transfer by exchange implies the presence of two subjects and two objects. Each of the
subjects desires the object of the other and is ready to give the object he possesses in exchange.

b)

The Interruption of the Narrative Program of One Subject

When the object desired by a subject SA is another subject S 8 the encounter will have as
consequence the interruption of the NP of S 8 and his integration in the NP of SA. This change of
programs can occur by force or by persuasion. In the case of two subjects taking one another as
object, the confrontation will end up with the termination of the NP of the defeated subject and his
acceptance of the role of object on the NP of the winner.
2.5.3

THE VERIDICTORY SQUARE

In some narratives it is difficult to judge actions of competing subjects. What actors seem to be may
not be what they really are. This is the case of Susanna and the elders. The elders seemed to be
right until the intervention of Daniel (45). This is also the case with the story Joseph and Potiphar's
wife (Genesis 39). Joseph was deemed guilty of having attempted to rape the Potiphar's wife. Apart
from Joseph and Potiphar's wife, no one knew the truth. In this case a mechanism called veridictory
square is used. Etre (being) and parartre (seeming) constitute the two basic modalities of the
veridictory square. It has the following configuration (Courtes, 1991 :11-119; 1995:81-84 and
Henault, 1983:61-62) shown in Figure 8 check this:
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(1)
Truth

etre lsi

~------+
~

... ...

(3) Secret

,

... ... , ,
..., ...,
, , ... ...

Jt,.'

Non-para'itre (S)

.,,
,,

... ...

(S)

Jraitre
lie (4)

'lil

~------+

(B) Non-etre

I.

I
Falsehood
(2)

Figure 1.8
Illustration of a veridictory square in a narrative

In this case, truth and falsehood, secrets and lies are revealed only at the end of the narrative. The
interpretation of the schema seems sometimes complicated and puzzling. Drawing conclusions
using this chart will depend on each narrative. In general, it can provide the reader of a story with
the following insights:

•

There was truth, if what "seemed to be true" (seeming) from the start is proved to be true
(being) at the end of the story. In this case, the initial "seeming" corresponds perfectly to
being (B=S).

•

There was falsehood when what "seemed not to be true" (nonseeming) is finally proved "not
to be" true (nonbeing) at the end of the narrative, when the nonseeming of the beginning
corresponds finally to the nonbeing to the end of the narrative (S=

•

B).

There was a secret if what "appeared to be" (being) is confirmed not to be towards the end
of the story. In this case 'being' corresponded to nonseeming (B = S)

•

There was a lie or illusion when what "seemed to be the truth" (seeming) is revealed "not to
be" (non being}, when seeming comes to correspond to non being at the end of the story (S=

B).
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In brief, the narrative level will focus on the action of actants (paradigmatic perspective) and their
courses (syntagmatic perspective) in the unfolding of the narrative. In the first phase, the Actantial
Model will play a determining role in revealing the role of the actants. The narrative syntax aims at
observing the course of the subject. The results of analysis here, with the results of the preceding
step (the figurative level), will be important for the thematic level of analysis. The actors of the
figurative level become the actants at the narrative level. At the thematic level, the actants will allow
for abstracting values such as love, freedom and joy.

2.6

THE THEMATIC LEVEL

The thematic level "is the abstract or conceptual syntax where the fundamental values which
generate a text are articulated" (Martin & Ringham, 2002:12). A narrative generally expresses this
core of values, implicitly. This core of values, encoded in the text, constitutes the vital clue of the
message of a narrative. The attempt to discover the core of values in narrative adopts two
perspectives.
From the Paradigmatic perspective, values into play in a semiotic universe, are classified according
to the cultural axiology (good versus bad; acceptable versus not acceptable). The Syntagmatic
perspective is concerned with the circulation of values across the text. In both steps, the semiotic
square (discussed below) is used. It is important to notice that the uses of the semiotic square are
numerous. Mapping out opposed values is only one of these. This section discusses the
Paradigmatic and the Syntagmatic perspectives in more detail.
2.6.1

A PARADIGMATIC PERSPECTIVE: THE OPPOSITION OF VALUES.

One of the axiomatic principles of Semiotics is that each text offers a judgment of values. Some
values are deemed good, therefore approved by the narrator, while others are judged bad, and
rejected categorically by him. With regard to values, there is no neutral text. Story-telling is a
discriminating process. It divides the world of the narrative into two sharply opposing groups. The
discovery of the opposed values that play a role in a narrative is important for the interpretation.
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To help sort values in a narrative text, Greimas (1970:136-154) introduced a mechanism called the
semiotic square. Binary opposition constitutes the foundation of the semiotic square. It has, as
basic constituent, a semantic axis connecting two opposed (contrary) values, S1 and S2. If, for
example, S1 stands for white, S2 will represent the contrary, which is black, and vice versa. The
two values can stand in opposition on the semantic axis as shown in Figure 9:

(white) 81

~-------------+

82 (black)

Figure 1.9
Illustration of a semantic axis connecting two contrary values

A second axis of contradictory values to these has the following configuration:

S2 (non-black)

~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •

(Non-white)

51

Figure1.10
The second semantic axis connecting two contradictory values

The semiotic square is built using these two axes of values as follow:

s2 black

s (absence of color)

White s1

~~-------------~~
' '
,
' '
,,
'
,,
' ........

•""'

,,
,,
,
,,

........

' ,,
,, ,

,
,,

,'

"", ,

' '
' '
' '
' '
' '

.............

~---------------~
None-black 5 2
s (non-absence of color)
51 None-white

Figure 1.11
Illustration of the Semiotic Square

The semiotic square generates three kinds of relations related to active values in a given semiotic
universe.
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A

•-----+

Relation between contrary (axes): S1 and S2 & S1 and S2. According to
Greimas and Courtes (1976:69), two values are contrary when the
presence of one of them presupposes the existence of the other. Between
two oooosina values there exists a relation of oresuooosition.

B

~--------•

Relation between contradictory (schemata): S1 and S 1 & S2 and
S2. Contrary values exclude each other.

C.

Relation of implication (deixis):

S'2 implies S 1 & S'1 implies S2

The semiotic square allows visualizing the deep organization of meaning by means of these three
logical semantic relations. The first step in using the semiotic square is to look for opposing values.
Mapping out opposing values depends on the text under study. Some texts expose opposing
values easily, while others reveal these values, making it complicated to discover them. Data from
the figurative and narrative analyses can help uncover them by paying attention to the following:
a) Figurative oppositions in the text: Repetitions of some opposed equivalent expressions.
b) Different actants in the text. The addresser is the adjudicator in the text. His condemnation or
commendation reveals the existence of opposed values. Distinction between a subject and antisubject and their quests correspond to contrary values.
The discovery of values and their location on the semiotic square is not an end in itself. The
important step consists of observing their course in the text. This goal is achieved using the
semiotic square in a syntagmatic perspective.
2.6.2

A SYNTAGMATIC PERSPECTIVE: THE THEMATIC ITINERARY

Narrative is an algorithmic structure of transformations (Henault 1983:28). These transformations
(from the initial situation to the final situation) take place at each level of analysis. At the deep level
transformations are observable with the semiotic square.
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At this stage, the semiotic square is no longer static . S1, S2, S1 and S2 are no more conceived
only as opposing, contradictory or complementary values, but also as transformation of values from
one state to another. The course of values on the semiotic square is therefore different from their
paradigmatic location (Courtney, 1999:76).
According to Everaert-Desmedt (2007:75), there is a universal logic of

circul~tion

in nearly all ,

narratives. This logic functions in the following sequence:
(1) a narrative lay down a value;
(2) the narrative denies, doubts or questions the value laid down;
(3) the proceeds to the contrary value; it may stop here or
(4) deny the contrary value and;
(5) return to the first value to reinforce or modify it.
When this course of values is taken into account, the new configuration of the semiotic square
becomes:

(5?) Sl (1)

S2 (3)

st (2)

s2 (4)
Figure 1.12

A general syntagmatic configuration of the semiotic square

This schema represents the thematic path or the distribution of values in the unfolding of a
narrative. It can have two different configurations:
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a. A text asserts a value, then questions it and confirms the opposed. Its thematic path has the
following configuration:

Sl

S2

Sl
Figure 1.13
The thematic path of a text questioning a value and confirming its opposite

In this case, there is a plea for the reinstatement of the opposed value and the rejection of the
current value.
b. A text asserts a value, then rejects it to assert the opposed. It rejects the opposed as well to
reassert the first value. Its thematic path is the following:

Sl

S2

82

Sl

Figure 1.14
The thematic path of a text pleading for the reinforcement of a value

In this case there is a plea for the reinforcement of that value in the society.
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The thematic level is the deep and abstract level of a text. This level of analysis is concerned with
the fundamental values which account for the generation of a text. These values are studies by
means of a semiotic square, paradigmatically or syntagmatically.

2. 7

CONCLUSION

The principles outlined in this chapter constitute the approach followed in the study of the
Theodotion version of the story of Susanna. The approach consists of three levels: figurative,
narrative and thematic. Levels are investigated paradigmatically (by gathering and comparing data)
and syntagmatically (by observing itineraries).
The figurative level of analysis focuses on the aspects of natural languages (Greimas & Rastier,
1987:48). This step focuses on figures and how they are constructed by the author. Main figures in
a text, according to the semiotic approach of analysis, consist of actors, spaces and time. The
figurative level is investigated by gathering figures and observing their courses. The first step is
aimed at analyzing figurative oppositions in a text while the second will deal with configurations or
motifs recurring in Susanna (Everaert-Desmedt, 2007:30). Particular attention is also given to the
emplotment.
The narrative level of analysis examines the organization of the text as discourse. This step of
analysis helps reveal different functions of actors (called at this stage actants) and trace the course
of the subject (main character) across the narrative. The tools for analysis at this stage will be the
Actantial Model and the narrative syntax.
At the thematic level, the researcher will strive to uncover fundamental values which generated the
text. The core of these values is generally expressed implicitly by a narrative. It is that core of
values, encoded in the text that constitutes the vital clue of the message of a narrative. The attempt
to discover the core of values in narrative is achieved in two perspectives. From the paradigmatic
perspective, values into play in a semiotic universe, are classified according to the cultural axiology
(good versus bad; acceptable versus not acceptable). The syntagmatic perspective will be
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concerned with the circulation of these values across the text. In both steps, the semiotic square is
used.
Finally, the individual three levels of the analysis will not generate meaning from the text. It is
imperative that results from all three levels be put together. The production of a text proceeds from
the thematic to the figurative level. The interpretative process then constitutes a backward
movement to the generation. The socio-cultural facts surrounding the production and the reception
of a text are important in its interpretation.
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The generation of meaning from a text can be condensed in the following schema (EveraertDesmedt, 2007:85):

ENUNCIATION: socio-cultural circumstances surrounding the production and
the reception of a text
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CHAPTER 3: THE FIGURATIVE LEVEL OF
ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides the figurative analysis of the story of Susanna. It is the first of the three steps
of analysis. The aim of this chapter is to investigate the main figures featuring in the story in terms
of actors, space and time.
The study of the figurative level here takes into account three key elements: figurative oppositions,
emplotment and motifs. The first section discusses figurative oppositions between figures. The
second section discusses the emplotment of the story in terms of archetype, tropes and genre. The
consideration of motifs is interwoven with these sections.

3.1.

FIGURATIVE OPPOSITIONS

The objective of this section is to examine main oppositions between figures. Before comparing
figures, however, it is crucial to examine their construction by the author. This process, as said in
the preceding chapter, is called figurativization.

3.1.1

THE FIGURATIVIZATION OF THE STORY OF SUSANNA

Susanna comprises only a few figures. The figurativization of the story is, nevertheless, ingenious.

It comprises a few actors, a few places and only one significant moment in time. These figures are
discussed below in terms of actoroalisation, spatialisation and temporalisation.

3.1.1.1

Actorialisation

Actorialisation, as said in the former chapter, denotes the way the author constructs his actors in
order to convey the message. Susanna is a short story. Short stories consist of "a limited number"
of actors (Hendry, 1991:106-107). The actors here are Joakim, Susanna, Susanna's father,
Helkias, the two elders, God, the Jewish people, Susanna's maids, Joakim's household servants,
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Susanna's children, the fictive young man, the unnamed daughters of Israel, Daniel, and the .
angels.
The following table summarises the occurrences of actors in the unfolding of the story in order of
appearance from the frequent to the least.
ACTOR
SUSANNA

FREQUENCY (in number of verses)
48 (vv2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 54, 56 57, 58,
60, 61, 62, 63)

THE ELDERS

41 (5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 49,
51, 52, 53,54, 55,56, 57,58, 59,61, 62)

JEWISH PEOPLE

18 (4, 5, 6, 7, 28, 29, 34, 41, 47, 48, 50, 51, 53, 57, 60,
61, 62, 64)

DANIEL

17 (45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 61, 64)

GOD

16(2, 3,5, 9,23, 35,42,43,44,45, 50,5355, 59,60,63)

JOAKIM

8(1,2,4,6, 7,28,29,63)

THE FICTIVE YOUNG MAN

7(21, 37, 38,39,40, 54, 58)

SUSANNA'S MAIDS

6 (15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 36)

HELKIAS (with his wife)

6(2, 3,29, 30, 33, 63)

JOAKIM'S SERVANTS

2 (26, v27)

ANGELS

2 (55, 59).

SUSANNA'S CHILDREN

1 (30)

THE DAUGHTERS OF ISRAEL

1 (57)

Table 3-1 The frequency of actors in the story of Susanna

Statistical figures such as these indicate the relative importance of actors by their participation in
the story. They show that there are major and minor actors in the story. Major actors tend to be
referred to more often than minor actors. The information in this table can be represented
figuratively as follows (Figure 3.1 ):
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Frequency of actors
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Figure 3.1 The frequency of the appearance of actors in the story of Susanna

Figure 3.1 presents the frequency of actors according to the number of verses where they are
referred to , either directly or indirectly. The information is provided in order of actors' appearance in
the story.

The frequency of actors in the story , however, does not describe their respective roles . Figure 3.1
clearly indicates that the characters who are introduced first in the story, Joakim and Helkias, are
not the most prominent. The author reveals the true functions of actors through ind ividuation and/or
identification (cf. Chapter 2) , as said in the Chapter on method. Distinctive traits of each character
in this story are now discussed. Each of the major actors - Joakim, Susanna , Helkias, the elders ,
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God and Daniel - are discussed in the order in which they are introduced in the story, followed by a
short discussion of the minor characters.

A. Joakim

Joakim, Susanna's husband, appears first in the narration. He is an influential person in the Jewish
community. His role in the story, however, is secondary he surfaces only in the speech of the
narrator. Joakim posits no action and takes part in no dialogue. Only two action verbs denote his
presence in the story: "(he was) living in Babylon" (~v oiKwv tv BaJ3u,\wv1) and "he took a wife"
(E:,\aJ3Ev yuvaiKa). These two actions establish the background of the story. In fact, Babylon and
Susanna are very important in the unfolding of the story.
Babylon, as will be demonstrated later (cf. 3.1.1.2. on spatialisation), is the origin of the crisis
Susanna seeks to address: the inception of wickedness (the danger of Jews losing their

Jewishness in the Diaspora). Susanna - a woman - on the other hand, represents the unique
chance for her people to escape the crisis. Whereas living in Babylon was problematic for Jews,
women like Susanna, totally committed to the Law, constituted an antidote to the problem.
The expression ,\aµJ3avE1v yuvaiKa (to take a wife) is a key concept in patriarchal practices and
traditions prominent in that time. It describes a matrimonial relationship (cf. 3.2.1.) in terms of
ownership and property. Joakim is the owner and Susanna his property. As the story unfolds,
however, Susanna is portrayed as challenging and reverses the established order without any
intervention from Joakim. Susanna is introduced by her relation to Joakim, but at the end, however,
the relation is reversed.
The narrator mentions Joakim's name repeatedly (verses 1, 4, 6, 28, 29, and 63) to attract his
readers' attention. In this story, anthroponyms such as roucravva (Susanna}, lwaK1µ (Joakim},
XEAKla«;; (Helkias) and .D.av1ri,\ (Daniel) are part of the author's strategy of communication.
Anthroponyms reveal different roles actors play in the narrative (2.4.1) and, are all rooted in Israel's
traditions and history.
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lwaK1µ is a direct transliteration of the Hebrew tl'i!~in; (Daniel 1:1-2), derived from the conflation of
7
the noun ;ii;i, (the Lord) and the verb i:np (to establish). It means "the Lord will establish" (Kay,
1913:647). This name seems to refer to Susanna's husband's exceeding wealth. In fact, the verb

z::np, (to establish) has the meaning of "to strengthen" or "to increase his power". It connotes
prosperity, success or victory (Brown et al., 2000:877-879; Holladay, 2000:315; Harris, 1980:793).
Joakim's wealth increases his power and reputation in the Jewish community of Babylon. Clearly,
he is well established in Babylon. In the history of Jewish people, however, this name has a
negative connotation. It is the name of wicked kings of Judah (2 Kings 24:8-9). The attribution of
such a name to an actor in a story believed to be fictitious (deSilva, 2002:232; Moore, 1977:84-89;
Metzger, 1957:110; Pfeiffer, 1947:448), is deliberate. Fictional literature "contains a figurative
expression of life" (Dietrich & Sundell, 1967: 1). Fiction refers "to modelling and shaping pre-existing
material" (Korhonen, 2006:16).
The association of Joakim, Daniel and Babylon in the story calls to mind the sad events of the
Exile. In fact, the Exile happened during Joakim's reign (2 Kings 24:8-17). Daniel was one of the
young deportees (Daniel 1:2-6). The author of Susanna portrays Daniel as a "very young boy"
(rraioapfou VEwn:pou v45). He assumes that Joakim is still alive, in accordance with 2 Kings 25:2730.
According to the above passage, Evilmerodach, king of Babylon, freed Joakim from his prison. He
even gave him a throne above other conquered kings. The statement "Kal ~cr81Ev apmv 01a rravro~
EVWTTIOV auroO rracra~ Ta~ ~µtpa~ T~~ ~W~~ aumO" (and he ate his bread during all the days of his
life before him) (v29), however, has a negative implication for a Jewish king. "'Ecr9fw .. . tvwmov
(Kartvavn)

nvo~"

(eat before someone) denotes a privilege of sharing meals with a high ranking

authority such as a king (2 Samuel 11:13; 1 Kings 1:25). It means Joakim shared meals with the
Babylonian king (Beaulieu, 2009:275). In fact, according to Sharon (2002:196), the eating motif
seems to be very important in 2 Kings 25:27-30. Nevertheless, Joakim's sharing of meals with the
Babylonian king can sound like a covert blame.
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The depiction of a Jewish king sharing meals with a gentile king could not escape notice, and thus
criticism, in some Jewish circles. This meant adoption of the Babylonian way of living at the
expense of Jewish identity. In fact, books from the exilic and post exilic period express their
concern about eating gentiles' meals. Daniel (1 :8-21), Tobit (1 :10-12), Esther (Additions C 28) and
Judith (12:1-5) regard food from gentiles as polluted and polluting (cf Cheung, 1999:41-59; Cowley,
1913:261 and Gregg, 1913:678). Indeed, "[m]eals ... functioned as boundary markers, helping to
define who was in the community and who was not. Jewish dietary laws especially functioned to
define boundaries, for those who strictly followed these laws could not dine at a gentile table
(Daniel 1:8; Tob.1 :10)" (Freedman, 2000:876). Brenner (1999:xi) is of the view that: "dietary
practices as well as cooking practices serve as social differentials, delimiting the boundaries
between the "us" and the "them" (cf. Tomson, 1999:193; Reinhartz, 1999:228).
The most obscure period of Israel, with regard to identity, was likely under Ahab's reign (1 Kings
16-22). The alteration of Israel's identity under Ahab, according to Apple (1999:55-71 }, was
manifest in dietary habits in Israel, under the influence of Jezebel. During this period, Appler
(1999:55) argues that "the boundaries that maintain social order - boundaries separating foreigner
and Israelite . .. consumer and consumed, and the sacred and the profane - have become
distorted".
The main concern of the Jewish literary works of the Second Temple period was indeed the
maintenance of Jewish identity (Gruen, 1998:xv-xvii). The fact that Daniel, a young boy, refused a
king's meals, but that Joakim accepted the offer as a privilege, is quite antipodal. The body of a
king represents his people (George, 1999:393). A captive king represents a conquered people. A
Jewish king sharing meals with a Babylonian king signifies a compromising situation of some Jews
in Babylon.
The name of lwaK1µ thus functions ambiguously in the story. The recourse to Joakim as an
anthroponym, in a story concerned with Jewish distinctiveness, seeks to attract the attention of the

"-o
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reader. The danger of acclimatization to the Babylonian way of life and thus forgetting their
distinctiveness was a real threat.
The·narrator accentuates Joakim's wealth. The expression

rrAoOaio~

crcp6i5pa (very rich) appears

only three times, in this exact combination, in the LXX. In Genesis 13:2 it refers to Abraham's
unparalleled wealth. In 1 Maccabees 6:2, it denotes the fabulous riches of the temple of Elymas
which caused Antioch us IV's frustration and death (Antiquities Xll.ix.1; cf. Oesterley, 1913:87).
Joakim and Susanna are linked to Abraham and Sara by this intertextuality. The large number of
servants, as well as his wife Susanna's maids and the ownership of "the most glorious garden of
all" (tvi50~61tpov rrav1wv) attest to Joakim's wealth.
The way the couple is introduced in the story, however, does seem to attribute Joakim's riches to
the presence of the righteous Susanna. First, until the narrator evokes Susanna's fear of the Lord,
Joakim's wealth remains unknown. Second, in the wisdom literature riches constitute an external
sign of the blessings of those fearing the Lord, namely the just (Psalm 111 :1-3). Westermann
. (1985:128) concludes from Psalm 1 that in the Old Testament theology, "la benediction est destine

a l'homme

pieux, par opposition

a l'impie"

24

•

In the context of Susanna, however, there is no

indication whatsoever as to whether Joakim feared the Lord. Third, the dependence of the story on
Joseph and Potiphar's wife (cf. 3.2.1) seems to confirm this assumption. Fourth, as said above, the
expression

rrAoOaio~

crcp6i5pa (exceedingly rich) suggests an intertextual link between Susanna

and the story of Abraham. Abraham's wealth is described as resulting from Pharaoh because of
Sarah (12:10-20).
Joakim is thus an ambiguous personage. He posits no action and participates in no dialogue. He is
not explicitly depicted as good or bad in the story. His wealth is remarkable, which could appear as
God's favour. The bad connotation of his name in Jewish history, however, tarnishes his image. As
Gruen (2002:173) argues, he "does not ... emerge as an admirable figure" in the story. This study
24

"Blessing is destined to the pious man, contrarily to the impious" (Translation by Kanonge, 2009)
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argues that he stands for the compromising Jew of the Diaspora, less concerned with his own
distinctiveness. This ambiguous position, his laissez faire however, allows his house and his
garden to play determining roles in the story as will be revealed later.

B. Susanna
Susanna is the second actor to be announced. The reader learns that she is beautiful, is married
and has children. Emphasis is placed on the fact that she is God-fearing. She comes from a godly
family and has a high education of the Torah. She has an unfailing trust in the Lord, has an
exceptional knowledge of God and is a woman of prayer. She has authority and Joakim's servants
have much respect for her. She appears as an unconventional and self determined woman, as is
discussed below.
The first aspect of Susanna that interests the narrator is her anthroponym. It emerges repeatedly in
the story. roucravva, as a personal name, however, does not appear elsewhere in the LXX. It
comes from the transliteration of the Hebrew

;i~ipi!U

(Moore, 1977:95; cf. Fisch, 1996:37), which can

by translated with lily or lotus flower. In 1 Kings 7:19, 22, 26 and 2 Chronicles 4:5 ;i~gii!U refers to the
decoration of the temple. In fact, the two pillars (Jakin and Boaz) in Solomon's temple "were topped
with elaborately decorated, lily-shaped capitals" (Carson, 1994). In likely manner, the rim of the big
bronze basin called "the Sea" was made like that of a cup shaped like a lily blossom. In these two
passages, the lily probably symbolizes beauty and purity (Goodspeed, 1939:70).
In Song of Songs (2:1-2, 16; 4:5, 13; 6:2-3; 7:2) the lily also represents beauty and love (Exum,
2005:112). Finally, in Hosea (14:5)

;i~wi!U

(lily) stands for Israel. The last passage echoes Psalm 1

where the just is compared to a tree planted by the streams of water. Lily, here, is likely the symbol
of righteousness (Farbridge, 2003:46).
The name of Susanna is thus symbolically rich. It stands for beauty, purity, righteousness and is a
metaphor for Israel.

;i~ip;w

matches main characteristics ascribed to Susanna, in the story, as

revealed below.
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Susanna is married to Joakim, as pointed out above. Her association with Joakim, an influential
person, calls to mind other Jewish heroes and heroines, such as Joseph and Esther. In these
stories, Jews took advantage of royal courts to help their compatriots. The presence of Susanna in
Joakim's house highlights the possibility of using this high position to influence the destiny of her
people (Genesis 50:19-20; Esther 4:13-15). In these kinds of narratives, Mills (2006:413) insists, "a
successful individual act ... illustrates the possibility for social survival of the whole group so
represented".
Susanna is therefore, like Joseph, Esther and Judith, a story of preservation of God's people. The

contrast, however, is the absence of any outside menace facing Jews. Jewish identity is
jeopardised by Jews' own attempts to conform to the Babylonian way of life (Nickelsburg, 2005:24).
Susanna's heroic achievement consists of preserving the Law of Moses, the unique token of the
distinctiveness of Jews. As Tkacz (2006:189) writes, at the end of the story, "Susanna's heroism
has initiated the purification of the Jewish community in exile".
In this regard, the story echoes Elijah and the prophets of Baal (1 Kings 18). In both stories Israel's
identity is at stake. The rejection of the Law stems from the ruling class. In 1 Kings, as in Susanna,
there is no threat facing the Jews from the outside. In both stories wickedness threatens the
community (1 Kings 16:29-33; Susanna 5). In both narratives wickedness is manifested as an
external influence on the ruling class (Jezebel 1 Kings 16:31-32; Susanna 5). In the two stories the
wicked kill - or threaten to kill - the just (1 Kings 18:4; 19:1-2; Susanna 41); on both sides God
intervenes after prayer (1 Kings 18:36-39; Susanna 44-45); and in both, the people seize the
vectors of wickedness to kill them (1 Kings 18:40; Susanna 62). While Elijah flees to save his life (1
Kings 19:3), Susanna waits serenely on the Lord for vindication (Susanna 35).
Susanna is portrayed as "extremely beautiful"

(Ka.\~

crcp6opa) and ''fearing the Lord" (cpoj3ouµtvri

rov Kup1ov v2). These two qualities are central to her action in the narrative (Bohn, 2001 :259). The
first places Susanna in the Jewish heroic traditions and history (Steyn, 2008:164). Like in Joseph
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(Genesis 39:6), David (1 Samuel 16:12), Esther (2:7), Daniel (1:4) and Judith's (8:7) stories, good
appearance has become emblematic of the intervention of the Lord in Israel.
Here, the beauty motif plays a testing role. First, beauty attracts the elders' attention toward
Susanna. Daniel's statement that "10 KaMoc; t~11rra111otv of., Kal ~ tmeuµfa 01to1pf.l!Jf.V T~v Kapofav
oou" (beauty has deceived you and sexual passion has· perverted your heart) indicates that
Susanna's beauty functioned as bait to entice the corrupted Jewish leaders. The use of beauty to
lure and kill the wicked is unique to Susanna and Judith. The unique difference, however, lies in the
fact that Susanna achieves this goal passively while Judith acts purposely.
In the latter story Judith's beauty gives Bethulia's elders the assurance that through it, the God of
their fathers will acccimplish Judith's purposes "to the glory of the children of Israel and to the
exaltation of Jerusalem" (Eic; yaupfaµa uiwv lopa11A Kal UljJwµa l£pouoaA11µ) (Judith 10:7). The
impression Judith's beauty makes in the Assyrians' camp is that with such beautiful women, Jews
"shall be able to deceive the whole world" (ouv~oovm1 Kmaoocpfoaoeai rraoav T~v y~v) (10:19).
The use of beauty in these stories is intended to show that it is not at all natural. God intensifies the
heroines' beauty irresistibly to achieve his purposes. In the book of Judith the purpose is to defeat
the enemies and in Susanna it is to save the community from wickedness. In both cases, however,
the objective is to preserve Israel's distinctiveness. In both stories the protagonist attains this goal
successfully.
In addition, ·beauty exposes Susanna's commitment to the Law to be tested. The end of the story
reveals that Susanna passes her test successfully. According to the author, "oux £upt811 tv au1n
aax11µov rrpayµa" (no shameful deed was found in her). ~ox11µov rrpayµa refers to sexual
immorality. There is intertextuality between Susanna and Dinah (Genesis 34). Both Dinah and
Susanna go out (Susanna 6; Genesis 34:1); in both case women are subject are envied by men in
power. In Genesis, Dinah succumb easily. She does not even care about her identity. No reference
to lsrael'God is made. The ending of the Dinah account supports women seclusion. Here, Susanna
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offers analternative position. When women are fully educated according to the Law of Moses,
seclusion becomes irrelevant. Susanna goes out, she is proposed but firmly resists.
This verdict simply means that both Susanna and the elders were tested. Sexual perversion as
natural impulse was found in the elders (men), but not in Susanna (a woman). The 'intrinsically
corrupted female nature' thesis, put forward in Ben Sira (cf. Jordaan & Kanonge, 2006) with regard
to sexuality, is ironically proven irrelevant by Susanna's chastity.
Susanna is also described as Cl>of3ouµtv11 Tov KOp1ov (fearing the Lord). The verb cpof3£w appears
about four hundred and fifty times in the LXX, with various nuances. A systematic analysis of how it
is used in all instances falls beyond the scope of this study. The concern here is the connection
between cpof3£w and the Law.·
Cl>of3o0µEvo~

(present participle passive, or middle, of cpof3£w is used, instead of cpof3o0v, present

participle active) literally means "being frightened" (Liddell & Scott, 2003:1946). Cl>of3o0µEvo~ refers
to the threatening nature of God. The fear of the Lord appears here not as an optional choice but as
a categorical imperative. With this nuance, cpof3£w calls to mind the theophany of Sinai (Exodus
20:10-21 ). The objective of the encounter was not only to give Israel the Law but also to provide
Jews with a right attitude towards God (v20).
God appeared in a terrifying way, said Moses to Jews, "so that his fear may be in you so that you
may not sin" (OTTW~ av ytv11m1 6 cp6f3o~ aurnO tv uµiv, Iva µ~ aµapTclVllTE) (Exodus 20:20). As Keil
(1884:124) argues, "God desired to inspire them with the true fear of himself, that they might not sin
through distrust," disobedience or resistance to His guidance and commands". The last part of verse
18 (cpof311Stv1E~

ot rra~ 6 hao~ Eo"Tllcrav µaKp69Ev),

can read as follows: ''frightened, all the people

stood at a distance" (cf. Durham, 1987:303).
According to this passage, the fear (6 cp6f3o~) of the Lord became, at this meeting, the essential
ingredient for the people of the covenant to keep their distinctiveness. The participle cpof311Stv1E~ is
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an ingressive (inceptive) aorist (Robertson, 1919:834; Dana & Mantey, 1927:196; Burton, 1898:20;
Moulton, 1908:130 note 1). It singles out Sinai as the inaugural moment when Israel entered a new
state of existence based on the fear of the Lord. From then on, in Jewish traditions, 6 <poj3ouµEvo~
1ov Kup1ov means "the one who respects God", "the one who keeps the covenant", "the religious
person," "the true Israelite." The verb <poj3tw is thus closely related to the covenant of Sinai.
<l>oj3ouµtvn 1ov Kup1ov, the feminine form of <poj3ouµEvo~ 1ov Kup1ov, occurs only once in the entire
LXX. The corresponding masculine formula appears about ninety four times, chiefly in Psalms (30
times) and in Ben Sira (24 times). <poj3ouµtvn is meaningfully important here.
First, it is only here, as said above, where it depicts a woman. The dominance of the masculine
formula (ninety to one) suggests that the fear of the Lord was traditionally considered as men's
religious capacity alone. It also gives the impression that the covenant of Sinai was more
concerned with men than with women. The feminine form functions rhetorically as an attempt to
reject the established masculine dominated tradition. It sounds just like a reinterpretation of Israel's
traditions of exclusivity, aimed at the reinsertion of women in the covenant.
Second, as a present participle of <poj3tw,

cpoj3ouµEvo~

depicts the fear of the Lord as an enduring

and permanent quality. Susanna's fear of the Lord is thus an unalterable quality. This is unusual
because the fear of the Lord is manifested in keeping the Torah. In Jewish traditions women were
"not even bound to keep the whole Torah" (Oepke, 2000:781). This special derogatory disposition
to the Law given to women was not at all to their advantage. It meant that they were incapable of
fully observing the Law. Consequently, they were not considered as fully Jews as men. Here,
however, Susanna's depiction as <l>oj3ouµtvn 1ov Kup1ov (fearing the Lord) reverses this
discriminatory tradition.
Susanna's fear of the Lord is produced by the influence of her righteous parents (v3 oi yovEi~ auT~~
OfKmo1: her parents (were) righteous and the teachings "according to the Law of Moses" (v3 Kma
1ov v6µov

Mwucr~).

Verse 3 echoes Deuteronomy 11 :19 (cf 4:9-10; 6:6-7). Here, parents are
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commanded to teach their children the Law. The Law of Moses was established as the centre of
the Jewish life and as the token of Jewishness. In fact, Deuteronomy 6:6-9 declares:
6

Kal forai ra p~µara raOra, CScra Eyw Evn:Moµaf 001 cr~µEpOV', Ev rn Kapof<;r crou Kal Ev rn 4JUX!'i

O'OU,

7

Kal rrpoj31j3aO'EIS aura TOUS uioOs O'OU Kal AaA~O'EIS EV aurois Ka8~µEvos EV OIK<+J Kal

rropw6µEVOS EV 60(!) Ka] KOITa~6µEVOS Ka] 01av1crraµEVOS
XEIPOS O'OU, Kal fom CO'clAEUTOV rrpo 6cp8ahµwv O'OU,

8
1

9

Ka] acpaljJEIS aura EiS O'IWEiOV ETT] r~S

Kal ypaljJErE aura ETTI ras cp>.1as rwv

oiKIWV uµwv Ka] rwv TTUAWV uµwv25

In the above text, Jews are commanded to impress the Ten Commandments on their children
(verse 7). Furthermore, they have to tie the commandments on their hands and bind them on their
foreheads (verse 8). Tying the commandments to their hands and foreheads was "a public
demonstration of the person's commitment to God's Law" (Bratcher & Hatton, 2000:139). According
to Merrill (1994:167), the bearing of the commandments would "identify their bearer as a member of
the covenant community". In other words membership in the Jewish community had to be
dependent on the practice of these commandments. Out of them there could be no Jewishness.
Consequently, the teaching of the Law can be compared to the act of initiation to life in other
societies. It was the obliged way to becoming a true Jew and preserving and perpetuating Jewish
identity. With regard to this integrating process, however, women were excluded (Clanton, 2006:55;
cf. llan, 1996:190-204 for an extensive discussion on the subject). According to the Mishnah (quote
from Oepke, 2000, 1:781 ), it was believed that "[t]he man who teaches his daughter the Torah
teaches her extravagance". In other words, Jews thought it imprudent to involve women too much

25 6

These commandments that I give you today are to be on your hearts. 1mpress them o~ your children. Talk
7

about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get
up. 8Tie them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads. 9 Write them on the doorframes of
your houses and on your gates (TNIV).
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in religious matters. The depiction of Susanna as fully educated in the Law is exceptional. It
contrasts with the rabbinic traditions of the Second Temple period referred to above.
Susanna's fear of the Lord comes to light in her reaction to the elders' proposal in the garden (v22).
The phrase "rn:va µ01 rravro9Ev" (I am in straits on every side) appears only in Susanna 22 and in
2 Samuel 24:14 (with its parallel in 1 Chronicles 21:13). Steussy (1993:155) points out this
intertextuality, but does not elaborate on it. In brief, in 2 Samuel 24:1-14 David orders a census
which displeases God. As a result, God decides to punish the action. David has to choose one of
the three following penalties: seven years of starvation, three months of defeat before his enemies
or a three day plague on his people from God himself. David expresses his perplexity by the phrase
11

LTEVcl µ01 TTclVT09EV".

David's census and its context are obscure. Some commentaries see David's ordering of the
census as a deed of arrogance and "self sufficient proud" (Baldwin, 1988:294; Selman, 1994:205;
Lange, 1960:603-605). Thompson (1994:160), however, is of the opinion that David's sin is in not
observing ritual precautions such as "offering of sacrifices and prayers". Be it as it may, the concern
here is not to elucidate the mystery but the intention of the author in linking the two stories.
Similarities exist between the two incidents. In both stories there is a coercive choice to make. In
both stories the choice involves death. Semantically, similar words such as XEiP (hand),

KOp10~

(Lord), E:µrrfrrrw (fall) are found (2 Samuel 24:14; Susanna 22-23). The author probably intended to
equate David with Susanna with regard to prioritizing God in their choices.
Bergen (1986:474) contends that, by the census, "the author demonstrates the necessity of having
leaders obedient and sensitive to the Lord. In fact, according to Ben Sira (46:8-11 ), David is the
best king in Israel's history. David's choice to love God with all his heart (Ben Sira 45:8) emerges
as the unique secret of his successful leadership in Israel.
As with David, Susanna fears God even to the extent of losing/ giving up her life. Susanna, by her
fear of God, as Craven (2001 :282) puts it, "is a teacher of right behaviour" in Israel. "LrEva µ01
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rravrn9Ev" is likely used here to suggest that Susanna ranks and even surpasses David in her trust
and purity.
Susanna's "lifting of eyes to heaven" (av£13AEljJEV Ei~ rov oupav6v) reveals her trust in God (v35 6r1
~v ~ Kapoia aur~~ TTErro18uia trrl r~ Kupil!J, because her heart relied firmly on the Lord). TTETT018uia

(participle perfect active of TTEi9w) occurs in the classical and NT literature with the meaning of
persisting "in a state of confidence" (Kittel, 2000, 6:4 Cf. Liddell & Scott, 1996:1353). It is translated
by Liddell and Scott (1996:1354) with "in sure confidence".
According to Liddell and Scott (1996:1354), the perfect of TTEiSw (rr£rro18a) generally takes a
personal dative. Thus TTETT018uia coupled with r~ KUPi4> implies that Susanna conceived God as a
living entity. Furthermore, the association of trri and Kupio~ is used with the dative with a verb
expressing trust or confidence to refer to persons of authority (Liddell & Scott, 1996:621 ). Here the
implication is that Susanna thought of the Lord as the final authority, the highest court of appeal.
That is likely why Daniel, meaning "God is my judge", is introduced in the narrative, as discussed
below.
Susanna's view of God dominates the story. Apart from her fearing the Lord, Susanna believes in
the omnipresence of God. In fact, tvwmov Kupiou (23) (in the presence of the Lord) appears more
than hundred times in the LXX. This expression means "before the Lord", face to face with the Lord
or in the presence of the Lord (Liddell & Scott, 1996:579; Lust, 2003). The lifting of the head in the
LXX also evokes God's transcendence and His control over the entire universe (Traub, 2000,
5:519). Susanna's view of God also emerges from her prayer (42-43). Her God is eternal ('O 9Eo~ 6
aiwv10~). omniscient (knowing hidden things, 6 rwv Kpurrrwv yvwcrr11~). and the one who knows

everything before the genesis (foreknowledge) (6 Eiow~ TO TTclVTa rrplv YEVEO"EW~ aurwv).
Daniel's involvement in the unfolding of the story also resulted from Susanna's prayer (44). It is
important to note that public prayer was forbidden to women. Oepke (2000, 1 :781) contends that
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Jews prohibited a wife to pray, even at the table. Therefore, portraying Susanna as a woman of
prayer in such a context is challenging and revolutionary.
Susanna's walking in the garden, and even intending to bath there, is a significant event in the
story. It is described as being special (cf. 3.1.1.2.). The practice of women going out freely is in
contrast with the ideology of the semiotic universe of the story, as demonstrated later in the section
on Spatialisation (cf. 3.1.1.2). The emphasis on this event shows its peculiarity. It is a sign of
unconventionality (cf. Joakim's garden).
The bathing motif of the story has led some scholars to link Susanna with the story of David and
Bathsheba (2 Samuel 11 )26 • The connection between the two stories, however, was intensified by
the eroticist mentality of the Renaissance (Tkazc, 2008:181; Bohn, 2001 :259). Semantically, apart
from the verb AoOw (to bath) and the expression KaA~

14.>

E'fOEI mp6opa (exceedingly beautiful to

see) the two stories do not have much in common.
Firstly, the elders are portrayed as anti law (1mpavoµo1) while David is not. Secondly, David sees
Bathsheba "in the middle of washing herself' (ETotv yuvaiKa Aouoµtvriv) (naked). It is doubtful that
Susanna is naked when encountered by the elders. The verb AoOw, in Susanna, refers not to an
actual action of bathing (indicative mood) but to a potential action [tTrESOµricrE Ao0cracr8ai (infinitive)
(she desired to wash herself) and orrw~ AoOcrwµm (subjunctive) (so that I may wash myself)].
Furthermore, verse 19 says that, "at the same time as the girls (maids) went out and the two elders
stood up and ran to her" (w~ t~~A8ocrav ra Kopama, Kai avtcrrricrav oi oOo rrpmj30rm Kai
trrtopaµov aurFJ). The simultaneousness of the two clauses introduced by w~ (Cf Dana & Mantey,

1927:279) means that the going out of the girls on one side and the standing and running of the
elders on the other, takes place simultaneously. This means Susanna didn't have time to take off
her clothes. Thirdly, Susanna resists the advances of the two elders, whereas Bathsheba did not
resist David. Fourthly, the elders make an arrangement to meet Susanna in the garden, but David's

26

The story of David and Bathsheba is discussed at length by Van der Bergh (2008).
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seeing Bathsheba bathing happenes by chance. Fifthly, David sees Bathsheba at sunset (tom:pa),
whereas the elders encounter Susanna at noon (µtoov ~µtpac;).
Finally, Susanna's narrative is a praise of her behaviour (v63) while the David and Bathsheba's
story is a disapproval of David's criminal misconduct (2 Samuel 11-12). Bathsheba is never
condemned as instigator of the action. Her listing with Tamar, Rahab and Ruth in the genealogy of
Matthew (1:1-17) reveals that her memory was not negative in Israel.
The link between Bathsheba and Susanna, with the exaggeration of eroticism, as said above,
stems from the Renaissance perceptions of social rules. It is aimed at victimizing women as vectors
of sexual depravity. This is a typical example of distortion of the intended meaning of biblical
stories. In early Christianity, Susanna was considered as a model of virtue, even as a figure of
Christ (cf. Boitani, 1996:7-19; Halpern-Amaru, 1996:21-34).
The intertextuality between the Susanna and the David and Bathsheba narrative, if any, is not at all
aimed at highlighting women's wickedness. On the contrary, it underlines the corrupted sexual
morality of Jewish leaders, namely that of David and the two elders. Singling out women as
sexually corrupted and thus dangerous to the community is an ideological stance of the Second
Temple period (cf. 4.1.3.2.).
In linking the elders to David, the author of Susanna is precisely aiming at rejecting such a
victimisation of women as a late developing ideology of the Second Temple period. It is quite
absent from the history of the fathers of the Jewish nation. Stories of Jewish women indulging in
sexual activities for self-enjoyment are rare in Jewish history. Women such as Tamar and Ruth
longed after men only as the unique way of fulfilling their maternal duties. They are never blamed
for their actions.
The bathing motif also connects Susanna to Exodus 1 and 2. /\ouoaoeai, to wash oneself (infinitive
middle aorist of houw, I wash, occurring fifty times in the LXX), appears only in these two texts in
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the exact syntactic construction. Such an exception suggests an intentional intertextuality between
Susanna and Exodus 2:5.
The latter passage recounts the birth of Moses and his providential adoption by Pharos' daughter.
Both Pharos' daughter and Susanna go out accompanied by their maids (Exodus 2; Susanna 17).
In both texts men are either passive or negatively active. In Exodus, Pharos (ruler) decrees the
killing of Jewish male babies (Moses is put in danger) while in Susanna, the elders (ruling class)
endeavours to get rid of the Law of Moses. In both cases, the future of the people of God is
jeopardised. While Moses' mother takes initiative to save her son, her husband is totally absent
from the account. According to Reiss (2005:127), "[i]t is notable that Moses was both nurtured and
protected by women. This, I would suggest, contributed greatly - perhaps even essentially - to his
unique greatness" (cf. Also Kessler (2005:329) who views Sephora circumcising her son as a
transgression of fixed gender'boundaries). As noted before, Susanna is described as actively
concerned about Jewishness while her husband is totally absent.
In both texts, the prevalence respectively of Moses and his Law depends totally on women (Exum,
1983:63) such as Moses' mother, Moses' sister, the daughter of Pharos and Susanna for
preservation. In both texts, women challenge men's authority and their commands. In Exodus, a
Pharos' daughter adopts Moses contrarily to her father's decree of annihilation. Susanna rejects
women's seclusion and dares to resist the elders' proposal. The unconventionality of women in
these two texts is clear. With regard to the emancipative ideology of these introductory chapters of
Exodus, Trible makes argument worth quoting extensively. According to Trible (Trible, 1973:34),
The Exodus speaks forcefully to Women's Liberation. So compelling is this theme of freedom
from oppression that our enthusiasm for it may become unfaithfulness to it. Yet the story does
teach that the God of Israel abhors slavery; that Yahweh aas through human agents to liberate
(agents who may not even acknowledge him; agents who may be personae non gratae not only
to rulers but also to slaves); that liberation is a refusal of the oppressed to participate in an unjust
society and thus it involves a withdrawal; and that liberation begins in the home of the oppressor.
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More especially, women nurture the revolution. The Hebrew midwives disobey Pharaoh. His own
daughter thwarts him, and her maidens assist. This Egyptian princess schemes with female
slaves, mother and daughter, to adopt a Hebrew child whom she names Moses. As the first to
defy the oppressor, women alone take the initiative which leads to deliverance (Exod. 1: 152: 10). If Pharaoh had realized the power of these women, he might have reversed his decree
(Exod. 1: 16, 22) and had females killed rather than males! At any rate, a patriarchal religion
which creates and preserves such feminist traditions contains resources for overcoming
patriarchy.

The author of Susanna appeals to Exodus to advance his emancipative ideology. According to him,
the maintenance of the Law of Moses, in the Jewish community, depended totally on women's
actions as did Moses' survival.

Susanna is called progressively Suyarrip XEAK1ou (daughter of Helkias v 2, 3 and 29), Suyan:pa
lopariA (daughter of Israel v 48) and Suyarrip loui5a (daughter v57). These identifications are not
unintentional. They disclose the progressive revelation of her identity. The first designation,
Suyarrip XEAK1ou, is intended to give credit to Susanna as a legitimate member of the community,
on the basis of genealogy. Her connection with a religiously outstanding family (oi yovEic; aur~c;
i5fKaio1) is intentional. In Jewish tradition, righteousness and wickedness are sometimes conceived
as a heritage from parents. Kings such as Jeroboam, Nadab, Baasha and Ahaziah, to name a few,
are said to resemble their fathers or mothers in their attitude toward the Law (1 Kings 15:3, 25-26,
33-34; 22:53-54).
The

phra~e

Suyarrip XEAK1ou (daughter of Helkias) also rejects patriarchal discrimination between

sons and daughters in Jewish families. Without a doubt, sons and daughters were not valued
equally. Fohrer (2000, 8:342) is of the opinion that "[o]nly to a sinner does it happen that he has just
daughters and no son". Daughters were considered as less important and more problematic.
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Ben Sira (22:3) maintained that "the birth of a daughter was a loss" (8uyar11p

ot

tn' tAam.i>crE1

yfvEm1) and that "a daughter (was) to a father a hidden cause of insomnia" (42:9, 8uyar11p rrarpl
arr6Kpucpoc; aypurrvfa). In support to this ideology, the Mishnah (quote from Oepke, 2000:781)
writes: "Happy is he whose children are males, and woe to him whose children are females".
The ending of the story, however, reveals quite an opposite stance. Susanna's parents will praise
the Lord happily for their daughter. Contrarily, the elders' parents, could they be alive, would have
been bitterly disappointed about their sons. The view that women bring "shame and dishonour''
(Sira 42:14) and thus must be under strict watch (Sira 26:10-12) is singled out and addressed
ironically.
The expression 8uyar11p XEAK1ou (daughter of Helkias) is closely associated with

yuv~

lwaK1µ

(Joakim's wife). Here again patriarchal traditions are in view. In fact, in these traditions, a woman
has no identity of her own. She is linked either to her father or husband. According to the story
however, Susanna goes beyond the boundaries of the patriarchal system. She moves from her
father and husband's control toward new horizons. She is no longer only the domesticated
daughter of Helkias and wife of Joakim, but she also aspires to become the daughter of Israel
(8uyan:pa lcrpa11A).
The second designation, 8uyartpa lcrpa11A. is probably used to indicate that Susanna was a legal
member of the Jewish community, as men were. The designation is used by Daniel when
contesting Susanna's sentence to death (v48). The statement: "Ourwc; µwpof, oi uiol lcrpa11A; ouK
avaKpfvavrEc; ouot ro cracptc; tmyv6vrE<; KaTEKpfvarE 8uyartpa lcrpa11N'; (are you such fools, sons of
Israel? Would you condemn a daughter of Israel without first cross-examination and discovering its
accuracy?) appears to be a deliberate blame.
Daniel argues that Susanna was treated as an outsider. As a daughter of Israel, she merits an
equitable judgment. This second designation, 8uyartpa lcrpariA, addresses gender discrimination in
the Jewish community, namely the idea that women were inferior members of the society. With
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regard to choice for marriage, for example, Sira contended that "a woman shall accept any man (as
husband) but there is a girl preferable to another" (36:21 TTclVTa app£va tmot~ETal yuv~. EO"TIV
8uyaT1lP

8uympo~

ot

KpEicrcrwv). Josephus (Apion 2.201) was of the opinion that: '"A woman is

inferior to her husband in all things.' Let her, therefore, be obedient to him; not so, that he should
abuse her, but that she may acknowledge her duty to her husband; for God hath given the authority
to the husband". According to Genesis Rabah (45 on 16:5), women were "greedy, inquisitive, lazy
and vain" (quote from Oepke, 2000:781). Rabbi Hillel was of the opinion that with "many women,
much witchcraft" (quote from Oepke, 2000:781; cf. also Archer, 1983:273). Such examples are
available ad infinitum.
The image of Susanna contrasts sharply with the above mentioned stereotypes of women during
the Second Temple period. God's providing for Susanna reveals the concern of the story for the
abuse of women's rights by Jewish institutions of the Second Temple period. The author of
Susanna depicts Daniel's intervention as God launching a campaign for promoting women's rights

in the Jewish community. Susanna's journey does not end here; she enters the religious sphere of
Israel as daughter of Judah.
The last designation, 8uya111p louoa (daughter of Judah v57), is used by Daniel to distinguish
Susanna from other women in the community. It is related to Susanna's practice of the Law. This
name is thus linked to the religious aspect of the Jewish community. Biases in the community's
religious views are addressed here. Rabbi Eliezer said that "they shall burn the teachings of the
Torah rather than convey them to women" (quoted by llan, 1996:191). About attending the
assembly, llan (1996:191) says "women attend only as listeners whereas men come to study".
8uya111p louoa (daughter of Judah) is an attempt to rehabilitate women in the Jewish religion. In
fact, Gutbrod (2000, 3:370) says that, in the Second Temple period the term

'louoaio~

(Jew from

louoa) was used to refer particularly to the religious aspect of Jews. That Susanna is characterised
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as fearing the Lord even more than men is purposely subversive. Women were denied this ability
according to the Jewish religious customs.
Verse 63 announces the last verdict on Susanna's true identity: "oux EUpESri tv aurn acrxriµov
TTpayµa" (no shameful affair was found in her). As said above, the author challenges the
established assumption that women were sexually corrupted. This conclusion establishes
Susanna's chastity. This verse is also important because Susanna is prioritised at the expense of
her husband. First, Joakim is inserted in Susanna's family. Second, the familial order is changed
with the reading as folows: Louaavvac; µETa lwaK1µ roO avopoc; auT1i<; (Susanna with Joakim her
husband). This order is unusual in patriarchal traditions where the husband is supposed to take the
lead in everything.
Finally, the brave resistance of Susanna paves a way for Daniel's glorious destiny (64).
The portrait of Susanna that emerges from the story is totally at odds with the image of women of
the time during which the story was written. Like in other stories such as Judith and the Additions to
Esther, the heroine contrasts sharply with the conventional representation of women of her time
(Jordaan, 2009:1-6). The whole Jewish community depends totally on her for the preservation of its
traditions and thus of its identity. Unconventionality of a woman in the story is subtly linked to
ancient Jewish traditions and hailed with applause as a new direction to be taken by the nation.

C. Helkias
The third actor is XEAK1ac;, Susanna's father. His role seems to be minor in the story, but his
influence on Susanna is decisive. His name means "the Lord is my portion" (Kay, 1913:647). His
name has a positive connotation in Jewish traditions and history. It calls to mind a certain Helkias,
the high priest who played a key role in the religious and moral reform of Josiah's time (2 Kings 2223; cf. 2 Chronicles 34-35). This change earned Josiah the honour of being one of the only three
kings of Judah highly commended for their zeal for the Law of Moses (Ben Sira 49:4-6).
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The name of Helkias suggests an intertextual link between the two stories. The concern of the story
of Susanna is the intrusion of wickedness (sexual perversion) into the Jewish community (v5). This
concern requires restoration. For this reason, the author of the story connects Susanna's father to
the moral reformative traditions of Josiah's time (2 Kings 22-23; cf. 2 Chronicles 34-35). In both
stories, a certain Helkias influences the Jewish community indirectly with the Law. In the story of
Josiah, Helkias gives the king the Law (2 Kings 22:8-12) and thereby the community is saved from
idolatry. In the story of Susanna, another Helkias teaches his daughter the Law and the community
is saved from wickedness. The author places Susanna in the traditions of religious reformers in
Israel. Helkias is used to underline the imperious necessity of teaching children the Law of Moses,
without gender discrimination. This is the only way for Israel to survive as distinctive people of the
Lord. It is expressive that, to reveal their frustration, the two elders refer to Susanna as "Louoawav
8uyan:pa XEAK1ou, ~ to11v yuv~ lwaK1µ" (Susanna daughter of Helkias who is the wife of Joakim).
The emphasis on Helkias is a covert blame. It reveals their disapproval of Helkias' religious
influence on Susanna. Susanna, with her knowledge of the Law, has become a potential danger to
and exposer of the elders' evil practices.

D. The two elders
The two elders are the fourth actors (collective actor) to appear in the story. The absence of their
names is their first prominent characteristic. According to Herodotus, to be without a name is
abnormal (Bientenhard, 2000:243). In the Bible and Jewish traditions, lacking a name means to be
without identity (cf. Cornwall & Smith, 1998:vi). According to Delcor (quoted by Steussy, 1993: 109)
the word elders, rrpmj3UTEpo1 (plural), rather seem to be an allusion to the institution than to the
age of the individuals. In fact, elders constituted an important institution in Israel (Numbers 11 :1617, 24-30) (Bornkamm, 2000:654). Matthew 15:2 and Mark 7:5 link the elders to the word
rrapaoom~

(tradition) (~ rrapaoom~ Twv rrpmj3u1tpwv, the tradition of the elders) as opposed to

the Law. The elders in Susanna represent Jewish traditions of the Second Temple period
(Josephus, Ant., 10:51; 13:297, 409).
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The elders are associated with wickedness and sexual perversion, inspired by Babylon (v5). Their
portrait is incompatible with their function of judges as the protectors of people's rights (Jordaan,
2008:121 ). Their main aim is to have a Jewish community without the Law and thus without God.
This twofold project is revealed by their designation as TTapavoµo1 [anti Law or Law-breakers
(Dancy, 1972:233)] (32), as well as by their metaphorical gesture of "turning their eyes against
heaven" (9). According to Dancy their "injustice is seen as a form of practical atheism: "It involves
the rejection of God's will" (1972:227). Susanna thus does more here than saving the Jewish
community; she actually saves the presence of God.
Daniel's declaration of "ou1wc;; ETTOIEiTE Suympamv lcrpal"JA, Kai EKEiVal <po~oOµEVal wµiAOUV uµiv"
(So did you do with daughters of Israel and them being frightened had sexual intercourse with you)
reveals that Susanna was not their first victim. Wickedness already penetrated the Jewish
community. This deduction can be made from various facts. Firstly, the reference to various
women, "the daughters of Israel ... being scared had sexual intercourse with them" (Suympamv
lcrpal"JA ... <po~oOµEVal wµiAOUV uµiv). Secondly, wicked judgments - thus "condemning the just"
(v53 a94>ouc;; KaTaKpiVWV) (according to the context those rejecting their advances) and "absolving
the guilty" (v53 aTToMwv ot muc;; aiTiouc;;) - were introduced in Israel. These examples give the idea
that having intercourse with women was a practice (perhaps a common one) of the elders.
Further, the elders are portrayed as "seed of Canaan" (Lm:pµa Xavaav). The metaphor
emphasizes their deviation from the Law of Moses, with regard to sexual morality. In fact, in the
context of the story, wickedness (5) means illegal sexual intercourse. The word tmeuµia (desire)
appears five times in the story. In all of these instances it means sexual desire and is exclusively
associated with the elders (8, 11, 14, 20 and 56). Lm:pµa Xavaav Kai ouK louoa (seed of Canaan
but (you are) not Judah) also emphasizes the fact that the rejection of the Law invalidates any claim
to Jewishness. The execution of the two elders is recounted as a proof of Susanna's innocence
(62).
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The actorialisation of the two elders in the story is striking. In Israel, as said above, elders
symbolised wisdom resulting from the fear of the Lord. Their portrait here, however, is contrary to
their authentic image and mission in Israel. They are not only corrupt, but also in total disobedience
to the Law of Moses. Their incurable sexual desire matches the depiction of women in the Second
Temple period. This inversion of roles is likely aimed at rejecting the victimization of women as
corrupted members of the society.

E. God
The fifth actor mentioned in the story is God. His first appearance here relates to the inception of
wickedness in the Jewish community. He is called respectively 6 9Eoc;, (God), 6 OEOTTOT!'}c; (the
Lord) and 6 Kup1oc; (the Lord). A complete study of these designations is not within the scope of this
,

discussion. Only a brief investigation of these names is undertaken to suit the purpose of this study.
6 9Eoc; (God) is generally used for the deity in a monotheistic view, or for supernatural beings in a
polytheistic conception of reality (Kleinknecht, 2000:64-78). In Jewish traditions it refers to the God
of Israel, assumed to be recognised as the only one and true God (Stauffer, 2000:89). 6 C5EOTT6T!'}c;
and 6 Kup1oc; can both be translated as "master'' or "Lord" with different nuances not evoked here
(cf. Liddell & Scott, 1996:381, 1013; Rengstorf, 2000:43-49; Foerster, 200:1039-1058, 1081-1098;
Quell, 2000:1058-1081). The title 6 OEOTTOT!'}c; also translates as "master of the house", "absolute
ruler'' or "owner'' (Liddell & Scott, 1996:381 ). When the title refers to the God of Israel in the LXX,
his.absolute supremacy is in view (Rengstorf, 2000:46).
Though 6 Kup1oc; is a translation of other Hebrew names of God, such as ,~·1t), it occurs mainly in the
LXX as a Greek translation of the Hebrew YHWH (Liddell & Scott, 1996:1013). This is likely to be
the case in Susanna. Some of the names in the narrative such as Helkias or Joakim are a
combination of the short form of YHWH (Ya). The origin of the name YHWH is obscure (Meagher,
1979b:3791; Achtemeier, 1985:506; Bromily, 1982:507). YHWH "is God's covenant name revealed
to the Israelites alone" (Meagher, 1979a:1510; Bromiley, 1985:685). 6 Kup1oc; occurs in the story
five times (2, 23, 35, 44, 53). It is remarkable that all the occurrences are exclusively connected
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with Susanna, either directly or indirectly. The author uses this name to suggest that God pays
special attention to Susanna. God is not biased toward women.
In the narrative, God is mainly revealed through Susanna's point of view, specifically in her prayer27
as discussed above (cf. 3.1.1.1 ). This likely suggests that among all the actors, Susanna is the one
who knows God better than other actors. Furthermore, in the story, God acts as if He is the initiator
of Susanna's action, either directly or indirectly. Firstly, Susanna's resistance to the elders'
advances stems from her commitment to the Law and the Law is from God. Secondly, the story
refers to "an unknown prophetic saying" (Metzger & Murphy 1991 :180) (v4 tMAllO'EV 6 OEOTI6111c;,
the Lord spoke) which is found nowhere.
Many scholars have tried to map out this quote from the Scripture, but to no avail (TOB,
2004:1758). The concern for historical evidence, however, does not take into account the fictional
nature of the story. The concern here is that a historical fact is given by pointing to possible existing
scripture, but without explicit indication. The quote may have "the rhetorical function of giving
authority to the text, by posing as real Scripture to the reader'', as Jordaan (2008:122) argues.
Here, however, it is likely an imitation of prophetic traditions of Israel. It reveals God's concern for
the intrusion of wickedness. He is the addresser, the initiator of Susanna's action, as discussed in
the Chapter 4.

F. Daniel
Daniel is the last major actor to appear in the story. His name means "God has judged" (Moore,
1977:108). His introduction is presented as a special act of God's intervention on behalf of
Susanna. The narrator declares that God aroused the Holy Spirit of a mere child whose name is
27 42 c'xvE~oricrEv

ot qiwvfi

µEya>-n ~oucravva Kai ETrrEv D 8Eoc; 6 aiwv1oc; 6 rwv Kpumwv yvwcrrric; 6 Eiowc; ra rravra rrplv

VEVEcrEWc; aurwv,
43

cru £rricrracrai or1 ljJEUO~ µou KarEµaprupricrav, Kai ioou c'xrro8v(JcrKw µ~ TTOl~cracra µriotv wv ouro1 rnovl']pEucravro Kar

tµoO.
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Daniel. The expression t~~VElpEv 6 8Eoc; 10 nvEOµa (God aroused the spirit) appears in other books
such as 2 Chronicles 36:22; Ezra 1:1, 5 and Haggai 1:14 with minor differences to Susanna. In
each of the mentioned passages, God raises a person to act as His instrument and achieve His
will. In Susanna, it serves to highlight the instrumentality of Daniel and to accredit God as the
subject of the action.
Daniel indeed assumes an important function in the story. His role, however, has been much
exaggerated by some scholars as to make him the central figure of the story. McDowell (2006:72)
assumes that "the primary purpose of Susanna seems to be a story about the wisdom of Daniel". In
the same way, Schiffman (1998:323; 1991 :123) argues that "the tale is intended to show the
wisdom of Daniel even as a youth". This view is shared by a various other scholars, mainly
feminists, as Tkacz (2008:181-196) argues.
An alternative view is held by Moore. Daniel, Moore (1977:90-91) contends, "is not the hero here
but Susanna is". Moore's view seems to be supported by data from the text. Firstly, Daniel's
intervention is clearly presented by the narrator as an answer to Susanna's prayer (44 Kai
EiO~KouoEv Kup1oc; 1~c; cpwv~c; mh~c;. and God heard her voice).

Secondly, the verb t~EyE!pw (I raise up) reveals that Daniel is used passively as an instrument.
Although the verb is in active form, it is not simple active, but a causative active. The better
translation in this case is "I cause to raise up" (Dana & Mantey, 1927:156; Robertson, 2006:801). It
means that God is the cause of Daniel's intervention.
Thirdly, the use of puns (wordplay) ('Yrro oxivov ... crxfoE1 OE µtoov and 'Yrro rrpivov ... rrpfoai OE
µtoov, "under a mastic tree ... he (the angel} shall cut you in the middle" and "under a holm tree ...
he shall cut you in the middle") suggests that Daniel acts under inspiration. Doran (2008:245-247)
formulates this as follows: "Wordplays are generally part of dream and omen interpretation. The
wordplay Daniel uses reveals his position as an interpreter''.
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Puns also play an important role in the book of Daniel (Arnold, 1993:479-485) and in the story of
Joseph (Wilson, 2004: 118). In these books, however, it is not the ability of the interpreter that is
important but the action of God. With regard to the Daniel and Joseph narratives Fox (2001 :40)
contends that:
The book of Daniel shares and elaborates the Joseph story's idea that the wisdom of dream
interpretation is a divinely communicated message rather than a talent or a learned competence.
The Joseph story and, more deliberately, the book of Daniel, create a rank of dream
interpretation beyond the ordinary. Decoding by inspiration trumps decoding by expertise yet
keeps the status of wisdom (hokmah, binah). Oneiromancy is displaced by prophecy.

Puns in Susanna have the same function as in the stories of Joseph and Daniel. They reveal that
Daniel judges by inspiration. He acts like Daniel and Joseph in the interpretation of dreams. They
depend on God; not on natural human capacity.
Fourthly, Daniel's affirmations in the story presuppose direct revelations rather than common
knowledge. His finding out of the elders' lie (l!JEUO~ yap ourn1 Kme:µapruprioav aur~c;, for they have
testified lie against her), his knowledge of the elders' wicked judgments and their arbitrary
"condemning of the innocents" (v53 Touc; µtv a84>ouc; KOTaKpfVWV}, and his knowing Of the elders'
forced sexual intercourse with Jewish women (ourwc; trro1e:ire: Suympamv lopOf'lA, Kai tKe:iva1
cpo(3ouµe:vm wµll\ouv uµiv) are found nowhere in the story.
Fifthly, Daniel is introduced in the story as rrmoaplou ve:wn:pou (a mere young boy) (45). The word
rrmoaplov with the adjunction of the superlative ve:wrtpoc; has a depreciatory connotation (Dunn,
1982:25). It depicts Daniel as a "mere mere child" (Liddell & Scott, 1996:1286) with no expertise in
judicial affairs. The use of ve:wn:poc; in this story echoes the story of David and Goliath (1 Samuel
17). In the latter story, Saul doubts David's capability to confront Goliath (1 Samuel 17:32-33) as
David is but a mere child.
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One may notice from the double negation (v33 ou µ~by no means) that Saul finds it impossible for
David to stand against Goliath (Ou

µiJ

ouv~crn rropwe~vm rrpo~

rov 6.M6cpuA.ov mo rroA.EµEiv µEl'

aumO, you shall by no means be able to go to the Philistine to fight against him). The impossibility
of the confrontation stems from David's immaturity (011 rrmoap1ov ET cru, because you are a child),
and his lack of military experience compared to Goliath's reputation as

a professional warrior from

his youngest age (Kai auro~ 6.v~p rroA.Eµ101~~ EK VEOTflTO~ auroO, but hini is a warrior man from his
youth). rrmoap1ov doubled with

vEwrtpo~

here indicates that Daniel is even younger than David

and, thus, less experienced to judge as he did.
Sixthly, Susanna is a story of persecution and vindication of the righteous (Nickelsburg, 2006:66,
74). These kinds of stories abound in the biblical traditions and have their own structure. According
to Nickelsburg (2006:66, 74) the structure of these stories comprises, among other elements,
reason (for persecution}, conspiracy, choice, accusation, trial, condemnation, protest, the

intervention of a helper, rescue, acclamation, exaltation, vindication and punishment. Daniel is not
the "suffering just" in this story. He can fit into the story as a helper, as suggested by Nickelsburg
(2006:66, 74). To assume that Daniel is the hero of the story, as Cornelius (2008:100) does, only
because of his intervention to the rescue of Susanna, is thus questionable.
This logic falls short when applied to other stories in the book of Daniel. Habakkuk, for example,
must also be considered as the hero of the story of Daniel and the Dragon (cf. Craven, 1998:313).
The angel must be considered as the hero of the story of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego into
the burning fiery furnace (Daniel 3). In the same manner, the hero of the story of Daniel into the
lions' den (Daniel 6) will be the angel and not Daniel. All these stories, as DiTommaso (2005:61)
demonstrates, have structures similar to Susanna and must thus be studied in the same way.
Halpern-Amaru (1996:22) is of the opinion that Daniel's role in the story is not central: "In spite of
the celebration of youth at the end of the story, the reader is quite aware that it is divine
intervention, not Daniel's wisdom, that brings the narrative to resolution". Arguing from the similarity
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of Susanna with stories in Daniel, Mendels (1992:426) concludes that: "in the book of Susanna,
Daniel plays a secondary role (the real hero is Susanna) whereas in Daniel 1-6 he is the main
character''.
Finally, one way of avoiding arbitrary attribution of roles is to consider the pattern of heroism in
Biblical stories. In other words, what makes a character become a hero in a story? Heroism does
not have universal characteristics. It is, in many cases, a contextual construction. It depends on the
axiology of each society. The notion of good and bad values is not consensually universal. A good
illustration may be drawn from Biblical stories. In Daniel 6, Daniel is thrown into the lions' den
because he rejects idolatry. From the Jewish ontology, Daniel is right but from the Babylonian view
he is not. The adoration of statues is integral part of the Babylonian culture. The same reasoning
can be applied to 2 Maccabees where issues at stake are eating pork (2 Maccabees 7:1) and male
circumcision (2 Maccabees 6:10-11). These issues would not be worth dying for in all ancient
societies. In this respect, Malina and Neyrey (quoted by deSilva, 1996:434) contend that "what
might be deviant and shameful for one group in one locality may be worthy and honorable for
another''.
An actor is a hero only with regard to the values he struggles for. In most apocryphal stories, the
central issue is Jewish identity (Gruen, 1998:292), built around the Law of Moses. In stories
dedicated to constructing national or ethnic identity, heroism depends on central values. The hero's
struggle aims at maintaining the core values of the ethnic group. The central issue in Susanna is
obedience to the Law of Moses with regard to sexual morality. Susanna is sentenced to death not
because she is a woman but because she champions the resistance to the anti Law. To interpret
the story with gender as central issue is to miss the point. Moreover, the story was not written from
the perspective of postmodern gender debates. Otherwise such a hermeneutics becomes a
falsification of ancient ideologies propagated by ancient stories.
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G. Other actors
Apart from these main actors, there are other minor actors such as the unnamed Susanna's
mother, the Jewsih people, Joakim's servants, Susanna's maids, the fictitious young man,
Susanna's children, the daughters of Israel and the angels.
The Jewish people, as a collective actor, play an important role in the story, despite the fact that
they appear as minor actors in the story. They appear here as recipients of the message of the
narrative (cf. Chapter 4). They are the addressees or receivers.
Susanna's mother is associated with Helkias to show that, in accordance with the Jewish tradtions,
she was" explicitly involved in her daughter's education, and that education is both intellectual, to
juge from Susanna's action and word, accurately assimulated by her'' (Brown Tkacz, 1998:35)
Joakim's servants and Susanna's maids are used stereotypically to underline Joakim's wealth.
Besides, Susanna maids serve a patriarchal mechanism of women's control (cf. 4.1.4). Susanna's
children, together with her parents and her husband, serve, as will be seen later (cf.. 4.1.1 ), to reject
the wisdom motif of a loose woman which is falsely ascribed to Susanna. The angels (God's
messengers) represent the presence, the authority of God and his justice, his abhorrence of
wickedness.
The daughters of Israel are likely used to show that the community was already invaded by
wickedness. They may also contrast with Susanna to underline their lack of knowledge of the Law
and God as their reason for accepting the elders' advances. Daniel notes that a daughter of Judah,
contrary to a daughter of Israel, cannot tolerate wickedness. If a daughter of Judah is characterised
by the fear of the Lord as a result of the knowledge of the Law, it is then true that the acceptance of
wickedness by the daughters of Israel must be their lack of the knowledge of the Law.
The discussion in this section focussed on the main actors in Susanna. Among these, Susanna and
the elders are directly related to the main concern of Susanna, namely the intruision of wickedness
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in the community. The narrator contrasts a woman with the two elders around the observance of
the Law of Moses. The outcome is striking. The assumed inherent wickedness of womanlike nature
was found inconclusive. However, the wisdom of the elders, their fear of the Lord, proves purely
illusionary. As a consequence, with regard to the observance of the Law, the token of Jewishness,
men and women are equal.
Actorialisation serves to investigate the construction of actors in a narrative. The environment or
space in which the actors are placed contributes to the meaning of the story in terms of
spatialisation, as discussed in the following section.

3.1.1.2

Spatialization

The story of Susanna is set in Babylon. Noticeable places where actions take place are Joakim's
house and Joakim's garden. According to the narrator, Babylon and. heaven play determinant roles
in the story.

A. Babylon
Babylon, according to the story, does not only represent the setting, but it has an ideological
connotation. In fact, as Ryken (199:68) assumes, "Babylon is one of the dread images of the Bible".
The narrator says that wickedness came from Babylon, 'E~~J\8Ev avoµfa EK BaJ3u>.wvo~. According
to Kittel (2000, 1:514), "[t]he historic city and empire of Babylon were always depicted by the
prophets as the ungodly power par excellence." Porter (1998:35) shares Kittel's opinion, namely
that:
Babylon becomes in the Bible more than a historical reality. After Nebuchadnezzar destroyed
Jerusalem and exiled many of its inhabitants (see pp 110-113) it was viewed as the embodiment
of all evil, a kingdom of wickedness set against God and his chosen people, a powerful and
complex symbol of pride, oppression, wealth, luxury, sexual license and idolatry.
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Babylon is the power that inspires wickedness. It is directly opposed to God (cf. Chapter 4). God is
the addresser and Babylon is the anti addresser.

B. Heaven
Heaven also plays an important role in the story. It is the direct opposite of Babylon and plays the
role of inspiring an ideology opposite to Babylon's. Heaven, for the elders, is a place to avoid but for
Susanna, it is the place where her help comes from. To accomplish their missions, the elders have
to turn their eyes against heaven. Susanna on the other hand succeeds in opposing them only
when she turns her eyes to heaven.

C. Joakim's house
Joakim's house is the place where Susanna's action starts. In the semiotic approach it is the
heterotopic space (cf. 2.4.1 ). Heterotopic means other than the place of action. Moving from this
space symbolises the beginning of the quest for the protagonist (Henault, 1983:133). It is important
that Susanna goes from the house to the garden, from inside towards the outside. She swings
between "in" and "out", assuming a liminal position, with advantages and disadvantages pertaining
to each, as discussed below (cf. Joakim's Garden). "In" is a symbol of "conventionality", i.e. the
recognition and adherence to established boundaries. "Out" is a symbol of "unconventionality", i.e.
as will be discussed in following paragraphs. Apparently Susanna goes out unveiled, otherwise the
elders could not have noticed her beauty (31 ). Being unveiled outside her house adds to her
unconventiality. In fact, verse 31 seems to suggest that the normal regulation for women was to be
veiled in order to avoid seducing men (cf. llan, 1996:129-130).

D. Joakim's garden
The second place, the scene of action, is the garden. It is the place where Susanna confronts the
elders. This is generally called "topic space" in the semiotic tradition and considered as a strange
place (Greimas & Courtes, 1979:214-216). The choice of this space in Susanna is expressive of its
str~ngeness.

The garden motif is an evocation of Eden as discussed below.
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First, it is set outside (v7). For a woman, moving outside (as is mentioned in the story) is
emblematic of unconventionality. By moving outside, she moves into men's area, thus breaking
established social boundaries. In fact, "the ideal was that a woman would remain concealed in the
house and not show her beauty in public" (llan, 1996:128).
Evidence from the text suggests that Susanna's moving into the garden is an unconventional
action. To start with, the imperfect tense (EicrErropE0ETo28 and TTEp1Em:im 29 ) is used in Greek for
continuous actions in the past (Dana & Mantey, 1927:186; Robertson, 2006:883-884; Moulton,
2006:128-129; Goodwin, 1900:268; Burton, 2003:12). Here the author uses the iterative imperfect
to "describe action as recurring at successive intervals in the past time" (Dana & Mantey,
1927:188). The best translation can be: she had the habit of going out ... every day (v8 KaS'
~µtpav),

at noon (v7 µtcrov

~µtpac;).

The habit of going out everyday, for awoman, is contrary to

Jewish costum according to the traditions of the Second Temple period (llan, 1996:129).
Furthermore, that Susanna went outside only after people went away for lunch (Kal f.ytvETO ~vfKa
c'mtTPEXEV 6 J..aoc; µtcrov ~µtpac;) shows that her movements, as a woman, were subjected to social
regulations.
In addition, the expression that "she had the habit of walking in her husband's garden" (v7
TTEPIETTclTEI t.v 14> rrapae5Efcr4-1 rnu av5poc; au1~c;) seems to serve as an excuse to justify violation of
established conventions. What could have been a serious blame for her behaviour is made even
more acceptable with the idea that she certainly went outside, but not too far. After all "the garden
was neighbouring his (Joakim's) house" (V4 KO] ~V OUT4> TTapc:iC5EIO"O<; YEITVIWV T4> O'IK4J OUTOU).
Secondly, the garden is called expressively rrapaC5E1croc; (paradise). As Nelson (2006:22) declares,

28

29

v7 she made it a habit of moving out
v7 she used to or made it an habit of walking
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[A] person's reading of the Eden story will likely reveal something about his or her mindset
concerning relationships between women and men. Our deep seated feelings about sexuality,
human self-sufficiency, and free will, will be reflected back at us when we read about Adam and
Eve, the snake and the tree of knowledge.

The word

TTapaoE100~

(paradise) came to acquire a negative connotation when associated with

women. In Jewish traditions,

TTapaoE100~

invokes Eden, which is a synonym for sin, and sin comes

from Eve. In the Wisdom of Ben Sira, Eden is evoked indirectly, in relation with women as source of
sin. In fact, Ben Sira declares: "(mo yuvaiKO~ apx~ aµapTfa~, Kal oi auT~V 01To8v(JoKoµEv TTclVTE~"
(from a woman (is) the beginning of sin, and because of her, we all die). From this passage woman
is Eve who represents all women (cf. 1Timothee 2:14).
1Tim 2:14, reveals that Ben Sira's emphasis on women's responsibility, as vehicle of sin and death,
was an established tradition among Jews. The fact that Susanna's false accusation of adultery by
the elders is believed without questioning, even by her husband, is emblematic of this prejudice
(Box, 1913:402).
Eve's association with· sin in Eden resulted in her becoming the prototype of all women. Nelson
(2006:35; cf. Aschkenasy, 1986:40) argues that:
[T]he three traits of the biblical Eve that were assumed to prefigure the essence of womanhood are
productivity for evil, a destructive sexuality, and a demonic-deadly power." There is no direct
reference to sexuality in the account of Eden. Sexuality, however, "is suggested in their attempt
(Adam and Eve) to cancel out their nakedness by making loincloths, that is, something to cover their
genitals.

Thirdly, gardens, not only in Jewish traditions but also in the ancient world, were generally
associated with sexuality. According to Stordalen (2000:107), "from a comprehension perspective
one would say that garden activities and erotic activities were subject to analogous grammar in the
semiotic web of ancient Hebrew culture." According to Wright (1938:39), "Xenophon says that the
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Persians called the garden a Paradise! For it was these Persians who gave to their gardens the
romantic name which has spread through the world - eastward to India and westward to Spain".
Fourthly, Joakim's garden is an ambiguous space. It is altogether a private and public place,
allowed and forbidden to women. Susanna can go into the garden only at noon. It is a liminal
space. Liminality, literally "being-on-a-threshold," means a state or process which is betwixt-andbetween the normal, day-to-day cultural and social states and processes of getting and spending,
preserving law and order, and registering structural status (Turner, 1972:465). A liminal space
allows crossing social boundaries. In Susanna, separation between men and women is a fixed
boundary. The separation is likely aimed at avoiding sexual pollution. On the other hand, it helps to
maintain men's assumed spiritual and moral superiority over women. The garden, because of its
ambiguity as public and private, can be an appropriate place where women and men can meet by
chance. Joakim's garden is used metaphorically by the author as a battlefield where ingrained
prejudices against women are deemed to be reversed.
Clearly, in Susanna, settings are not chosen by chance, but deliberately so by the author to
contribute to the meaning of the story. Heaven and Babylon constitute two symbolic places against
which actors are portrayed. These spaces influence their actions in the story. Heaven (God) stand
behind Susanna's struggle for the maintenance of the Law Babylon inspires lawlessness the elders.
It is only if I because Susanna turns to heaven that she can change her destiny and that of her
community.
As mentioned aboe, Joakim's house and garden are two important places in the narrative. The first
is the place from where Susanna starts her action. It is a symbol. of conventionality, good
womanhood. Susanna does not remain her inside house. No action is associated with her in her
house. That means she is absent from her house. The garden [TTapaoE1ooc; (paradise)], despite its
negative connotation, is the physical place that is more closely connected with Susanna and her
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action. Her close connection with the garden

[TTapdo£1cro~

(paradise)] is emblematic of her

unconventionality and the subversive endeavour of the narrative.
In Susanna, not only spaces in which actors move contribute to the understanding of the story, but
also the time during which they move in these spaces. The use of time in Susanna is discussed
below.
3.1.1.3

Temporalisation

The use of time in the story is limited to a unique period of time, µtcrov

~µtpa~

noon). There are

frequent references to this moment in the text in terms of "every day", "as usual" (Ka8'

~µtpav,

TTOTE

Ka8w~ txet~ Kai rpfrri~ ~µtpa~). or "the next day" (tTTaup1ov). The time of Susanna's encounter

with the elders is described from the elders' point of view as "an opportune time" (Kaipov,

~µtpav

£li8£Tov). µfoov ~µtpa~ is a liminal time. According to Turner (1979:465) liminal time is "a time of
enchantment when anything might, even should, happen". It is the time when the garden can be
accessed by Susanna and the barriers between men and women can be broken.
Further opposition in the narrative to be examined is the contrast between Susanna and the elders.
The following section explores this figurative polarisasion.
3.1.2

MAIN CONTRASTS BETWEEN SUSANNA AND THE ELDERS

Figurative oppositions in this narrative manifests in two groups: Susanna on one side, and the two
elders on the other side. The opposition depends on the main concern raised by the story, namely
its actorial structure and its axiology. The major concern in Susanna is expressed in verse 5:
"'E~fiA8£v

avoµfa EK

Baj3u>-.wvo~"

(wickedness has come from Babylon). The story is designed to

deal with wickedness, specifically "sexual perversion", in the Babylonian Jewish community
(Harrington, 1999:114). The importance of the issue is that sexual immorality, in the Jewish
'

axiology, is one of the three sins, the others being idolatry and eating pork, to be avoided even to
the cost of one's life (Mackenzie, quote from Moore, 1977:91 ). Any attempt to read the story
without taking into account its religious concern is subject to biased conclusions. Parrinder
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(1971 :333) is right when he assumes that "[t]he formation of Jewish people ... is closely bound up
with a divine revelation, and with the commitment of the people to obedience to God's will. This
close connection between religion and peoplehood gives Judaism a unique character".

Magonet (1992:6) maintains that "Abraham's descendants have been a people and a religious
community, these two elements being inextricably intertwined." In this regard, a narrative, as said in
the preceding Chapter (cf. 2.6.1.), divides its population into two groups. The two groups are
comprised of those committed to the Law of Moses and Jewish traditions, and of the detractors. In
Susanna, as demonstrated in Table 3.2 below,

th~re

are men and women in each group.

Main oppositions in the story arise between protagonists in terms of faith, morals and defined
requirements to be met in order to be considered a true member of the Jewish community (the
ethnicity of the individuals_ as to being Jewish or not). These contrasts are outlined in the
table.below

Data from this table are classified in terms of good versus bad, acceptable versus non acceptable,
positive versus negative, according to the Law of Moses.
Main oppositions stem from the individual's attitude to the Law of Moses: faithfulness versus
unfaithfulness to the Law of Moses. These two attitudes depend on the nature of an individual's
relation with God. They constitute the determining factors in defining true Jewishness (ethnicity).
Gender and age are important in the story, but not so important as to constitute its primary concern.
Gender appears in the story to show that faithfulness to the Law does not depend on being man or
woman. In fact, the author contrasts a woman, portraying her as totally committed to the Law, and
two men, depicting them as radically corrupted.
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The following table reveals main oppositions in Susanna
ActorsNalues

IDENTIFICATION I ETHNICITY

FAITH (RELIGION/MORALS)

1. rrapavoµo1 32,
Ill

(I)

2.

EV ETT18uµh;x OUT~<; 8,

2. aye:ve:aMyriroc; (implied)

3.

avoµia EK BaJ3uhwvoc; 5,

3. oi uiol lcrparih

:i

a-;
...
cG

.!!!.
....
0

iii
>

4.

TOO µ~ J31'ETTEIV e:ic; TOV oupavov 9,

4. LTTEpµa

(I)

5.

4JEUC5~<;

Xavaav Kal OUK loui5a 56

::c

sc..

6.

.c:

Cl
:i
cG

-

.c:

!

CJ
CJ
cG

ETTiO"TEUO"EV auToi<; ~ cruvaywy~

7.

:i

c:

cG

cG

.c

cG
Cl

DISTRUST IN THE LORD

Ill

Cl)

cG

:i2

a;

iii
>
Cl)

::ccG

-

'2

~

c

,,

:I:

a;

cG

:5

!

cG

MEN AND WOMEN

Mwucr~

...

1. ovoµa roucravva,

3,

2.

cpoJ3ouµ£vri TOV KUplOV 2,

2. 8uy<lTl"IP Xe:h1<1ou 2

3.

rrmo18uia ETTI T4> Kupil!J 35,

3. 8uyar£pa lcrparih,

4.

av£J3hE4JEV Ei<; TOV oupav6v 3,

4. 8uyaTriP loui5a 48, 57

c..
Cl)

5.

CJ
CJ
cG

6.

c:

,

cG

:;::::;

Cl)

a.

(implied)

Kal e:icr~KOUO"EV Kup1oc; T~c; q>wv~c;
Oupavoc; (God)

,
TRUE JEWISHNESS

TO THE LAW

Cl

ar
>

7.

cihrie~c;

FAITHFULNESS AND COMMITMENT

0
0

c:
c:

cG
Ill
:i

'"

,

>

INCLUDING

:i

cG

,,c:

NON JEWISHNESS

z

1. KOTCx TOV v6µov
ii)

...,

.

STEMMING FROM A DELIBERATE

>

w

,

OF THE LAW

~

ar
Cl)

BaJ3uhwv (Evil)

UNFAITHFULNESS AND REJECTION

,,
:;::::;

we;

rrpe:crJ3uT£po1c; TOO haoO Kal Kp1Taic;

c:

I!?
(I)

,,

49

(I)

-,, ,,
I!?
(I)

1. avwvuµoc; (implied)

~

STEMMING FROM AN

'iii
0

\,.

>

UNBENDING TRUST IN THE LORD

•

"'

INCLUDING

>

MEN AND WOMEN,
OLD PEOPLE AND YOUTH,.

Table 3.2. A summary of main oppositions in the story of Susanna.

Age is not considered as generating essential oppositions in the story. The conflict between
Susanna and the elders does not occur because Susanna is younger than the elders. Age is given
much attention only because Daniel (a young boy)'s judgement rescues Susanna. Consequently, it
has been argued that the main concern of Susanna is to address the administration of an unjust
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system of justice (cf. deSilva, 2004:232). This argument, however, seems to have no strong
support from the story itself.

First, as has already been argued, the main concern of the story is the intrusion of wickedness in
the community. The Greek word translated by ''wickedness" is avoµla. In the story, another word
indicating "sexual lust" is referred to often as tm9uµla. Neither avoµla nor tm9uµla stands for a
false judgement in the story. Second, the structure of the story involves a clash between a female
protagonist, Susanna, described as exceedingly beautiful, and two male antagonists, the elders,
erotically incurable. It seems to be the intention of the author to single out perverted sexuality, as it
is manifested in the abuse of women by the elders (v57), as the central issue to be addressed.
Third, as the plot of the story develops, a complication is attained with Susanna's rejection of the
elders' solicitation for sexual intercourse. The biased judgement of Susanna by the elders is
motivated by her refusal of adultery. It is intended to revenge their sexual frustration. Fourth, and
most importantly, the ensuing judgement of the elders by Daniel stresses the sexually centred
nature of the story.
The false administration of judgement is evoked in verse 53. To stop analysing Daniel's
involvement here, however, is to miss the point. Verses 56 and 57 declare:
56

Kai µEraan;aac; aurov EKEAEUOEV rrpoaayayEiv TOV ETEpov, Kai ETmv aur(!.> LTTEpµa Xavaav Kai

OUK lou5a, ro KaMos t~11rrm11a£v aE, Kal ~ tm8uµia 51£arpE4JEV r~v Kap5iav aou,
ETTOIEiTE 8uyarpaaiv lapari>.. Kai EKEiVal <poj300µEva1 wµi>.ouv uµiv,
UTTEµEIVEV T~V avoµiav uµwv."

30 5
< Sl

a>Ji

57

ourws

OU 8uyar11p lou(')a

30

So he put him aside, and commanded to bring the other, and said to him, you seed of Canaan, and not

of Judah, beauty has deceived you, and sexual desire has perverted your heart.

57

<

l So did you do with the

daughters of Israel, and they, being scared, had sexual intercourse with you: but the daughter of Judah would
not tolerate your wickedness (TNIV).
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Daniel's argument is not about the administration of justice in general. It really concerns the abuse
of the court by the two judges to protect and advance their hidden agenda, namely their sexual
· immorality. Verse 9 supports the argument. The narrator declares:"Kal i51torpE4Jav rov taurwv voOv
Kal t~tl<Arvav TOU<; 6cp8a1'µouc; aurwv TOO µ~ j3At1mv Ei<; TOV oupavov µ11ot µv11µovEUEIV Kprµarwv
i51Kaiwv".

31

This sentence shows that the elders were controlled by such an intense sexual desire

that they were ready to sacrifice everything, God included, to satisfy their sexual desires. In view of
this evidence, the administration of justice is not the main concern of Susanna.
In summary, based on the discussion above, it can be argued that Susanna and the elders
respectively represent positive values (good) and negative (bad) values in the narrative, with regard
to sexual morality. Results from this analysis reject the claim that women are sexually more
corrupted than men. On the contrary, Susanna is pure while the elders are wicked. (Jordaan,
2008:122). However, this does not mean that all men in the story are corrupt, or that all women in
the story are as good as Susanna is. Daniel is a man and so is Susanna's father. Neither the first
nor the last is presented as corrupted as the elders. Respectively, the narrative reveals that some
women (SuyartpE<; lopa111') accepted the demand of the elders.
Oppositions culminate with expressions such as ovoµa Louoawa (name Susanna), 8uyar11p
XE1'K1ou (daughter of Helkias) (2), Suyartpa lopa111' and 8uyar11p louoa on Susanna's side, and
avwvuµoc;, ayEVWAOYl")TO<; (without name) (assumed), oi uiol lopal")A and LTTEpµa Xavaav Kal OUK
louoa on the elders' side. These components deal with the insertion of an individual in the Jewish
traditions and history. It deals with the ethnicity of an individual, his/her being truly Jewish or not.
The story seems to classify people into two groups: 0uyar11p louoa and LTTtpµa Xavaav.
These expressions reveal fundamental values in the story. They depict people in the narrative
according to their dedication to the Law of Moses, regardless of their gender. Susanna, a woman
31 9

CJ And they perverted their own mind, and turned away their eyes, that they might not look toward heaven,

nor remember just judgements.
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qualifies as SuyanlP louoa. She is portrayed as the epitome of Jewishness in a corrupted and
corrupting community. The elders' maleness does not suffice to procure them more dignity than
Susanna. Gender is irrelevant in the construction of Jewish identity. The unique criterion of
evaluation of Jewishness is the commitment to the Law. In this regard, Susanna's gender does not
disqualify her. The elders' gender does not qualify them.
·The rejection of gender as central criterion of defining Jewishnes is not limited to this first section of
the figurative step of analysis. The emplotment of the story seems to convey the same message. In
fact, parallels between Susanna and the incindent of Joseph and Potiphar's wife, as well as its
satiric tone seem to suggest the same conclusion. These two important modes of emplotment of
Susanna are examined next.

3.2.

EMPLOTMENT

Susanna echoes various texts in Israel's traditions and history. As argued above, it is linked with
the Garden of Eden (Genesis 3), Bathsheba (1 Samuel 11 ), Ruben and Bitah (Genesis. 35:22),
Esther, Judith, and Song of Songs (2:1) (cf. Levine, 2004:314-317; llan, 2001 :144-150). However,
the story seems to relate to the incident between Joseph and Potiphar's wife, which serves as an
archetype for Susanna. Nickelsburg (2005:23; cf. 2006:74-77) contends that "[t]he story of S~sanna
appears to have been influenced by the story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife, with the male and
female roles reversed." The investigation of the plot of Susanna focuses on this alleged similarity
with the incident of Joseph and Potiphar's wife, as well as its satiric tone.
3.2.1

PARALLELS BETWEEN SUSANNA AND THE INCIDENT OF JOSEPH AND POTIPHAR'S

WIFE

The view that Susanna is modelled on the plot in the Joseph narrative is undisputed (cf. Bellis,
1994:217). If the story of Joseph really constitutes an archetypical narrative for Susanna, the
meaning of Susanna depends on the former. Therefore, the discussion of the relation between the
two stories becomes indispensable.
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Some interesting parallels can be identified between the two narratives. The two stories share
some interesting traits in terms of similarities or reversals. Some of these elements are discussed
below.
For example, both Susanna and Joseph's story are introduced by relationships of ownership.
Susanna is related to Joakim by the verb i\aµj3avw (to take, acquire or own; cf. Delling, 2000:15).
Joseph is related to Potiphar by the verb Kraoµar (to acquire, to own). The two verbs are almost
synonymous in meaning (Sira 36:24; cf. Susanna 2) with both expressing possession or property.

Both Susanna and Joseph are characterised by beauty (good look). Susanna is described as
"rpucpEpa crcp6opa Kal

Kai\~

r<+> E'ioEI" (very delicate and beautiful to sight) (31 ). Joseph is described

similarly: "KaM~ r<+> dOEI Kal wpaio~ rn OljJEI crcp65pa (handsome to sight and very pleasing by
appearance) (Genesis 39:6). Their good appearances become the cause of their misfortune.
Susanna is sentenced to death (Susanna 41) while Joseph (Genesis 39:20) is cast in prison.
In both stories, the protagonists rejected propositions because of their fear of God (Susanna 23;
Genesis 39:9). In both cases the verb cruyyiyvoµm (only five times in the LXX) denotes sexual
intercourse (Susanna 11, 39; Genesis 39:10).
Joakim and Potiphar, the masters of Joseph and Susanna respectively, are recognised in their
communities. The respective riches of his/her master/husband are the consequence of his/her
presence. Potiphar is said to prosper because of Joseph's presence (Genesis 39:2-6). Joakim is
also a wealthy and well respected personality. As said above (cf. 3.1.1.1 ), the structure of Susanna
indicates indirectly that Joakim's riches are the result of his union with the righteous Susanna.
Susanna and Joseph are both falsely accused. In reaction to the accusations, they do not respond
because they rely on God (Genesis 39:20; Susanna 35). Josephus (Antiquity 2.6) argues that
Joseph did not defend himself because he relied on God.
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Susanna and Joseph's accusers are anonymous. Furthermore, they are associated with the lying
cries [t~6110av

ot Kai oi Mo rrprn~Om1 (and the two elders cried also) Susanna (24); Kai t~6ricra

q>wvfi µEyaAn (and I cried loudly) (Genesis 39:15, 18)]. Both the elders and Potiphar's wife first
report their lying accusations respectively to Joakim and Potiphar's household servants (Susanna
26-27; Genesis 39:14).
Both characters escape death. Joseph escapes death from prison providentially when called to
interpret Pharaoh's dream (Genesis 41 ). Susanna (45-62) escapes death providentially when God
raises the Holy Spirit in Daniel.
Another similarity is found in the setting of the two narratives. Both stories are set in a foreign
country. Susanna is among deportees in Babylon while Joseph is a slave in Egypt.
Both narratives involve a case of harassment in which the protagonist is involved. However, some
contrast is detected here since in Genesis a woman harasses a man, while in Susanna two men
harass a woman. In Susanna the incident takes place outside (public place, men's domain); in
Genesis it happens inside a .house (private place, women's sphere of influence). Joseph deals with
a foreign woman, not taught according to the Law of Moses; Susanna confronts two Jewish elders,
who are supposed to teach the Law of Moses (Jordaan, 2008:122).

These striking similarities and reversals between Susanna and the incident of Joseph and
Potiphar's wife are intentional. First, Joseph is considered as the Jew par excellence, the archetype
of Jewishness. Patai (quote from Spring & Shapiro, 2007:261) contends that: "[i]n the life of
Joseph, we see the quintessential Jew, the one who meets all these belief criteria and acts
accordingly, the role model for hundreds of generations ... The story of Joseph is told in minute
detail because he is the primary model for Jewish behaviour''. In other words, Jews consider
Joseph as the model of 'Jewishness'.
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Second, Joseph's encounter with Potiphar's wife is considered as the decisive event of his life. His
rejection of the advances made by Potiphar's wife made him the epitome of righteousness and thus
of success in Egypt (Niehoff, 1992:148).

The reworking of the Joseph's saga, to the praise of a woman, is very significant. The author
seems to suggest that Susanna, a woman, surpasses Joseph, the emblematic archetype of
righteousness. Therefore, with regard to the fear of the Lord, the cornerstone of Jewish identity,
men and women are equal.
In addition to these intertextual parallels drawn intentionally between Susanna and the narrative of
Joseph and Potiphar's wife, the author also intentionally exploits the mode of emplotment, in terms
of techniques and genres, to achieve a particular goal.
3.2.2

SUSANNA AS SATIRE

The shaping of a text with a specific kind of plot is suggestive of the author's intention to deal with
his readers' worldview. Often, the notion of worldview goes together with underlying ideology
(Jordaan, 1996:64). This section is devoted to the study of the satiric mode of the plot of Susanna
and its implication on the message of the story.
Abrams (2009:320) notes that "[s]atire can be described as the literary art of diminishing or
derogating a subject by making it ridiculous and evoking toward it attitudes of amusement,
contempt, scorn, or indignation". A satiric discourse is therefore a censure using mocking
expressions of language to ridicule a belief, behaviour or ideology and thus calls for change.
Susanna is considered an example of satiric discourse by some scholars. Clanton (2006:56, 57, 58,

64, 67, 75, 81, 83, 85) and Haag (1993:238) refer to irony in their studies of the story. Clanton
(2006:75) even notices that the judgment of Susanna by the elders "could be read as a farce or
satire of a proper judicial procedure". Dunn (1982:29) is of the opinion that Theodotion uses
Susanna "to help achieve his satirical objectives".
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Gruen (1998:176) accepts the comic tone of the story. However, he challenges the view that
Susanna is a social satire (2002:173). His contention is that "there is no class warfare here" (Gruen,

2002:173). In addition, according to Gruen (2002:173), the story does not change the social
structure of the community.
The debate around the satirical genre of Susanna, however, is based on mere affirmations. Both
Dunn and Gruen assert, rather than prove, their positions. The concern of this section is to consider
whether Susanna is a satire or not on the basis of data presented in the text. In order to reach this
objective, it is important to understand the nature and purpose of a satiric discourse.
The subversive message of satiric literature can be illustrated by the important role the satirists
played in convincing people to overthrow the monarchy during the French revolution of the 1789
(Nygaard, 2007:146). Hamlet-Metz (1987:45) reveals that during this period it was essential that the
whole population joined the revolution. However, some of the people were loyal to the monarchy
and· religion. Satirical discourses played an important role to deprecate the monarchy and the
church.
The early stage of the satiric genre is generally associated with Juvenal and Horatio (Desan,
1987:1-2). There exist, as can be deduced from the form of the presentation of the message, two
kinds of satiric discourses, namely the direct/formal satire and the indirect satire.
In a direct satire the author speaks directly to the audience in the first person. In an indirect satire
the author uses "fictional narrative, in which the object of the satire are characters who make
themselves and their opinions ridiculous or obnoxious by what they think, say, and do, and are
sometimes made even more ridiculous by the author's comments and narrative style" (Abrams,
2009:231 ). The Susanna narrative falls into this last category.
In satire, "the writer can utilize various forms of irony, of humour, of parody, exaggeration ... and
even of burlesque" (Zielonka, 1987:157). The same view is held by Tubbs (1990:174-175) who
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argues that "satire is a more extended form of expression than irony; in fact, as pointed out above,
satire may use irony, sarcasm, invective, burlesque, ridicule, and other similar devices". As is
shown below, irony seems to be the main technique of the satiric tone of Susanna.
Satire and irony are often associated. The two concepts, however, are not synonyms (Yaari,
1987:178). Satire is a genre. Irony is a trope, a figure of speech, one of the techniques used in the
composition of satiric discourses (Hutcheon, 1992:39; Defays, 1987:96).
Irony, though generally associated with Socrates (Kierkegaard, 1989:9), was employed even before
it was labelled as such (Shelley, 1992:46; Madou, 1987:62). Irony is simply defined as a figure of
speech meaning the opposite of what someone says (Fontanier, 1984:199; Colebrook, 2004:1).
This simple definition, however, hardly covers the entire range of meaning of the trope (Madou,
1987:65). Many types of ironies exist including structural irony, Socratic irony, dramatic irony, tragic
ironic, cosmic irony, romantic irony (Abrams, 2009:165-167). Irony may exist even when unnoticed
(Holbert, 1975:3).
Scholars, as mentioned above, assume that Susanna is highly ironical. Facts for this affirmation,
however, have hardly been brought to light convincingly. The attempt to confirm the ironic flavour of
Susanna is undertaken in this study in two directions. First, irony is considered by examining the

plot and characters, in accordance with the narrative structure of the story. Then, irony is
investigated by considering ironic expressions in the narrative. In this case, irony can be mapped
out by using specific techniques.

3.2.2.1

The ironic mode of emplotment in Susanna

The etymological root of the word irony is generally associated with the Greek terms "EipwvEfa
(dissimulation, i.e. ignorance purposely affected to provoke or confound an antagonist), in contrast
with al\a~OVEfa (false pretension, imposture, ironic person). In ancient drama, the Elpwv
("dissembler, one who says less than he thinks" (Liddell & Scott, 1995:491)) was engaged in a
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conflict with the al\a~wv (in comedy) or u~p1~ (tragedy) (braggart, charlatan, quack, boaster or
overstepping the proper boundaries (Liddell & Scott, 1995:491; Good, 1981 :14-17)).
According to Kay (1913:642), "[t]he story of Susanna is skilfully compacted ... there is an
impressive reversal (rrEpnrtma) of the intended effect into its direct opposite". The word TTEpllTETEla
Kay refers to was, according to Liddell and Scott (1995:1382), a "sudden reversal of circumstances
on which the plot in a tragedy hinges".
Susanna displays common elements with ancient tragedies. Some of these components include

two main characters, namely a protagonist and antagonist (in Greek ETpw and

al\a~wv

in comic

irony and E'fpw and u~p1~ in tragic irony), the conflict (in Greek aywv), the reversal of fortune (in
Greek TTEpnrtma) and a tragic flaw (aµap1ia). All these elements are indisputably found in
Susanna.

Susanna and the two elders assume respectively the roles of E'fpwv and u~p1~ (protagonist and
antagonist). The antagonists, the two elders, can be identified with the tragic hero in ancient
tragedy, but ·this may be debatable. The characteristics of the tragic hero are not always
understood in the same way (cf. Wolmarans, 200932 ; Davidson, 1982; Knox, 1998). Consequently,
applying features of ancient Greek drama to Biblical story is not accepted unamously by scholars.
Though Exum and Whedbee (1984), Good (1984), Buss (1984) and Gottwald (1984) find that
tragedy and comedy can be found in Biblical literature, Zakovitch (1984:109) is of the opinion that
"the terms "comedy" and "tragedy," borrowed from the world of Greek drama, are entirely alien to
biblical literature". Despite this disagreement, scholars have demonstrated that some Biblical
characters share heroic patterns common to ancient world. Wolmarans (2009), for example, argues
that Jesus is a tragic hero.

32

Quoted from an unpublished lecture in 2009 at the University of Johannesburg.
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Consequently, despite elements of disagreement, there exists a common ground for agreement.
Essential ingredients of a tragedy consisted of "character flaw, plot, pity, fear and reversal"
(Enstrom, 1991:27; also cf. Sanford, 1985:1-2). A tragic flaw is the "defect in a tragic hero or
heroine which leads to their downfall" (Cuddon, 1991 :991; also cf. Irwin, 1988:-62).
Susanna is similar to ancient tragedy in plot in structure. Tragedies generally resulted in death

(Abrams, 2009:268) as in Susanna. The indomitable sexuality of the elders, which became
dangerous to the community, constitutes their flaw. It is what leads them to their deaths.
In addition-, the restoration of broken morality plays an important role in Susanna as well as in
ancient tragic irony (Good, 1981 :25-26). The point of departure of Susanna is the assumption that
'E~~,\8e;v

avoµfa EK

BaJ3u,\wvo~

EK rrprnJ3urtpwv Kprrwv (v5 wickedness came from Babylon, from

the elders judges). Its plot and the protagonist's actions focus on eradicating wickedness
introduced by the two elected judges.
The structure of the plot of the story provides some evidence to support that Susanna can be
regarded as ironical discourse. Support for the ironic nature of the narrative can be found in the
internal data of the text as well. This aspect will be discussed below.

3.2.2.2

The ironical expressions in Susanna

The contention of this section is that irony is not incidental in the content of Susanna. It depicts a
technique through which the author chose to pass his message. This section demonstrates that
Susanna is a thematically ironic story and does not discuss all ironic expressions explicitly. Instead,

some of the most important ironic utterances and expressions are identified and discussed.
Good (1981 :81-82) argues that, in narratives:
[i]rony may take several forms. It may be a punctual irony, the use of words and expressions of
ironic intention at particular, more or less isolated, "points." It may be episodic irony, the
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perception of an entire episode with an ironic aim or content. It may be the thematic irony, the
conjunction of a number of episodes all of which point to an ironic theme or motif.

Good's contention reveals that the proportion of irony is not the same in literary works. Incidental
irony may be found in many literary works. In some texts, however, irony constitutes the main
communicational strategy of the author. This study contends that this is the case in Susanna.

Main ironic techniques available to authors include: the ironical use of metaphor or the ironic
metaphor; the attributive use of irony or ironic attribution which consists of quoting words or
attributing thoughts to others; the ironical use of various kinds of wordplay or puns; the ironical use
of rhetorical questions;

Ironical understatements (e.g.

litotes);

ironical exaggeration (e.g.

hyperbole); ironical use of social conventions and traditions (Good, 1981 :129; Tubbs, 1990:134-135
and Shelly, 1992:134). Ironical statements found in Susanna are mapped out here accordingly. For
the sake of an efficient investigation, the story is segmented in four sequences, viz. Episodes 1 to 4
(Kanonge, 2009:380).

A. EPISODE 1: 1-14
The first episode constitutes the ironic introduction of Susanna (1-4), the ironic introduction of the
elders (5-6), and of conflict (7-14).

This passage introduces Susanna, her husband and parents. The focus lies on Susanna's beauty
and godliness. The first ironic expression is detected in the relation between Susanna and her
husband expressed by the verb ,\aµ~avw (to take, to acquire). This verb portrays the conjugal
relationship between husband and wife in terms of possessions, according to patriarchal traditions
in Israel (Di Lella, 1984:332-334 ; 1995:39). J..aµ~avw would normally indicate the insertion of the
woman in her husband's family (Metzger & Coogan, 2001 :339) and not the contrary. The use of
,\aµ~avw

here, however, seems to contradict patriarchal practices. According to the story, Jewish

identity is related to the Law of Moses. It is strange that nothing is said about Joakim's piety.
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Besides, Susanna33 has a genealogy, or at least her father is named, but Joakim's father is not
mentioned (Moore, 1977:94). In Biblical traditions, "genealogies can express social status, political
power, economic strength, legal standing, ownership of land" (Wilson, 1979:19). To have no
genealogy is to be less important. It seems, from this passage and verse 63 that Susanna is not
inserted in her husband's family but that the contrary is assumed.
To elucidate the argument, the phrase £Aa(3Ev yuvaiKa, with emphasis on the wife's family, is also
found in 1 Kings16:31 (Ahab and Jezebel). In both cases a woman is taken, £Aa(3Ev yuvaiKa. The
woman's father's name, not the man, is prominent. The woman's family is devoted to a deity. The
woman promotes the cult of her deity. Jezebel leads her husband and Israel to worship her deity.
Susanna's fear of the Lord saves the Jewish community from corruption. £Aa(3Ev in Ahab's account
ironically means that Jezebel possessed Ahab and not the contrary. Her dominant character is
unanimously underlined by many scholars (cf. Douglas, 1980:596; Achtemeier, 1985:489;
Meagher, 1979a, 2:1893). Social conventions are used to "convey meaning opposite to that which
they normally would have conveyed and in doing so exploits their ironic potential in communicating
the message" (Shelley, 1992:68-69). In both Jezebel and Susanna's accounts Kal £Aa(3Ev yuvaiKa
highlights an ironic use of convention.
The combination of extreme beauty and implacable piety

(KaA~

crcp6opa Kal cpoj3ouµtvri rov Kuprov,

beautiful and fearing the Lord) illustrates another ironic paradoxical use of social conventions. The
paradox is the coexistence of beauty (sexual attraction) with piety in Susanna. 34 According to the
wisdom of Ben Sira, female "beauty" (KOMo<;) is associated with sexual temptation (9:8; 25:21 ;
42:12-14). It is a potential threat to men's piety. In 42:12-13 for instance, Sira declares that "rravrl
av9pWTr4J µ~ £µ(3AETrE

EV KciMEI ... arr6 yuvarK6<; rrovripla yuvarK6<;" (Let her not show her beauty

(daughter) to any man ... woman's wickedness comes from woman nature). KdMo<; (beauty) is the

33

According to Archer (see Han, 1993:55), women named after their fathers were either "divorced or widowed".

34

The paradoxical

utte~ance joining two contrary terms is known as oxymoron (Abrams,
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key concept in this passage. Strikingly, here, beauty is linked to women's nature from which comes
wickedness (cmo yuvaiKoc; TTOVflpfa yuvaiK6c;). 'Woman's wickedness" here seems to refer to a
woman's sexuality (Camp, 1991 :35; cf. also Trenchard, 1982:158; Box, 1913:471 ). The ironic
flavour of this oxymoron is that this apparent deadly recipe in Susanna will result not in introducing
wickedness (role that will be.ascribed to elders) but in the saving of the community from it.
A third example of irony in the text of Susanna is evident in the author's association of the elders
with the inception of wickedness (avoµfa ... EK TTpe:crj3un:pwv Kpnwv: wickedness from ... elders
judges). Highlighting the elders' wickedness to the praise of a woman is an ironical use of social
conventions. According to Sira, "yuvmKoc; apx~ aµap1fac;", sin has its origin in a woman (25:24).
Wickedness is singled out as an enduring attribute of women and not men. The introduction of
Susanna using the phrase cpoj3ouµtvri Tov KOp1ov, as pointed out above (cf. 3.1.1.1 }, is not

accidental. This feminine form of cpoj3o0µe:voc; 1ov KOp1ov is unique in the LXX. In Greek, the
present participle portrayes the fear of the Lord not as a circumstantial trait, but as a continual and
enduring attribute of her character. That is unconventional in Israel since women are catalogued in
general as wicked, as discussed above.
The introduction of the elders by focusing on their wickedness is also rich in ironical expressions.
Firstly, the author associates the elders with the inception of wickedness (avoµfa ... EK
TTpe:crj3u1tpwv Kp11wv: wickedness from ... elders judges). In Jewish traditions, however, elders
were supposed to incarnate wisdom (Ben Sira 6:34 ). Wisdom and the fear of the Lord are
inseparable. The fear of the Lord consists in the observation of the Law. While wickedness is
generally linked with the feminine, as argued above, the fear of the Lord is portrayed in Sira 6:3 as
the elders' attribute par excellence. Here again, highlighting the elders and judges' wickedness to
the praise of a woman is an ironical twist of social conventions.
'

Secondly, there is an ironic 'wordplay in the use of ~he verb ooKtw. ~oKtw can be used for an
established reputation or a reputation which is merely imaginary (Kittel, 2000:233; Liddell,
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2000:442). According to the· last meaning, the elders were reputed or seen as genuine leaders by
people but in reality this was not the case. This is ironic.
The scene in Episode 1 is presented, as in many narratives, where protagonists challenge each
other before the confrontation. This foreshadowing of conflict in Episode 1 also contains elements
of irony.
Firstly, Susanna's daily walk in the garden (v7, 15) conveys an ambiguous message. In a context
where women . are catalogued as sexually insatiable, as said above, her promenade can be
misinterpreted as if she was a seductress in search of sexual satisfaction. Ben Sira, for example,
urges fathers to watch on their daughters diligently (26:10-12). According to him, a woman is like a
"thirsty traveller" (v12 011.jJwv 6oonr6poc;), opening his mouth to drink ''from any near water'' (v12
OTTO TTOVTO<; uomoc; TOO O'UVEyyuc;). Semantically, this passage resembles Proverbs 5: 15-16 (TTiVE
,

uoma arro O'WV oyyEfwv Kal OTTO O'WV q>pEclTWV mw~c;. µ~ UTTEPEKXElcr9w 0'01 Ta uoma' EK T~c; cr~c;
mw~c;.

Eic; 0£ crac; TTAOTElac; 01arropwtcr8w Ta cra uoma: Drink waters out of your own cistern, and

running waters out of your own well. Let not your fountains be disperse-d abroad, and rivers of
waters in the streets). According to Loader (2009:211), "drink water from your own cistern" (5:15)
means "engage in sexual relations with your own wife". It is obvious that Sira assumes that women
are irresistibly greedy for sexual intercourse (cf. Berquist, 2002:184). Susanna's daily walking in the
garden, however, has nothing to do with sexual provocation. This biased judging of women will,
ironically, constitute a deadly trap for the corrupted elders.
The second ironic expression relevant here is the metaphor conveyed by the sentence "Kal
01tcrTpE1.jJOV TOV EaUTWV voOv Kal E:~tKAIVOV Tolle; 6cp9a.Aµouc; OUTWV TOO µ~ ~AETTEIV Eic; TOV oupavov
µ110£ µv11µovEuE1v Kp1µaTwv 01Kalwv" (And they perverted their own mind, and turned away their
eyes, that they might not look unto heaven, nor remember just judgments). b.1acrTptcpw (pervert)
and EKKAlvw (tum away) are two key verbal metaphors in this sentence. These are verbs of action
conjugated in an active voice. They emphasize the eider's active determination to persevere in
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wickedness. This evil determination is seen by the author as totally incompatible with the Law of
Moses. The later is supposed to be the rule of conduct in the Jewish community. Moreover, the
Law is the foundation of the just judgment in the Jewish community. That the anti Law, namely the
two corrupted elders, could become a judge in Israel illustrates an ironical use of conventions.
The last part of the first episode is also ironic (13-14). First, their sexual lust was so strong that it
prevented the two elders from going back home for lunch (v13). In Jewish traditions, abstention
from food has the purpose of repenting from sin, not preparing for it. In addition, verse 14 presents
the elders as "judging" (avETa~ovTEc;) one another and even confessing (6µoAoytw) their lust.
avETa~w

(to judge) and 6µoAoytw (to confess) are used ambiguously and thus used ironically here.

The last denotes change in their intention or an agreement to support one another in their
endeavour (Michel, 2000, 5:200).

B. EPISODE TWO (15-28)
This episode focuses on the encounter of Susanna and the elders in the garden. Irony is also
evident here. Some of the ironic expressions can be underlined as presented here.
Firstly, verse 15 says that Susanna "desired to bath in the paradise" (far£9uµrio£ Aouoao9m tv T4>
rrapao£fo41). The verb tmeuµtw (15), which characterises Susanna's desire for bathing, and
tmeuµfa which characterises the elders' sexual lust, are from the same root. In Ancient Greece it
denoted sexual desire (Buchsel, 2000:168). As has already been argued (cf. 3.1.1.1), in this
narrative tm9uµfa denotes sexual appetite and always. refers to the elders. tm9uµtw as related to
Susanna, however, is free from this connotation. The irony resides precisely in this unconventional
use of the word.
The second ironical expression is the contrast between the elders and Susanna concerning the
concept "wickedness". Verse 20 (ai Supm TOO rrapaOEfoou KEl<AE1vm1, Kal ouoElc; 9EwpEi ~µac;: the
doors of the paradise are closed and no one watches us) reveals that God's presence means
nothing to the elders, but a lot to Susanna (v24: "aipET6v µof toT1v µ~ rrpa~aoav tµrrEoEiv Eic; Tac;
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XEipa~

uµwv ~ aµapTEiV EVWTTIOV KUpfou" (it is better for me to fall into your hands, and not do it,

than to sin in the sight of the Lord) Wickedness, from the elders' perspective, depends on the
presence of men, not of God.
The third expression of irony is attributive irony. The elders' intention is to ridicule Susanna and her
fear of the Lord if she refuses to satisfy their demand. To reach their objective, the elders threaten
to formulate a false accusation against Susanna. They aim at attributing their own wickedness to
Susanna. Their crying after Susanna also has the same intent. There is an ironic twisting of justice.
Their attributive irony seemed to work because they were believed and consequently Susanna was
sentenced to death (v41 ).

C. EPISODE THREE (28-45)
The preceding episode (15-27) focused on the encounter between Susanna and the elders in the
garden. The elders demanded sexual intercourse with Susanna or she would face accusation of
adultery with a young man in case of refusal. Susanna rejects the elders' demand and, as a
consequence, the elders promis to achieve their menace. This episode elaborates on the elders'
achieving their threat by ironically attributing their wickedness to Susanna. This episode is very
ironical.
Firstly, the elders attribute their intention to a fictive young man (v21, 37

vrnvfcrKo~).

According to

verse 21, in the garden, the elders tell Susanna that if she does not comply with their demand for
intercourse, "Kmaµapwp~croµtv crou CTI ~v µw'l croO vrnvfcrKo~ Kai 010 rnOTo t~mrtcrTEIAa~ Ta
Kopama

cmo

cro0" 35 • Verses 36-38 recount how the elders achieved their menace. According to

these verses,
36

E:Trrav OE oi TTpEOj30Tal nEplTTOTOUVTWV ~µwv EV TC~) napaoE:icrl!J µ6vwv Eicr~A9EV QUTl1 µE:Ta Mo

TTQIOIOKWV Kal CrnEKAEIOEV Tac; eopac; TOO napa5Eicrou Kal OTTEAUOEV Tac; TTaJOicrKac;,

35

37

We will testify agaisnt you that a young man was with you and for this reason you sent the maid far from you.
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TTpO<; CllT~V VECViO"KO<;, O<; ~V KEKpuµµEVO<;, Ka] CxvETTEO"E µEl' CUT~<;.
roo rrapaoe:icrou ioovre:c; r~v avoµiav t.opaµoµe:v far aurouc;

38

~µEi<; OE OVTE<; EV Tfi ywvic;i

36

These verses reveal that the elders achieve their promise to Susanna (verse 21 ). What they tell
about the young man was in fact their intention to have intercourse with Susanna. They even seem
to be very concerned about wickedness in the community (v38 i06vn:c; T~v avoµfav: having seen
the wickedness). This is an ironical attribution of wickedness to a chaste woman by two wicked
men.
Secondly, the unveiling of Susanna (32) by the elders as alleged adulterous and the placing of
hands (34) on her is presented ironically as fulfilling the Law. In reality, however, their indirect
satisfaction of sexual desire is in view (orrwc; f:µrrl\ricrSwoiv 100 KaMouc;

au1~c;:

as beir:ig filled with

her beauty). As Collins (quoted by Clanton, 2006:74) states, "the ritual of placing hands on the
head occurs in three Contexts in the Bible: in the preparation of animals for sacrifice (Leviticus
8:14, 18, 22; Exodus 29:10, 16, 19); in the ritual of the scapegoat (Leviticus 16:21-22); and in the
condemnation of blasphemers (Leviticus 24:14)"37 . The ritual is meant to punish Susanna's alleged
adultery. From the elders' point of view, however, Susanna is punished for her chastity (Wills,
1995:57). The ironical use of conventions is strikingly evident.

D. EPISODE FOUR (45-64)
The last episode parallels the first (1-14). It comprises of the same elements as the first, but the
sequence is reversed. This episode comprises various ironical expressions. For this study, only a
few are relevant, as discussed here.

36

The elders said 'we were walking in the garden, she came in with two maids alone and she shut the doors of the

garden and dismissed the maids; and a young man, who was hiding, came toward her and laid with he. And us being in
the corner of the garden and seeing this wickedness, we ran toward them.
37

Quoted from Clanton (2006:74).
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Firstly, the rejection of the condemnation of Susanna by a TTaioapiou VEWTEpou (very young boy),
questioning and rejecting the judicial decision of the elders is an ironic use of convention.
Secondly, verse 48 consists of a rhetorical irony by questions: " ... OuTw~ µwpoi, oi uiol lcrpal")A; ouK
avaKpivaVTE~

OUOE TO cracpt~ ETTIVVOVTE~ KOTEKpiVOTE 6uym£pa lcrpal")A'' (Are you SO stupid, sons of

Israel? Having neither examined closely, nor knowing the plain truth have you condemned the
daughter of Israel?).
Thirdly, the declaration (52) "nETTaAmwµtvE ~µEpwv KaKwv" (waxen old in wickedness) is an ironic
metaphor because it presents a Jewish judge as a wicked person of old age, contrary to the
tradition in Israel. One cannot be a judge, the incarnation of justice, and simultaneously grow
incorrigible in wickedness.
Fourthly, the question "vOv ouv TOUTl")V EiTTEp ETOE~, EiTT6V 'YTTO Ti otvopov El5E~ aUTOU~ 6µ1AOUVTO~
aM~Ao1~"

(Now then, if thou saw her, tell me, under what tree did you see them companying

together?) (54, cf also 58) is an example of rhetorical irony. It is actually intended to ridicule the
elders. It is assumed that they will not find a correct answer to the question.
Fifthly, the words

crxivov (54) and crxicrE1 (55) as TTpivov (58) and TTpicrm (59) constitute an ironic

wordplay. Daniel evokes the death of the elders in a mocking way. He ironically imitates the sounds
of their lie consisting of imaginary trees.
Sixthly, verse 56 abounds in ironic metaphors. The first ironic metaphor is the declaration "
LTTEpµa Xavaav Kai ouK louoa" (seed of Canaan but not Judah). The second ironic metaphor in this
verse is "To KaMo~ E~l"JTTclTl")CJEV CJE (beauty has enticed you) ... " and the last is found in the
utterance "Kai ~ tm6uµia OIECJTPE4JEV T~v Kapoiav crou" (and the lust has distorted your heart). All
these examples are expressions of mockery. The first ironic metaphor is a bitting mockery. Elders
were considered considered as guardian of Jewish identity and traditions (Bomkamm, 2000:653 cf.
Ben Sira 8:9). Here they are ironically portrayed as seed of Canaan, germ of corruption of Jewish
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identity. The second ironic metaphor is also a mockery. In the wisdom of Ben Sira (25:6), the glory
of the elders is their fearr of the Lord. The fear of the Lord is synonym of hating wickedness
(Proveb 8:13). Here, ironically, they are enticed by beauty, wicked. The last ironic metaphor is also
a mocking expression. Ironical here again, instead of the fear of the Lord, the elders are
characterised by wickedness.
From the discussion in this section, it can be concluded that Susanna is essentially ironic in its
structure as well as in its content. Irony, as has been argued up to here, is not incidental in the
narrative. The author intentionally chose to pass his criticism of the Jewish society "through a
cleansing filter of irony", as in some ancient tragedies (Mitsis, 1988:104).38 Irony occurs here in the
derisive use of wordplay (double meaning and puns), rhetorical questions, metaphor and social
conventions. The contemptuous use of social conventions is the most ironic expression in the story.
This dominant technique is aimed at highlighting the irrelevancy as well as the abuse of social
conventions.
Some scholars, such as White (cf. 2.4.3), argue that when irony prevails in a discourse, the
dominant genre is satire. From the above study, irony abounds in Susanna. The story can therefore
be considered as a satirical narrative. The satiric intent of the story is discussed below.
3.2.3

THE INTENT OF THE SATIRIC MESSAGE

Satiric discourses in particular and literary texts in general are ideological vehicles in their intent.
They are aimed either at challenging, and thus changing, or maintaining their audience's worldview
(Jordaan, 1996:69). For the change to take place, however, the message must be read, understood
and accepted by the audience. Therefore, the addressees must be convinced of the relevance of
the censure. Miller (1987:145) insists that "to recognize the satire of the work, the reader must
share with the author the opinion that the system is bad". When it is accepted that the system is
bad, the logical conclusion is that it must be discarded. The above section revealed the satiric tone
38

For the use of irony in Greek tragedies such as Oedipus Rex see also Pucci (1988:131-154).
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of Susanna. This section deals with the author's intent in structuring his story satirically. It seeks to
reveal the aspect/s of the Jewish traditions the story of Susanna seeks to reject.

First, it is important to know that a satiric or ironic message generally involves three actants: the
sender, the object and the receiver (Badir, 1987:37-38). The subject is the person who assumes
the satiric or ironic function of satirizing or ironizing (generally the author/editor in many stories).
The object is the person, thing or the institution toward whom or which the mockery is directed. The
receiver is the person who is expected to decode the ironic or satiric message (Zielonka,
1987:157). The author/editor of Susanna is the subject of the satiric message of the narrative. The
Jewish people are the recipients or the receivers of the message of the story. The object or the
target lies behind the elders. The elders, as an institution, represent the accepted traditions in the
Jewish community. In some way the Jewish people, as a whole, are in view.
The sender of Susanna mockingly uses the opposition between Susanna and the two elders
around wickedness (sexual perversion) to challenge some accepted Jewish traditions. In fact, the
word avoµiav rendered by wickedness appears three times in the story (5, 38 and 57) and refers
exclusively to sexual perversion, as said above. The author uses this word to reject the traditional
prejudice that women were more sexually corrupted than men. Evidently, the author chose the
chastity of a woman and the perversion of the elders to reject this established belief. In fact, the
social structure of the Jewish community was based on the observance of the Law. Women were
thought of as weaker members of the society with regard to the observance of the Law. For this
reason they were assigned a secondary place after men. The author of the story put into play a
woman and two men, and to make it worse, two elders and judges, just to prove the contrary.

3.3.

CONCLUSION

This chapter was devoted to the first step of the structural semiotic analysis of the story of
Susanna, namely the figurative analysis. It focused firstly on main figures appearing in the story.
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Careful attention was paid in particular to main oppositions emerging from the text, main motifs
recurring in the text and the emplotment of the narrative.
Main oppositions in Susanna revealed that the main concern of the story is the redefinition of
"Jewishness". The author rejects the structuring of the society in terms of men versus women.
According to the story, Jewish society must be structured around the obedience/disobedience to
the Law of Moses. In this new proposed structure, gender is deemed totally irrelevant. True
Jewishness must be dependent on the observance of the Law, regardless of gender. Women, such
as Susanna who holds the Law to the price of their life are true Jews. She is "a daughter of Judah"
(Susanna 57), badge of true Jewishness. Men such as the two elders who reject the Law of Moses

are not true Jews at all. They are dangerous strangers, "the seed of Canaan" (Susanna 56), and
the emblem of non-Jewishness.
The second focus of this chapter on the investigation of the emplotment of the story was twofold.
First, the communicational relationship between Susanna and its assumed archetype - the story of
Joseph in general and the incident of Joseph and Potiphar's wife in particular - was discussed. The
second inquiry focussed on investigating central tropes and the genre of Susanna. Attention was
drawn to the irony that constitutes the main tropes in the narrative. Susanna was established as
being fundamentally ironic.
The ironical essence of the narrative was revealed firstly by the mode of emplotment which
resembles the ancient Greek tragic irony, and secondly by the thematic

iro~y

in the content in the

story. The dominance of irony in the narrative makes Susanna a satiric narrative. It was finally
argued, from the structure of the story, that the satiric narrative of Susanna was intended to reject,
in an ironic way, the assumed wickedness of women that made them second rank citizens in the
Jewish community.
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The above results constitute but a partial analysis of the story. A more complete study of the story
would need to take into account the two other steps of analysis: the narrative and the thematic
analysis. These two steps of analysis are undertaken in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: THE NARRATIVE AND
THEMATIC LEVELS OF ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
The preceding chapter was devoted to the figurative analysis of Susanna. The main concern of this
first step of analysis was to investigate figures in terms of figurative oppositions, motifs and
emplotment.

This chapter discusses the second and third levels of Greimassian semiotic analysis, namely the
narrative and the thematic levels. The narrative step of analysis investigates the configuration of
Susanna as discourse. The thematic level of analysis explores fundamental values that generated

the story.

4.1

THE NARRATIVE LEVEL OF ANALYSIS

This section constitutes the second step. The concern of this second step of the semiotic analysis is
to examine the discursive organization of the story of Susanna. Four aspects are considered in this
regard, viz. the narrative structure of the story, the actantial model, the narrative syntax and the
veridictory square.

4.1.1

THE NARRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE STORY OF SUSANNA

The primary condition for the existence of narrative structures, as said in the chapter on method (cf.
2.3.1.3), is transformation. Transformations generally occur in narratives in terms of "lack versus
settling of lack" or "mission given, mission accomplished". Narratives always unfold in terms of
conjunction and disjunction or vice versa, from the initial state to the final state. Generally, the two
sequences are related in terms of inversion of content (cf. 2.3.1.2). Therefore, there is an inherent
dynamic in a narrative, namely a dialectic that supplies the impetus for action.
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4.1.1.1

The initial sequence and the final sequence in Susanna

For centuries, scholars saw Susanna as an integral part of Daniel. Susanna is therefore forced to fit
into Daniel's structure. Consequently, its structure does not receive due attention as distinctive
narrative. Contrary to Susanna, however, narratives such as Judith (Craven, 1977 and 1983), Ruth
(Bertman, 19; Bovell, 2003; Grant, 1991; Luter & Rigsby, 1996; Westermann, 1999), Nehemiah
(Boda, 1996.), The Maccabees (Cousland, 2003), Esther (Weiland, 2002), Amos (Garrett, 1984;
CHristensen. 1974; Waard (DE), ) and Bel and the Dragon (Nickelsburg, 2005) have been the
objects of thorough investigations, with regard to their structures.

Some scholars have lauded the impeccable architectural structure of Susanna (Kay, 1913:642;
Fisch, 1996:36). However, their assumed admiration of the narrative structure rested only on mere
affirmations rather than on facts. Susanna has not yet been objected to careful and thorough
investigation as to reveal its underlying organisation. Consequently, the structure of Susanna is not
taken into account in the uncovering of meaning.
In brief, according to the Greimassian criteria of segmentation (cf. Kanonge, 2009:366), Susanna
comprises four important sequences, structured as follows:

The first sequence introduces Susanna and the elders (2-14). Their contradictory religious and
moral identities are affirmed. The second sequence highlights the confrontation between
Susanna and the elders in the garden (15-27). Susanna is tested but resists. The third sequence
focuses on the judgment and condemnation of Susanna (28-44). The elders are deemed worthy.
The last sequence centres on the judgment of the elders (45-63). They are condemned but
Susanna is vindicated.

In all four sequences, Susanna's identity is central. It is successively affirmed (2-3), tested (2223), contested (42-43) and eventually confirmed (62-63). The story starts with a prologue about
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Joakim, her husband and ends with an epilogue about Daniel her helper (64) (Kanonge,
2009:3,66)•.

The investigation of the structure of Susanna, however, is not the main concern here. Such an
endeavour falls outside of the scope of this study. Here, the relation between the initial and the final
sequences is scrutinised. These two sequences respectively introduce and conclude the
. relationship between Susanna and the elders.

With regard to these sequences, one can read Susanna with a different focus each time, for
instance on the community, Susanna, or the elders. Whatever the adopted perspective may be, the
general structure will appear on a semantic axis as follows:
Transformation (T)

Beginning (51)

Ending (S2)

Figure 4.1 Relation between the beginning and ending in a narrative

S1 introduces the problem to be addressed, while S2 presents the solution. The problem Susanna
seeks to address is the intrusion of lawlessness in the Jewish community (v5). A reading focused
on the elders will reveal the following structure:

Wickedness (W) has come

Wickedness has gone

Elders killed

Elders elected

52

51

~----·I

Problem

I

Solution

. Figure 4.2 Relation between the beginning and ending in Susanna focusing on the elders
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The structure in the above chart shows that the elders are not only wicked, but also symbolise the
presence of wickedness in the community. As LTI"tpµa Xavaav 56 (seed of Canaan}, wickedness is
not only an integral part of their nature, but it also has the potential of corrupting the entire Jewish
community. In fact, because of their position as leaders, they represent the whole community. Their
option for the rejection of the Law does not stand here only as their own private matter. It involves
the .whole community. It is therefore an attempt to lead the community to questioning the authority
of the Law and thus jeopardizing Jewish distinctiveness .

From the·perspective of the Jewish community the problem presents itself as follows:
The community with the elders

The community without the elders

Sl

52

'"

'
The community with wickedness

The community without wickedness

I

Figure 4.3 Relation between the beginning and ending in Susanna focusing on the Jewish
community

The whole story of Susanna can be summarised by the following transformational function:

Transformation

(JAW)

(JVW)

This representation illustrates the transformation of the Jewish community (J) from being with
wickedness to not being with wickedness. The unfolding of the story is a transformation from a
state of conjunction (A) to a state of disjunction N). From this representation, the subject of
transformation is the community.
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However, the transformation does not happen without the heroic action of Susanna. Consequently,
this representation reads as "Susanna caused the Jewish community to be transformed from the
state of wickedness to the state of without wickedness." In this case then, the story can be
summarised focussing on Susanna as follows:
Susanna [(JnW}

---+

(JUW)]

This simply means Susanna saved her community from wickedness. Here, Susanna is
characterised by a transformational doing. However, Susanna does not work out the transformation
by herself. The intervention of the Lord, the addresser, enables Susanna to transform her
community (42-45). There is a double causation here with the Lord acting on Susanna and
Susanna influencing her community as follows:
The Lord {Susanna [JnW-JUW]}

This representation of Susanna focuses on the beginning and ending of the narrative. In fact, the
initial (S1) and final (S2) sequences, propose a reading of the story centred on Susanna. The final
. . sequence, as said formerly, provides the clue for understanding the story. oux Eupteri f.v auTfi
acrxriµov rrpayiJa39 (63) proposes a reading of the story focusing on "shame" and "honour (H)"
motif, wickedness versus innocence and Jewishness versus Canaaniteness.
"Shame and honour" seems to be an important concern in Susanna in general. This is the case in
the first and last sequences in particular, as is revealed by the vocabulary of shame and honour on
the one hand, and the judgment of Susanna on the other.

Regarding the elders, the story states that "ricrxuvovrn avayyETAai

T~v

f.mSuµfav au1wv 011

~SEAov

cruyyEvtcrSai au1fi"40 (11 ). The elders' avoiding looking to heaven is also an indirect expression of
..... their shame for{not complying with the Law of God. On the other hand, verse 27 declares that

pra~ice was found in her."

39

"no shameful

40

"were ashamed

fi1

t~lling their lust for they wanted to have sexual intercourse with her."
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"~vlKa OE ihrav ot TipEcr~Ora1 TOu~ Myou~ auTWV, KaT[lO)(UV8rtcrav OL ooui\01 crcp6opa, oTI TIWTIOTE
41

OUK Eppteri Myo~ TOIOUTO~ TIEpt LOUcrawri~ ". In both cases, aicrxuvw and KOTOIO)(UVW belong to
the semantics of shame and honour. Again, shame here has to do with the breaking of the Law.

Susanna's judgment unfolds according to the "shame and honour'' motif, particularly in striking
accordance with Ben Sira 23:22-27:
22

OuTWS Kai yuv~ KaraAlrrouoa Tov aviSpa Kai rrap10Twoa i<A11pov6µov E~ ciMoTpiou.

µEV yap EV v6µ4) Ulj.liOTOU

~m:i81"jOEV,

rrpwrov

Kai iSEUTEpOV Ei.S aviSpa auTnS ETTAl"jµµEAl"]OEV, Kai TO TpiTOV

EV TTOpVEic;t EµOIXEU81"] Kai E~ ciMoTpiou avopos TEKVa rrapEOTl"jOEV.

E~CX8~0ETal, Kai ETTL Ta TEKVa auTnS ETTIOKOTT~ EOTal.
Kai ol KAQOOI auTnS OUK o"lOOUOIV Kaprr6v.
OVEliSOS auTnS OUK E~aAEl<p8~0ETal,

23

27

26

25

24

CUTI"] ELS EKKAl"]Oiav

Ou 01aoc.iJoouo1v Ta TEKVa auTnS ELS pi~av,

KaTCAEilj.IEI ELS Karapav TO µv11µ6ouvov auTnS. Kai TO

Kai ETTIVVWOOVTal Ol KCTaAEl<p8EVTES OTI ou8EV KpEi'.TTOV

1

<p6J3ou KUpiou Kai ou8EV VAUKUTEpov TOG rrpOOEXEIV EVTOAaLS KUpiou

42

.

Similarities between this passage and sequences of events in Susanna are remarkable. They
suggest an evident intertextuality. Evidently, the author shaped his story according to the above
text of Ben Sira - if not directly, then indirectly. These two texts have the following resemblances:

41

"At the time when the elders told their words, the servants were exceedingly ashamed because such a thing was never

told about Susanna."
42 22

So is it also with the wife who leaves her husband and bring in an heir by another.

23

First, she has disobeyed the law

of the most High; and second, she has offended her husband; and third, she has committed adultery by fornication, and
brought in children by another husband.
investigation shall be conducted.

25

24

She shall be brought out into the assembly, and on her children, an

Her children shall not take root, and her branches shall bear no fruit.

curse as her remembrance, and her disgrace shall not be wiped out.

27

26

She shall leave

And those who remain shall know that there is

nothing better than the fear of the Lord, and that there is nothing sweeter than paying attention to the commandments of
the Lord.
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First, in Ben Sira, there is an invective against a woman who leaves her husband and brings forth
an heir from another man (22). Susanna also leaves her husband and goes out every day (6-14).
The elders report her alleged liaison with a young man (26-27). In the story, Susanna's children are
directly referred to only at her judgement. There is no doubt that Joakim's fatherhood of Susanna's
children is indirectly brought into question. In fact, the children are referred to as Susanna's children
(30), but never Joakim's. Moreover, it is important to notice that, in this verse, children are
mentioned in the context of Susanna's family with no allusion to their father.

Second, according to Ben Sira, the adulterous woman disobeys the Law of God (23); the elders
report having seen Susanna committing adultery, avoµfa (38). As said formerly (cf. 3.3), avoµfa
occurs only three times. In all three instances (3, 38, 57) it refers to sexual sin. Although the
general meaning is lawlessness, in Susanna it means sexual sin.

Third, because of her wickedness, the adulterous woman in Ben Sira offends her husband (23). At
Susanna's judgement, Joakim does not intervene. He is apparently convinced by the elders' lie.
Therefore, he certainly feels offended.

Fourth, according to Ben Sira, the adulterous woman shall be brought to the assembly (EKKAl")crfa)
(24). Susanna too is brought to the

assembly(~ cruvaywy~)

(41).

Fifth, in Ben Sira the adulterous woman's children will not take root (25) and curse shall accompany
that woman's remembrance (26). The laying of hands on Susanna symbolises a curse (v34; cf. also
Elwell & Comfort, 2001 ). Had the assembly succeeded in killing Susanna, questions could have
arisen about Joakim's fatherhood of Susanna children, as said above. Consequently, they would
_I

have lost their rights as legal heirs of Joakim.

Finally, in both stories, shame stems from wickedness, i.e. the breaking of the Law. The woman
brings shame to her husband and parents because adultery is the breaking of the Law (23). In like
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manner, the elders are ashamed telling each other their sexual lust because it is civoµla,
unlawfulness (5).

The shame and honour motif is remarkable above all in the last sequence in verse 63. oux EupES11
EV auTfi aoxriµov rrpayµa (63 the final state) is the reverse of

'E~~A9Ev

avoµla EK Baj3uAwvoc; EK

rrpEcrj3un:pwv Kp11wv (5-the initial state).

The praising of the Lord about Susanna's blameless behaviour implies two important facts. First, it
suggests that the narrative ends honourably in favour of Susanna and that her action benefits the
community. Second, it implies that Susanna reverses the initial state, namely the intrusion of
wickedness. In other words, Susanna, as a woman, moves from the presumption of wickedness
(shame, without honour) as a normal picture of women in her culture, to the acknowledging of her
innocence (praise, with honour); thus the reverse of sexist prejudice against women.

This evolution of Susanna that frees her community from wickedness is posed here as the point of
departure of the narrative analysis of her story. The main structure of the story appears as follows:

(Susanna V Honour)

(Susanna A Honour)

Figure 4.4 Relation between the beginning and ending in Susanna highlighting
shame/honor as one of the most important issues in Susanna.

Susanna starts her journey in the story without honour because of her being a woman. Only at the
end is she honoured as daughter of Judah, the true Israel. In other words, the author sets
Susanna's distinctive traits as essential criteria of true Jewishness. The most important trait is her
fear of the Lord, which is the fruit of her knowledge of the Law. The portrait of a woman as a
defender of the Law against the unlawfulness of the elders is resonant. It sounds like a questioning
of the patriarchal traditions of the Second Temple period, which undermined the image of women.
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According to these traditions in general, and Ben Sira in particular, the survival of the nations
depended totally on men. In fact, in his praise to the fathers of the nation (44-50), Ben Sira finds no
woman worth mentioning. His only allusion to women is his censuring of Solomon's foible for
women. Solomon's wives are alluded to as cause of misfortune in Israel (47:19-21). Here, however,
the destiny of Jewish religion depends totally on the education of Susanna, a woman. She has as
main mission the preservation of the Law, the token of Jewishness. By preserving Jewishness, she
affirms her own identity. This structure can be modified as follows:

(Susanna V Jewishness)

(Susanna A Jewishness)

Figure 4.5 Relation between the beginning and ending in Susanna highlighting
Jewishness as main quest of the story

The narrative analysis of Susanna is modeled on this last structure. It represents the way followed
by Susanna in her battle for the preservation of Jewish identity. Susanna's attempt is made
possible only because of her knowledge of the Law.

The ending of the story reveals that Susanna's unfailing confidence in the Lord, as the fruit of her
outstanding knowledge of the Law (cf. Levine, 2004:323; Clanton, 2006:55), will change her
community's view of women. Verses 60, 62-63 give witness to this change. These verses read as
follows:
Kal <ive:J36rioe:v naoa ~ ouvaywy~ cpwvn µe:yahn Kal e:uMyrioav T4> 0e:4J T4> oc.;>~ovT1 Touc;.
EhTTf~ovmc; En' auT6v ... no1~om Kara Tov v6µov Mwuo~. Kal CcrrEKTe:1vav auTouc;, Kai foweri aTµa

avafTIOV EV Tfi ~µEp<;J EKEfvn. XEAKIO<,; OE Kai ~ yuv~ auTOO nve:oav TOV 0e:ov TTEpi T~C) 0uyarpoc;
OUTWV :fouoavvac; µe:Ta lwa1<1µ TOO <ivopoc; OUT~<,; Kai TWV ouyye:vwv TTclvTWV, OTI oux e:up£01") EV
OUTfi COXl']µOV TTpayµa

43

43

•

And all the assembly cried with a loud voice and praised God who saves those who trust on him ... To act according to

the Law of Moses, they certainly killed them, and innocent blood was saved on that day. As for Helkias and his wife, they
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Jews praise "God who saves those who trust on him" (n'.!) 9£4> 14> cr4>~ovn 1ouc;; tt\rrf~ovmc;; tn'
au16v). This declaration implies that they learned that God is not sexist, as will be demonstrated in
this Chapter.

In brief, the study of the initial and the final sequences underlines the Law as the main concern of

Susanna. The Law is the token of Jewishness. Wickedness is presented as a redoubtable enemy
of Jewishness. Susanna's attempt will consist of preserving Jewishness from men's wickedness.
To entrust a woman with such a mission, however, utterly reverses Ben Sira's view of the Jewish
community. According to Ben Sira, men's wickedness was tolerable (Ben Sira 42:14). In Susanna,
however, men's wickedness merited death penalty. The endin of Susanna is also emblematic of
reversal. It helps to clarify the intention of the author in structuring the story with an ending focusing
on Susanna's success.

4.1.1.2

The logic of the ending of Susanna

The ending of a narrative, as said in. the Chapter 3, is subject to an intentional communicational
strategy of the author/editor. The ending of a narrative is generally the place where the audience
learns something to practice or avoid. Success or failure at this stage is always revealing. The
logical structure of Susanna's ending can be presented graphically as follows:

praised God concerning their daughter with her husband and all their relative, because no shameful deed was found in
her.
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Success (B)

Actualisation

Susanna appeals to God. God
intervenes by Daniel. The lawless

/

(A)

',,'':•and the Law survives

sanna chooses to resist the elders'

Possibility

Failure (B')

/ :vances to the cost 'of her life.
' ,

'·
Susanna's knowledge
of the Law affords her
a possibility to resist
wickedness.

' '•

God could not have
intervened. Susanna could
die and the Law rejecte~
Non-actualisation (A')

Susanna could have accepted the
elders' advances despite her
knowledge of the Law.

Figure 4.6 The ending of Susanna focusing on Susanna

From the perspective of focussing on the elders, this schema can appear as follows:
Success (B')

1'
Actualisation

~

(A)

Possibility

/

The Babylonian
way of life
fascinates the
elders.

/

The elders scheme to
establish
the
Babvlonian wav of life.

'
'
'-

/

Nonactualisation (A')

The elders fail because
Susanna knows the
Law.

Failure (B)

The elders fail to establish the licentious
Babylonian way of Life. The community
kills them and escapes from wickedness

It was possible to the elders to
avoid adopting the Babylonian
way of life.

Figure 4. 7 The ending of Susanna focusing on the elders

These two graphic presentations illustrate that the author had at least one other possibility for
ending his/her story. A and B (with continuous lines) in each chart, illustrate the intentional choice
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of the author to tell the story of Susanna as we know it today. His choice reveals his motivation to
urge Jews to stick to their identity.

A' and B' reveal another open possibility of telling the same story. The author could have told or
modelled his story to support the elders' endeavour. Here, a few endings were possible. The author
could have illustrated Susanna as easily accepting the elders' advances despite her high education
according to the Law. Alternatively, Susanna could have rejected the elders' advances only td end
up in death because of God not intervening. The numerous possibilities of narrative endings from
which the author could have chosen suggest that the current ending of Susanna was an intentional
design of the author.
From this discussion, it becomes clear that the structure of Susanna as it is was intentionally
selected by the author. It was likely intended to illustrate the erroneousness of the sexist prejudices
of the Second Temple period against women exemplified in Ben Sira. The following section
examines the actantial organisation of Susanna in order to contribute further to the semiotic
exploration of the narrative.

4.1.2

THE ACTANTIAL ORGANISATION OF THE STORY OF SUSANNA

4.1.2.1

The configuration of Susanna's Actantial Model

Susanna has a dual actantial organisation. It has actants and antactants, as the following

investigation shows. There is an object and anti-object, an addresser and anti-addresser and a
. subject with a dual anti-subject. The actantial model could focus on God as the addresser, the Law
as the object and Susanna as the subject. A second possibility of representing Susanna's actantial
model focuses on Babylon as addresser, wickedness as object and the elders as subject.
The actantial organisation of the story focussing on the Law as object of the quest, following to the
first possibility, has the following configuration:
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The Lord

Jews

The Law

'

God, Danie I,
Susanna's
parents

Susanna

The elders
14

Figure 4.8 The actantial model of Susanna focusing on Susanna as the subject
with the Law as main object of quest in the narrative

According to this chart, the Law is the central object of value in the narrative. The Law is a symbol
of Jewishness. The centrality of the Law defines all relations and roles of actants. The narrator, by
declaring that "tMAl"JO"EV 6 C5EOTI6rric;
attr~cts

on

'E~f}A8Ev avoµia EK Ba[3uAwvoc;"44 , assumes that God

the attention of Jews to the importance of the Law. The actant whose role is to underline

the importance of the object is the addresser. Therefore, God is the addresser in this structure.

Susanna exemplifies unfailing longing for the maintenance of the Law. The actant whose function is
the pursuit of the object is the subject. Susanna is therefore a subject in this first structure. By
striving for the maintenance of the Law, Susanna, a woman,· becomes the quintessence of
Jewishness.

Susanna does not succeed in her enterprise by herself. She learns the importance of the Law from
her pious parents. Sentenced to death, she turns to God for help and God sends Daniel for her
rescue. Her parents, Daniel and God play the role of helpers in the story.
However, Susanna's commitment to the Law runs against the elders' wickedness. The two elders
are the opponents to her action.

44

The Lord said that wickedness has come from Babylon
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The second actantial model accentuates wickedness as the elders' pursuit. The word avoµfa
(wickedness) means literally "lawlessness, negation, or opposition to the Law" (Liddell & Scott,
2003:148; BDAG, 2002:85). This indicates that the quest of this second configuration is to
overthrow the Law. Overthrowing the Law here, however, does not mean rejection of the entire
Law. The endeavour of the elders, as said above, is sexual liberty. A Jewish community without
sexual restrictions is paradise in the dream of the elders.

In the Jewish worldview, however, as said in the preceding chapter (cf. 3.1.2.), sexual sin, eating
pork and idolatry constituted the climax of wickedness. A devoted Jew would better die rather than
commit any of these sins. With regard to sexual sin, the concern of Susanna, the big responsibility
fell heavily on women during the Second Temple period (cf. 3.1.1.). The elders' enterprise
succeeds to a certain extent because some women, Suympciow lcrpal")A (daughters of Israel),
accepted their advances. The reason for these women backsliding appears in verse 57 as follows:
11

EKEiVOi <po~ouµEVOI wµfAOUV uµiv" (they, being frightened, had sexual intercourse with you).

Consequently, women- represented sexual sin. Susanna incarnates the quest of the elders. She is
the object in the second actantial model. Wickedness, the quest of the elders, according to verse 5,
comes from Babylon ('E~~A9Ev avoµfa EK ~ul\wvo~). Babylon is the addresser.
ct>o~ouµEvai

evokes the fear of death. It recalls the technique of intimidation used by the elders to

convince Susanna. in the garden and her condemnation to death. The daughters of Israel commit
adultery because they fear death. As said above, however, between death and sexual sin, a
devoted Jew has to opt for death. Consequently, the daughters of Israel advance the cause of
wickedness. They are the elders' helpers.
The elders' failure results from Susanna's resistance, as well as God and Daniel's intervention. In
· this second actantial model God, Daniel and Susanna are the opponents to the elders. The
actantial model underlying the action of the elders has the following configuration:
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Babylon

The daughters
of Israel

Lawlessness +---------•;Jews

The elders

r

God, Susanna,
Daniel

Figure 4.9. The actantial model of Susanna focusing on the elders as the subject and
wickedness as their object of quest

The model reveals that, apart from actants, there are also antactants in the story, with a
programme opposed to the main quest. Furthermore, it illustrates the roles of antactants set against
actants.
The comparison of the two actantial models with Ben Sira's discourse on women reveals the
subversive design of Susanna. It is worth noticing that Ben Sira and Susanna share both the same
concern. As the main actantial model revealed, the Law was the central quest of Susanna. The Law
is also the main concern in Ben Sira. In fact, according to Silva (1996:435), Ben Sira's main
concern is the "emulation of the champions of Torah and the covenant" (cf. also Di Lella,
1966:140). However, Susanna and Ben diverge when it comes to the attribution of actantial roles.

In Ben Sira, men are subject and the Law must be the object of their quest. Women are portraited
as opponents, source of wickedness and "men need to be careful! when dealing with women"
(Eron, 1991 :51; cf. also Harrington, 2005; 92; .Hunter, 2006:185). It is clear that an actantial model
of Ben Sira will have the Law as object, men as subject and women as opponents. This logic is
completly reversed in Susanna. Here, men's persuit is wickedness while Susanna's persuit is the
Law. Evidently, Susanna's actantial model radically reverses Ben Sira's view of men and women in
the Jewish community. This reversal of fortune is also manifest in the relationship between actants
and antactants in Susanna. The following section discusses the relations between actants and
antactants in the story in detail.
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4.1.2.2

Relations between Actants and Antactants in Susanna

Susanna is a canonical narrative when considered from the Greimasian approach of analysis. In

the Greimasian approach, a canonical story comprises three axes defining different relationships
between six actants. The above analysis shows that all six actants of the Greimasian model are
identifiable in the story. These six actants, viz. addresser and addressee, subject and object, helper
and opponent are discussed here.

A. Addresser and addressees
From the Jewish perspective, God is the addresser, as argued above. The story starts with a word
of the Lord (v5 6 OEOTIOTl'J~) and ends with praise to God (60). The communication of the Lord to
the Jewish people has the following structure:

(1)

GOD

----11 ~~

1------+• JEWS, Susanna

JEWISHNESS

OBJECl~~~~-+~ADDRESSEE

ADDRESSER

Figure 4.10 God's communication of the importance of the Law to Jews

The relation (1) is a narrative utterance as said in the chapter on method. This narrative utterance
can take the following configuration:

GOD --+ (JEWS A THE LAW)
Based on verse 5, this narrative utterance can read: "God urges Jews to maintain the Law", to stick
to their identity, to preserve their Jewishness.
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The story presents itself as a message of the Lord to Jews (5). The object of the communication is
not physical but cognitive. The Law is the token of Jewishness. Jews are. God's people and
therefore different from other people only when the Law constitutes the centre of the community.
In the story, as the investigation will reveal shortly, God assumes all three traditional functions of
the addresser (cf. Chapter 2). He appears in the story as a subject adjudicator, a subject
manipulator and a subject of state. God, as a subject of state, is different from Susanna, the subject

performer (also known as a subject operator). He is himself interested in the Law. The mission
Susanna assumes is the mission he would have accomplished if He was directly involved in the
story. He imparts his own appreciation of the Law without letting it go.
Apart from verse 5, God does not appear directly in the story. Consequently, some scholars, like
Gruen (2002: 172), concludes that
God's involvement is distant and oblique, alluded to rather than directly felt. He stirred up
Daniel's spirit, but the spirit, it seems, was already there. Certainly, the Lord plays no role
through most of the text. Daniel performed his own task with personal energy and efficiency.

This assumed absence of the Lord, however, is but a deliberate strategy of communication of the
story. In fact, God acts in accordance with his status as a subject manipulator. Manipulation
denotes a remote action, but not disinterestedness. In general, manipulation has a negative
connotation. Here, however, it is a technical term used in semiotic analysis.
Manipulation denotes the action of the addresser on the addressee to make him act (faire). It is
synonymous with the word 'causation'. Linguistically, the semantics of causation includes direct and
mediated causation, manipulation and direction, and coercion and permission (Kroeger, 2004:204208).
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The expression faire-faire (cause to do) characterises the action of the addresser on the future
subject. On the semiotic square, this expression opens four different modes of manipulation as
follows (Greimas & Courtes, 1979:220):
Intervention

Obstruction
Faire ne pas faire

Faire-faire

(Causing not to do)

(Causing to do)

Ne pas faire-faire
Ne pas faire ne pas faire

(Not causing to do)

(Not causing not to do)

Non-intervention
Laisser faire
Figure 4.11. The four possible aspects of the manipulative action of the addresser on the
addressee in a narrative

Intervention, obstruction, non-intervention and /aisser faire (non-obstruction) characterise the action
of the addresser. There is evidence, in Susanna, suggesting that God's action is in accordance with
these four aspects of manipulation.

First, t1'a1'ricrEv 6 OEcrrr6rri~ (the Lord said), as said above, highlights the intervention of the Lord in
the model of the prophets of the Hebrew Bible. It is equivalent to "tM1'l")OEV 6 Kup10~." It appears
more than 600 times. It refers either to the direct communication of God to people, or his word to
people via his prophets. Genesis 12:4 (LXX} for example, says, "Abram went as God said to him"
(trropEuBri A~paµ, Ka8drrEp tMAl")crEv aur4> Kup10~). As a communication of God to Moses, this
formula abounds in Exodus (more than 20 times), in Leviticus (more than 40 times), in numbers
(more than 80 times) and in Deuteronomy (more than 20). It also emerges to a lesser extent in
prophetic books such as Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Zechariah and Amos. In the NT, 1'aMw appears
in Hebrews 1: 1-2 as follows: "no1'uµEpw~ Ka1 TTo1'urp6TTw~ TT0,\01 6 8Eo~ 1'a1'~cra~ rni~ TTarpamv tv
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TOi~ rrpo<p~Tal~ trr' toxchou TWV ~µEpwv TOUTWV EAclAl'lO'EV ~µiv tv ui<+>. av £81'lKEV KAl'lPOV6µov

rrav1wv, 01' ou Kal trrofl'lO'EV 100~ aiwva~" 45 . Here, J\aMw characterises God's speaking through the
OT prophets and through his Son (cf. Ellingworth, 1993:85-90; Ellingworth & NIDA, 1983:3).
It is evident that this formula in Susanna highlights God's first intervention to make Jews conscious
of the wickedness introduced by the elders. It is worth noticing that when wickedness appears, God
informs the Jews. His communication here is not purposeless. Verse 5 strives to push Jews into
action; it is a faire faire (causing to do). One reads a hidden injunctive purpose here. In fact, God
enters the story as 6 OEO'TTOTl'l~. "the absolute ruler'' of the Jewish community (cf. Chapter 3 on
actorialisation).
By naming God 6 OEO'TTOTl'l~. the narrator assumes that God supremely watches over the
community. God's sovereignty emerges from Susanna's prayer. God's knowledge of events even
before their genesis (42-43) and his willingness to inform his people can have many implications
(5). There is an implication that God knew Susanna's movement in the garden as well as the
elders' wickedness and their plot against Susanna. Susanna's refusal of the elders' proposal, her
ensuing judgement and sentence to death could not escape his foreknowledge. Therefore, God
planned Daniel's intervention beforehand.

It is evident here that other aspects of God's causation enter the play. First, there is a non-

intervention (ne pas faire-faire). God does not explicitly ·cause Susanna to go in the garden where
the elders are hiding. Second, God does not stop Susanna from going out nor does He warn her of
the presence of the elders in the garden (what he did with the community). There is a laisser faire
(ne pas faire ne pas faire, not causing not to do), no obstruction here. Laisser faire is "a refusal to

45

1n the past God spoke to our ancestors through the prophets at many times and in various ways, but in

these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appoi_nted heir of all things, and through whom also
he made the universe.
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interfere in other people's affairs or the practice of letting people do as they wish" ( Encarta
Dictionary, 2009).
After the evil judgement, God does not allow Susanna's death. There is obstruction to the action
(faire ne pas faire: causing not to kill). To the end of the story, the community kills the two elders.
God does not explicitly order the elders' killing. Neither does He object to it. Here again, there is,
from God's initiative, a laisser faire (not causing not to do), non obstruction.
As an addresser, God finally plays the role of an adjudicator. This function appears to the end of
the narrative and corresponds to the phase of sanction, as the study will reveal later. In brief, a
superficial reading of Susanna may conclude that God does not appear actively in Susanna.
Contrarily, a semiotic investigation sees His intelligence everywhere in the story. In fact, his
causative action controls events and circumstances. His direct intervention (faire-faire) as well as
his non-intervention (ne pas faire-faire), his obstruction (faire ne pas faire) as well as his laisser
faire (ne pas faire ne pas ne faire, not causing not to do) serve his design. This schema of
manipulation here can serve to map out different roles God plays as addresser in Biblical
narratives. Some general characteristics can emerge as a model of Biblical strategy of
communication.
As said above, however, God is not the only one addresser in the story. There is an opposing
addresser, or anti-addresser in the story, namely Babylon. The latter, "not only institutes a system
of values that opposes the original quest but also attempt to manipulate the receiver/subject to act
in away contrary to the desires of the first sender'' (Martin & Ringham, 2000:25).
Jews undergo two opposing manipulative actions from the Lord and from Babylon. Babylon
represents an ideology totally opposed to the traditional Jewish system of values centred on the
Law of Moses. Rather, there is an attempt from each side to persuade. God strives to persuade
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Jews to keep the Law while Babylon offers an ideology based on a sexual licence. The two
opposing systems of values can stand on the semiotic square as follows:
Babylon

God

Persuading to
keep the Law

Persuading not
to keep the Law

Dissuading not
to keep the Law

Dissuading to
keep the Law

Figure 4.12. The illustration of the twofold action of manipulation of Jews
respectively by God and by Babylon

The decomposition of this schema gives the two main transformations in the story. Both
transformations highlight the manipulative actions of addressers, namely God and Babylon, on the
addressee (Jews).
The function of transformation underlying God's action on Susanna appears as follows:

F [God~ (Susanna v

Law}]

Figure 4.13. The function of transformation underlying God's action on Susanna

This function illustates the result of God's manipulative action on Susanna to the end of the story.
God succeeds in his endeavour to push Susanna to hold on to the Law until the end of the story.
On the other hand, Babylon's influence on the elders has the following configuration:

F

[Babylon~

(the elders A Susanna}]

Figure 4.14. The function of transformation underlying Babylon's action on the elders
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This function represents the outcome of the manipulative action of Babylon on the elders. The aim
of the action is to have the elders engage in sexual intercourse with Susanna and thus to overthrow
the Mosaic regulation on sexuality (Law). It reveals that this endeavour totally fails as the elders die
without achieving their intended goal.

The following function represents the confrontation of the two manipulative actions on Jews, at the
end of the narrative:

c:::X=i

F [Babylon-+ {the elders V Susanna)]

F [God-+ {Susanna A Law)]

Figure 4.15. The function of transformation representing the confrontation of the
respective twofold manipulative action of God and Babylon on Jews

As said above, God's endeavour succeeds at the expense of the elders' attempt to dissuade Jews
from keeping the Law with regard to chastity.

B. Subject and object
The relation subject/object, in Susanna, is complex. It does not only involve Susanna as the
subject, but the elders as well. The object is again the Law, but apprehended differently. From
Susanna's perspective, the main purpose is to maintain the Law. Her quest is commitment to the
Law with regard to sexual regulation. On the other side, however, the elders strive to reject the
Law. Sexual freedom in general and sexual intercourse with Susanna in particular, is their main
quest. The two elders' quest appears as follows:
The two elders

- - - - - - + Susanna

Figure 4.16. Relation between the subject and the object underlying Susanna as the
obiect of the elders' auest

The function representing their mission has the following structure:
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(The elders V Susanna) - - - - - ( T h e elders V Susanna)
Figure 4.17. The relation between the elders and Susanna underlying the failure of the elders
in their quest at the end of narrative

The elders' expectation, as they start their quest, is to have sexual intercourse with Susanna. This
quest, however, results in a failure. The elders go from the initial state of disjunction to the final
state of disjunction. This means there was no transformation. They failed in their quest.
Susanna's quest on the other hand appears as follows:
Susanna - - - - - - - - - +

The Law

Figure 4.18 The relation between the subject and the object underlying Susanna
as the subject and the Law as her object of quest

The function representing Susanna's quest appears as follows:

(Susanna V the Law)

-----(Susanna A the Law)

Figure 4.19 The relation between Susanna and the Law underlying Susanna's success
in her quest at the end of the narrative

Susanna's expectation as she starts her journey is recognition of her commitment to the Law. The
disjunction at the initial step does not suggest that she was not committed to the Law when the
story starts. The narrator states from the beginning that Susanna feared the Lord and that she was
educated according to the Law of Moses. Her piety, however, though known by her family, depends
only on the narrator's assumption. As a Jewish woman, she is under suspicion of wickedness
(argued in Chapter 3).

Her journey in the narrative is a trying test aimed at proving her chastity and thus her equality or
even superiority over men, with regard to the commitment to the Law of Moses. To the end of the
narrative, she does more than succeed.
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The two quests have two opposing subjects. The success of one is the failure of the other. Put
together, the two quests stand as follows:

Subject

l
The elders

Object

l

Susanna

sut

The Law

i

Object

Figure 4.20 Schema representing the two actantial roles of Susanna as object and
subject in the narrative

Susanna assumes two functions in this structure. She is object of the elders' quest and she is
herself a subject in the pursuit of the Law. In some feminist circles, however, Susanna is not
subject in this story. Levine (2004:311) is of the opinion that "although she speaks, Susanna is not
(first and foremost) subject, she is object. And she is abject". Levine does not explain what it
means, in her point of view, to be subject or object in a story.
·Normally, the concept of subject in the semiotic analysis goes together with the concept of object.
In other words, Susanna can be termed as subject only if she has an object of quest. It is here
where Levine contradicts herself. Levine (2004:313-314 note 5) rejects Garrard and Glancy's
allegations that Susanna's willingness to die reveals her fidelity to Joakim. According to her,
"Susanna's total fidelity is to the law of Israel, not to her husband". Arguments between Garrard and
Glancy, on one hand, and Levine on the other, clearly indicate that Susanna has her own quest in
the narrative. Striving to remain faithful to the Law or to her husband are quests. Consequently,
Susanna is a subject.
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Moreover, being subject or object does not exclude each other. An actant can assume different
actantial functions in a narrative (cf. Vance, 1989:103). In Susanna, for example, the elders are
dual subjects but they are also opponents. God is the addresser but he is also Susanna's helper.
Susanna and the elders are subjects in the narrative with different objects. The elders are antisubject to Susanna (opposing her quest, her chastity) and Susanna is anti-subject to the elders
(opposing their sexual perversion).
The presence of opposing subjects is frequent in Biblical stories (1 Samuel 17). In David and
Goliath's story for example, David and Goliath are two subjects with two opposing quests (cf.
2.5.1.1 ). The story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife constitutes another good example. Potiphar's is a
subject. Her object of quest is Joseph. Joseph is not only object, he is also a subject. His quest is
not to sin against God.

C. HELPERS AND OPPONENTS

In the story, some actants contribute to help Susanna to succeed in keeping the Law, while others
attempt to counter her enterprise. Susanna's determination to remain faithful to the Law encounters
the resistance of the elders. The elders, as collective anti-subject, are the opponents. The elders'
opposition is very sophisticated. Their position as elders and judges, and their gender coupled with
their number make their opposition for Susanna complicated to overcome.
They are elders and in the traditions of the Second Temple period, particularly in Ben Sira (cf. 3.2),
they are believed to be champions of the Law. Consequently, their allegiance to the Law is
traditionally unquestionable. As judges, they can manipulate the judicial system, protect themselves
and condemn or acquit whomever they wished. As a dual actant, their joint witness, be it true or
false, is difficult to unmask. In fact, as said formerly, according to the regulation of the Law, two
witnesses were enough to condemn someone to death.
It is not only impossible for Susanna to overcome their opposition, but also for the Jewish
community to unmask their lawlessness. Implicitly, the story indicates that their action was beyond
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human understanding or cross-examination. In verse 45, Daniel interprets the Jews' unanimous
adhesion to Susanna's sentence to death as a result of a collective delusive spell. In fact, Daniel
declares: "Ourw<; µwpof, oi uiol lopa11h; OUK avaKpfvavTE<; ouot TO aa<pt<; tmyv6VTE<; KaTE:KpfvarE:
Suymtpa lopal")h46".

His contention is that Jews did not examine Susanna's case closely because they were deluded.
The word µwp6<; and its cognate µwpafvw, in the LXX, refer to acting foolishly as result of demonic
influence {Bertram, 2000, 4:835), as in 2 Samuel 24.

The use of µwp6<; here suggests that the author implies that the action of the elders was beyond
men's capacity. Only God's intervention could unmask the mystery. However, to a spiritual delusion
corresponds a spiritual counter action. For this reason, transcendent help was indispensable. The
author uses µwp6<; to suggest that the elders' wickedness was not a normal natural manifestation
of sexual appetite. They were raised up, empowered and sustained by a deluding spiritual power.
No wonder the story says that their wickedness came from Babylon (5). Babylon symbolised evil
{cf. 3.1.1.2). The author suggests that the spiritual power behind Babylon intended to wipe up the
uniqueness and distinction of God's people. To sustain the action of the elders, Babylon blinded
Jews so that the cleverest of them was not able to unmask their evil manoeuvre. Only God is able
to counter the action behind the elders. He intervenes by sending the spirit of Daniel to unmask not
only the elders' wickedness but above all to counter Babylon's enterprise. Susanna succeeds in her
challenge not because of Daniel's wisdom, but because she represented the ideal of Jewishness
revealed by God to Jews.

God is at the same time the addresser, the initiator of Susanna's action, and He is also her helper.
Daniel is a delegate helper. As in many Biblical stories, God does not act directly. He generally
46

Are you so deluded, sons of Israel? Having neither investigated carefully nor knowing the plain truth have you condemn

you have condemned a daughter of Israel.
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uses the most insignificant beings, things, events or circumstances to champion his cause. The
actorialisation of Daniel as TTmoapfou VEWTEpou (mere child) (45) elucidates the point. Success
does not lie in his capability, but depends on God's inspiration (cf. 3 .1.). In .fact, as Gruen
(2002:172) declares, "Daniel convicts the elders even before questioning them and declares the
first to be a lascivious perjurer even though his story had yet to be contradicted".
This section was concerned with the actantial model of Susanna. It was levealed from the
distribution of actantial roles that Susanna had a dual actantial configuration. It had two quests. The
main quest was the preservation of the Law. Susanna was the subject of this main quest. A second
quest is exemplified by the elders' persuit of wickedness. God was the addresser, the initiator of
Susanna's quest. On the other hand, Babylon plays an important role in inspiring wickedness to the
elders. Unmistakably, the elders act as the enemies of the Jewish identity. Susanna's is prepared
to counter their action. Her liberating process constitutes the narrative syntax discussed below.
4.1.3

THE NARRATIVE SYNTAX

This third section focuses on the journey of Susanna in the narrative. It considers the narrative
programme of the story, the canonical narrative schema and the encounter of the subjects in
Susanna.

4.1.3.1.

The Narrative Programme

The narrative programme of Susanna is ''the representation of syntactical relationships and their
transformation on the surface (narrative) level of the utterance" (Martin & Ringham, 2000:91 ). In
other words, the narrative programme is a representation of actions in the story. The narrative
programme is a series of actions related to the way Susanna transforms her initial state (disjunctive
condition: without honour) into her final state (conjunctive condition: with honour). In this process
Susanna goes from blame to commendation, exclusion to iclusion and from negation to recognition
of her Jewishness.
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4.1.3.2.

The Canonical Narrative Schema

The main narrative programme of Susanna highlights the quest of the story. The canonical
narrativ~

schema gives detailed steps of the evolution of Susanna in the narrative. It consists of

four steps namely the contract, the acquisition of competence, the performance and the sanction.
The distinction between these four steps in terms of when exactly each starts or ends is not to be
considered as clearly indicated in the story.
The contract examines the manipulative action of God that leads Susanna to accept her mission, to
long for the Law and get totally committed to it even to the cost her life. It depends on the
modalities of vouloir faire and/or devoir faire (desire and/or duty). The acquisition of competence
investigates Susanna's gaining of ability that enables her to achieve her goal. These capabilities
are modalities of pouvoir faire and/or savoir-faire (being able to do and/or knowing how to do). The
performance will deal with the carrying out of her mission in terms of etre and/or faire (being and/or
doing). The sanction consists in the recognition of her achievement in terms of praise.
Her mission consists of being totally committed to the Law with ensuing consequences such as
saving her community from wickedness and, indirectly, of reversing the dominant view of women of
the Second Temple period exemplified in the wisdom of Ben Sira. This negative view of women
appears as strange to traditions of Israel. In fact, according to Camp (1991 :5),
[N]owhere, in the Hebrew Bible is there the concentration of shame vocabulary that occurs in
Ben Sira. Further, nowhere in that canon (except perhaps in Ezekiel) is there the virulent attack
on women that occurs here: not only against traditionally "evil" women (harlots) but also against
one's wife and daughters.

According to this view, women were more sexually wicked than men. Trenchard (1982:172) is of
the opinion that Ben Sira "makes remarks about women that are among the most obscene and
negative in ancient literature". Though Di Lella (1984:334) finds Trenchard's conlusion as ''flawed ...
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by his pervading bias against Ben Sira", he finally agrees that Ben Sira's view of women was
"misogynistic" but imputes his negative view to the patriarchal society of his time, thus a trait of the
Second Temple period (Di Lella 1984:333-334).

It is this cynical view of women of the Second Temple period that Susanna reverses completely in
the following canonical narrative schema. This section discusses these four stages of Susanna's
quest in detail, starting with the contract.

A. The contract
The contract describes the moment when Susanna becomes aware of the importance of the Law. It
also highlights people, things, circumstances or events that contributed to her awareness. In the
story, Susanna knows the Law from the teaching of her parents (2-3). From then on, she is
described as "cpo13ouµtv11 rov Kup1ov" (fearing the Lord) which denotes an enduring attribute (cf
3.1.2). The teaching of the Law is certainly the most significant moment in Susanna's life, whereas
her denial of the elders may be described as the most influential moment in her life. That was the
moment when she decided to stay true to God instead of succumbing to the elders' advances.

The narrative gives an account of a prophetic utterance (5). In this prophetic communication, the
Lord says sexual perversion has come from Babylon, from the newly elected elders and judges.
This verse exposes the central concern of Susanna (cf. Chapter 2). No doubt, God's
communication has as objective to attract the attention of Jews. Semiotically speaking, God (the
addresser) exerts a persuasive doing on Jews (the addressee) to engage them in the battle for the
preservation of the Law.

In the semiotic approach, such a communication, intended to cause people to act, is a
manipulation. Manipulation is central to the contract. Without the manipulative action of the

addresser, there is no contract. The contract here is the unfailing commitment to the Law that
makes Susanna even able to accept death rather than wickness.
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In some Biblical stories, God speaks directly to an individual and gives him a mission to
accomplish. Exodus 3:7-10 (according to the LXX}, for example, says that:
7

dm:v ot KUplOS TTPOS Mwucr~v 'lowv doov T~V KOKWOIV TOO haoO µou TOO EV Aiyuml!) Ka] T~S

Kpauv~s OUTWV clK~Koa arro TWV EPVOOIWKTWV, oToa yap T~V OOUVl")V OUTWV,

B

Kal KOTE~l")V

E~EAE08ai OUTOUS EK XEIPOS Aiyumiwv KO] E~ayayEiV OUTOUS EK T~S v~s EKEiVl")S Kal EioayayEiV

OUTOUS EiS y~v aya8~v Ka] TTOM~v, EiS y~v ptouoav yclha Kal µEAi, EiS TOV T6TTOV TWV Xavavaiwv
Kal XETTaiwv Kal Aµoppaiwv Ka] Cl>EpE~aiwv Kal rEpyEoaiwv Kal Euaiwv Kal IE~oucraiwv. 9 Kal vOv
ioou Kpauy~ rwv uiwv loparih ~KEI rrp6s µE, Kayw EwpaKa rov 8h1µµ6v, ov oi Aiyum101 8hi~ouo1v
OUTOUS.

°Kal vOv OE0po clrrOOTEiAW OE TTPOS Cl>apaw ~OOIAEO Aiyumou, Ka] E~cl~EIS TOV ha6v µou

1

TOUS uious lopal")A EK V~S Aiyumou

47

In the above text, God directly commissions Moses. The contract there is explicit. In fact, in verse
10 God's command to Moses is clear "oEOpo arrocrTEiAw crE" (go, I will send you). The contract is
not only explicit but also injunctive, unilateral and coercive. God does not ask for Moses' consent,
he has to obey. This kind of contract is not unique in the Bible. Stories of Abraham (Genesis 12)
and Gideon (Judges 6) are other examples. It is based on devoir faire (duty) rather than on vouloir
faire (desire).

The contract in Susanna is of another type. It focuses primarily on the desire of the addressee to
accomplish a mission rather than on duty. In most cases, this kind of contract is implicit. God does
not entrust an individual directly with a mission. It is not always easy to see exactly when the

47

The Lord says to Moses 'I have indeed seen the suffering of my people in Egypt and I heard their cry because of their

supervisors because I know their pain. Now I have come down to set them free from the power (hand) of the Egyptians
and to lead them out of this country and to lead them in a beautiful and great country, in a country where overflow milk
and honey, in the earth of the Canaanites and the Hittites and the Amorites and the Perizzites and the Hivites and the
Jebusites. And now behold the cry of the sons of has come to me and I have seen the affliction which the Egyptian cause
them. Now go, I will send you to Paraoh and you will lead out of the land of Egypt, my people, the sons of Israel (NTIV).
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addresser gives the subject a mission. Susanna is not unique in this respect. The story of David
and Goliath (1 Samuel 17) is another good illustration of this kind of contract. Nowhere is there a
statement that the Lord sent David to fight Goliath. In 1 Samuel 17 verses 34-37, David explains
why he is so confident to confront Goliath. According to this text:
34 Kal dm:v t.au1i5 rrpoc; raou>. no1µaivwv ~v 6 ooOMc; crou TQ rrarpl auTOO Ev TQ rro1µvil.!), Kal
OTOV ~PXETO 6 M:.wv Kal ~ apKOC) Kal EMµl3avEV rrp613aTOV EK T~c; ay£>.ric;. 35 Kal E~£TTOpEU6µriv
6rrfcrw a6TOO Kal ETTCTO~a CxUTOV Kal E~EOTTacra EK TOO OT6µaroc; a6To0, Kal Ei ETTaviOTaTO far EµE,
Kal EKpCTl'JOa TOO q>apuyyoc; a6To0 Kal ETTCTO~a Ka] E8avarwcra OUTOV' 36 Kal T~V apKOV ETUIDEV
6 i5oOA6c; crou Ka] TOV M:.ovra, Ka] fora1 6 aM6q>UAOC) 6 am:pfTµl'JTOC)

we;

EV TOUTWV, ouxl

TTOpEucroµa1 Kal TTOTcl~W OUTOV KO] Cxq>EAW cr~µEpov OVEIOOC) E~ lcrpari>.; OIOTI Tic; 6 CxTTEpiTµl'JTOC)
OUTOC), oc; WVEiOIOEV rrapaTO~IV 8£00 ~WVToc;; 37 KUp1oc;, oc; E~EiAOT6 µE EK XElpoc; TOO Af:.OVTOC) Kal
EK XElpoc; T~c; apKOU, OUTOC) E~EAEirai µE EK XElpoc; TOO aMoq>UAOU TOO CxTTEPITµ~TOU TOUTOU. Kal
ETrrEv LOOUA rrpoc; f.au1i5 nopEUOU, Kal EaTOI Kup1oc; µETQ 000

48

.

David justifies his determination to confront Goliath by his past experiences. According to him, God
gave him victory over lions and bears. He is fascinated by his experiences with God. He compares
Israel with his father's flock and Goliath with beasts. In his reasoning, God gave him the might to
defend his father's flock when threatened by a beast. Israel is the army of the Lord, and therefore
more important than his father's flock. Israel is threatened by Goliath, an uncircumcised, a beast.
No doubt the Lord will give him the power to kill Goliath.

48 34
"

But David said to Saul, "Your servant has been keeping his father's sheep. When a lion or a bear came and carried

off a sheep from the flock,

35

1went after it, struck it and rescued the sheep from its mouth. When it turned on me, I seized

it by its hair, struck it and killed it.

36

Your servant has killed both the lion and the bear; this uncircumcised Philistine will be

like one of them, because he has defied the armies of the living God.

37

The LORD who rescued me from the paw of the

lion and the paw of the bear will rescue me from the hand of this Philistine."Saul said to David, "Go, and the LORD be with
you". (NIV)
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Apparently, God does not send David. However, there is no doubt here that David's motivation
rests upon God's power. His prior knowledge/experience of God acts on him as kind of magical
spell. This kind of influence is called contract by seduction as said formerly. Seduction here does
not have a negative connotation. It is a technical word in semiotics to refer to an influence that
pushes someone to act. ·
The contract in Susanna resembles the story of David and Goliath to a certain extent. The
difference is only that, in David and Goliath, God does not speak, but in Susanna he does. God's
speech in Susanna is not directly sent to Susanna but to all Jews, men and women. Another Jew
could have acted in Susanna's place. In fact, as said formerly, she was not the only woman to have
been the target of the elders. The unnamed daughters of Israel could have acted in Susanna's.
place, but they do not. Like Susanna, they hear the advice from the Lord that wickedness comes
from Babylon and is embodied in the the elected elders. As said above, women were the first target
of wickedness and therefore only women could contribute to its eradication.

In the story of David and Goliath, any man was supposed to respond to Goliath's challenge. In fact
God didn't appoint anybody to face Goliath. However, there is no way of concluding that God was
an uninterested party in the proceedings.

In all these stories the knowledge of God and the Law of Moses constitute the main reasons for the
subject to undertake his/her mission. David gets involved in the struggle against Goliath on the
basis of his knowledge of the capability of God and the uniqueness of his people. Judith confronts
Holofernes on the same basis. God causes them to act, faire faire (causing to act). On the semiotic
square, faire faire reveals four aspects of manipulative actions that are intervention, nonintervention, obstruction and laisser faire. The action of the addresser on the addressee can consist

of one of these four aspects of manipulation.
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In Susanna, God's manipulation is indirect. There is no intervention and no obstruction.
Manipulation, in Susanna, consists of laisser faire (not causing not to do). In this kind of causative

model, as Kroeger (2004:207) contends, "the initiative seems to rest with the causee; the causer
does not need to do anything, but only to refrain from preventing a particular action by the causee".
In general, /aisser faire can be assimilated to permission though the two are not exactly the same.

Susanna's engagement to resist wickedness starts with her learning of the Law from her parents.
Her knowledge of the Law produced the fear of the Lord. The second stage is the prophetic word of
the Lord mentioned in verse 5. This prophetic utterance didn't concern only Susanna, but all the
Jews. Being beautiful and a God-fearing woman, she was at the same time the object of the elders'
lust and the subject in pursuit of the Law. She was more involved in the programme of the narrative
than any other Jew, man or woman.

Susanna is aware of the elders' wickedness because God speaks about them in verse 5. In fact,
there is no reason to believe that the prophetic utterance of verse 5 is intended to warn men only.
The Lord spoke to the Jewish community at large, not only to men. Moreover, Susanna's plea that
God knows everything before their genesis (42) is certainly an allusion to this prophecy. There is no
indication that she feels she has a mission to save her community. Like David, she finds herself on
the battlefield and because she is already aware of the elders' wickedness, she can help resist
them with her knowledge of the Law and the Lord.

In brief, in Susanna, the contract is established between God and Susanna first by her education
according to the Law. The teaching of the Law produced the fear of the Lord in Susanna. The fear
of the Lord became a kind of natural duty, a devoir faire (having to do). The second stage of the
contract corresponds to the prophetic utterance from the Lord (5). This utterance helps Susanna to
kindle her fear of the Lord. It moves her from duty to desire vouloir faire (wanting to do). She moves
from the state of addressee to a virtual subject. She is now ready to resist any kind of wickedness
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and thus reverses the established negative view of women. At this stage, Susanna is a virtualized
subject.
Susanna's moving out every day towards the garden (paradise) reveals her unconventionality (cf.
Chapter 3). In fact, Susanna knows that the elders are sexually wicked because of the prophetic
utterance of the Lord (5). In fact, as said above, the prophetic utterance is intended to warn Jews.
Therefore, there is no reason to suppose that only men were the recipients of God communication.
Besides, Susanna is just too much involved in religion. Such an utterance certainly merits her
attention.
Going out regularly, particularly in the garden (paradise), implied being a wicked woman, i.e. a
whore. According to the semiotic approach, all these going out here were part of God's
manipulation. In other words, He knew the consequences of her going out. He did not stop her and
that is laisser faire (not causing not to do) because he wanted the confrontation to take place. In
fact, according to Susanna, God is omniscient and prescient. Therefore, He knew the outcome of
the confrontation, namely Susanna's victory over wickedness.

B. The acquisition of competence
The contract examined the awakening of Susanna as to become a potential subject to fight
wickedness and prove that women are not wicked. Her virtualisation happens as a result of the
teaching of the Law that produces the fear of the Lord (duty), and the prophetic utterance that
moves her from duty to desire to get ready to engage in battle against wickedness.
At this second step, however, Susanna needs more than just virtualising modalities [(devoir faire)
(duty) and/or vouloir faire (desire)]. She must be in possession of actualising modalities to enable
her to achieve her mission successfully. In order words, duty and desire were not sufficient to
accomplish her mission.
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Two modalities play an important role in this respect: pouvoir faire (being able to do: power) and/or
savoir faire (knowing how to do: skill). In other words, the interest here is to know what made
Susanna able to resist the wicked and thus free her community from wickedness. Her irresistible
beauty, her knowledge of the Law (fear of the Lord), her unfailing trust in the Lord and her appeal to
Him in prayer emerge from the story as the sine qua non of her success. These attributes help her
to resist and expose the elders' wickedness. This section considers each of them briefly.

Susanna's beauty is an innate capacity. As said formerly (Chapter 3), beauty as an actualising
attribute plays a determining role also in Esther and Judith. In these two stories, beauty serves as a
key to the heroine to enter the high spheres of authority and avert physical destruction facing her
people. In all three cases, Jews risk destruction because of their attachment to God and the Law
(their Jewishness).

In the Additions to Esther for example, Jews are described as "ouoµEv~ A.a6v 11va mi~ v6µ01~
av1!8nov TTpo~ TTav £9vo~" (a certain full of ill-will people standing in opposition to every nation by
its laws) (LXX, Addition B, verse 13d). The allusion to Eevo~ (nation as ethnic entity with its
distinctiveness) (cf. Bertram & Schmidt, 2000, 2:364-372) and

mi~ v6µ01~

reveals that Jewish

identity is the major concern in the story.

The same conclu.sion emerges from the story of Judith. Achior's discourse (Judith 5) about the
Jews centres on their relation to God based on the Covenant. His conclusion (Judith 5:21) is that if
"wickedness is not found in their nation" (Ei rJ oliK fo11v avoµla f.v 1(!J Eev£1 au1wv), the Jews will not
be conquered. Here again Law and ethnicity (identity) are put together.

In both Esther and Judith, beauty is the central power that preserves Jewishness. In a similar
manner, beauty is one of the capacities that help Susanna to reinstate the Law, preserve Jewish
identity and prove that women are not more wicked than men. Esther, Judith and Susanna's beauty
does not constitute a menace to the Law per se (cf. Chapter 3).
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Beauty, either in Susanna or in Judith and Esther, becomes a source of deliverance only when it is
exposed. To be exposed, Susanna must move out unveiled. Beauty constitutes a deadly threat only
to the anti-Law and non-Jews. No true Jew, committed to the Law, is trapped by Susanna's beauty
here. Contrary to this view, some scholars consider Susanna's beauty as the origin of the elders'
fall. Bal (quoted by Levine, 2004:313) is· of the opinion that "it was because Susanna exposed
herself unknowingly that they (the elders) became inflamed".

This reading of the story, which sees Susanna's beauty as source of the elders' misfortune, does
not take into account the ideology of the text. This happens generally with readings of Susanna
focussing on the bathing scene. There is no doubt that the majority of works on Susanna have this
view. On the contrary, if one takes verse 5 as point of departure, then such arbitrary conclusions
lack support from the text. According to verse 5, Kai aTTEOEiX811crav oOo rrprnf30rEpo1 EK roO haoO
Kp1ral EV T(!:> EV1aur(!:> EKElV4J, TTEpl WV EAclA'lO"EV 6 OEO"TTOT'l~ OTI 'E~~A8EV avoµla EK Baf3uhwvo~ EK
rrprnf3urtpwv KPITWV, ol EOOKOUV KUf3Epvav TOV ha6v.49

In this verse, the elders' wickedness is presented as a menace to the community even before
Susanna's moving outside. Jumping directly to the bathing scene without considering verse 5 is a
glaring bias.

Nowhere in the story does Susanna's beauty emerge as a threat to the community. Apart from the
two elders (Canaanites), no Jew succumbs to Susanna's supposed seduction. Verse 27 reveals
that Joakim's servants never heard of any misconduct by Susanna.

On the contrary, the story reports the elders' raping, by intimidation, the daughters of Israel (57).
Nowhere in Susanna is there an indication that those daughters of Israel were victims of rape

49

And two elders were elected judges by people. In that year; concerning them the Lord that wickedness has come from

Babylon, from the elders judges, who appeared to lead people.
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because of having seduced the elders. There is no doubt that the story uses them as Susanna's
foils. Unfortunately, those daughters of Israel are generally left out in interpretations of Susanna.

In brief, Susanna's beauty does not emerge as negative attribute in the story. No male member of
the Jewish community, apart from the elders, feels threatened by Susanna. The Lord accentuates
the elders' wickedness, but Susanna's going outside does not concern Him. On the contrary, as
sa!d formerly, Susanna's exposition of beauty is an aspect of God's manipulation in terms of laisser
faire (not causing not to do). Beauty is an integral part of Susanna's equipment in her liberating

journey. The only obstacles in her way are the two elders because of their being seed of Canaan.
In fact, according to the story, they are not true Jews.
The second actualising capability of Susanna is her fear of the Lord. She considers the allegiance
to the Law more important than her life. With this as a driving force, the elders' intimidation and
threats to kill could not succeed in bending Susanna's determination. It is important to notice that
the daughters of Israel failed to resist because of their fearing death (57). They were not equipped
to die for the Law.
Nonetheless, for some scholars, the determination to die for the Law constitutes Susanna's
weakness rather than her strength. Glancy (2004:295) is of the opinion that:
Readers can recognize Susanna's courage and still reject her moral code, which implies that the
preservation of women as intact property is more important than the preservation of women
lives. According to this ideology Susanna's choice preserves the real (though not the perceived)
integrity of Joachim's household; she will remain unpenetrated by any other men.

Gruen (2002:172) also shares Glancy's view. According to him, Susanna's "choice of death over
adultery reconfirms the conventional morality imposed by a patriarchal society rather than
questioning its ethical basis".
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It is obvious that, according to Glancy, having sex with the elders in order to preserve her life would
have been better for Susanna than to accept dying for the Law. Dying for her chastity would do
nothing more than to prove that she was Joakim's property.

Glancy's view is very controversial. Even feminists disagree with her. Haag (1994:238) for example,
contends that:

Susanna, by refusing to submit the will of social respectable men of ruling class, counteracts the
silent submission to male force ranging from petting and molesting in offices to incest, seen by
some as an established right. She acts as a human being when others intend to use her as an
object.

Glancy's view is questionable for a number of reasons. Firstly, Glancy does not take into account
the religious character of the story. She views Susanna's refusal of sexual intercourse only in terms
of allegiance to her husband, irrespective to the clear declaration of the story. Levine makes a
convincing case against Glancy's view. According to Levine (2004:312-313; cf. note 5), "Susanna's
total fidelity is to the Law of Israel, not to her husband. Her cry in the garden concerns 'sin' (23), not
marital honor''.

Secondly, Glancy does not even take into account the relation between Susanna (23) and Genesis
39:9. A comparison between "aµapn:iv tvwmov Kupfou" 50 and "aµap1~croµai tvav1fov 100 8e:o0;"51
reveals a perfect correspondence between the two texts. The first text, as said above, depends on
the second. To pretend that Susanna acted out of duty to her husband, but Joseph did it out of duty
to God, is a sexist bias.

50

to sin in the sight of the Lord

51

will I sin in the sight of God?
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Thirdly, Glancy's view assumes that apart from marriage, women have no higher ideal worth dying
for. Susanna's rejection of the elders' proposition emerges as her affirmation of her freedom. In
many societies, freedom is considered worth dying for.

The third actualising capacity of Susanna is her unfailing trust in the Lord. Her trust emerges from
the story through the verbs TTEfSw (to be convinced) (35) and tl\lTfsw (to trust) (60). There is
evidence from the story, and also from Jewish traditions, suggesting that Susanna knows that the
Lord always intervenes to save those who remain faithful to the Law, namely those who trust Him.
In fact, after God's intervention on her behalf, the story (verse 60) recounts that "Kai avEj36flOEV
TTaoa ~ ouvaywy~ cpwvn µEya>.n Kai EuMyfloav 14J 9E4>

14> 04>sov11 rou~ tJ..TTfsovm~ tTT' aur6v"52 .

It is important to notice from this verse that God's intervention on behalf of those who trust Him is
expressed here as an axiomatic truth. It is presented as a general truth in Israel. tJ..TTfsovm~ is a
participle used ascriptively. According to Dana and Mantey (1927:224-225), in the ascriptive use
"the participle ascribes some fact, quality, or characteristic directly to the substantive, or denotes
the substantive as belonging to a general class". In this use it can be attributive, predicate or
substantive (Dana & Mantey, 1927:224). Here it is used substantively.

The phrase rnu~ tJ..TTfsovm~ tTT' au16v (those who trust Him) thus denotes a class of Jews, including
men and women, having as general characteristic their trust in God. Here it is used in the context of
Susanna's salvation from death. Its use in this context implies that God's salvation is not
discriminatory. It does not depend on gender. God is not a sexist. In addition, God's intervention in
favour of those trusting him is presented as an unfailing truth. This can be observed in the use of
04>sov11 (present participle of m.i>sw) which is a customary present. Dana and Mantey (1927:183)
say the following about such a use:

52

And all the assembly cried loudly and praised the Lord who saves those who trust him
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The present tense may be used to denote that which habitually occurs, or may be reasonably
expected to occur. In this use, the temporal element is remote, even in the indicative, since the
act or state is assumed true in the past or future, as well as the present.

The use of the present tense here proves that the community believed that God always intervenes
in favour of those trusting him, those sticking to the Law. This interpretation has its precedents in
Jewish traditions. In many Biblical texts, God's salvation (expressed by

mi>~w

or its cognate such

as aw111pia (salvation) (cf. e.g. Ps 7:2; 41:6, 12; 42:5; 43:7; 85:2), its synonyms such as puoµai and
cognates (cf. e.g. Ps 7:2; 21:5, 9; 36:40; 90:14; 113:17, 18) and

~oriStw

27:7; 36:40; 61:9; 113:17, 18) is closely linked with trusting Him

and cognates (cf. e.g. Ps

(E:Mri~w).

This association is not

accidental. It reveals that the belief that God unfailingly intervenes in favour of those trusting Him
was an established truth in Jewish traditions.
Most importantly, Susanna (60) has an intertextual connection with Daniel 3:38. The later text reads
as follows:
urro/\aj3wv OE Naj3ouxooovooop 6 J3ao1/\Euc; ElTTEV Eu/\oyriroc; Kup1oc; 6 SEoc; TOO LEOpax, M1oax,
Aj3oEvayw, oc; OrrEOTEIAE TOV ayyEAOV auTOO Kai fowoE rouc; rraToac; auTOO TOuc; EATTioavrac; En'
aur6v, T~V yap rrpooray~V TOO j3ao11\Ewc; ~SETl"]Oav Kai rrapEOWKav TO owµara aUTWV Eic;
Eµrrup10µ6v' iva µ~ /\arpEUOWOI µ110£ rrpOOKUV~OWOI SEQ ETEPl!J 6.Mi. ~ rQ SEQ aurwv

53

In both stories, a Jew refuses to comply with the demand of the ruling authority because it is
contrary to his/her allegiance to the Law (Daniel 3:13-18; Susanna 23). She/he is sentenced to
death (Daniel 3:19-23; Susanna 41 ). God sends a helper to prevent him/her from dying (Daniel

53

Nebuchadnezzar responded and said, "Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego, who has sent His

angel and delivered His servants who put their trust in Him, violating the king's command, and yielded up their bodies so
as not to serve or worship any god except their own God (TNIV).
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3:49-50; Susanna 45-50). God is praised for his intervention on behalf of the Jew {Daniel 3:28;
Susanna 60).

Semantically, the two also correspond perfectly. In both passages one finds similar words such as
Euhoytw/Euhoyriro~

{Daniel 3:28; Susanna 60), crw~w {Daniel 3:28; Susanna 60) and thrrf~w tTI'

aur6v {Daniel 3:28; Susanna 60).

As said above, verse 60 reveals that Jews in the story believe that God always intervenes in favour
of those who trust Him. Susanna's prayer reveals that she knows the traditions of her people.
Consequently, there is no doubt that she knows that God will intervene to nullify her death
sentence. The assurance of God's intervention helpes Susanna to brave the elders' intimidation to
death.
Last, but not least, of Susanna's capabilities is her prayer. Susanna's prayer plays a central role in
her achievement. Her fear of the Lord helped her to resist wickedness without compromising. Her
unbending trust helps her to wait for the unfailing help from the Lord.
However, without the Lord's intervention, which resulted from prayer, Susanna's beauty, her fear of
the Lord and her trust in Him could not have amounted to anything. Consequently, the end of the
narrative could read as a disaster. Susanna's death could mean the end of Jewish distinctiveness.
Susanna's prayer and her cry emerge as her savoir-faire {knowing how to do).

Some scholars, including Gruen, see no optimism in Susanna's prayer. Gruen (2002:171-172)
contends that:
Susanna fails to qualify as a paragon of virtue. Her faith in the Lord falls short of unequivocal.
Though confident in the rectitude of her decision, she surprisingly holds out no hope of rescue.
Once Susanna elected to stand trial, she was certain that death would follow. Even her prayer to
the omniscient God who knows of her innocence expresses the readiness to die.
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According to this view, Susanna's prayer reveals her weakness rather than her strength. Glancy
here offers an alternative view of Susanna's prayer. According to Glancy (2004:3002), Susanna's
"prayer, on one level an illustrate manifestation of piety, shapes the direction of the plot". In a
similar manner, Harrington (1999:116) considers Susanna's prayer as "the great turning point in the
story". Whatever position one takes, Susanna's prayer constitutes one of her actualising modalities.

Beauty, the Law, trust in the Lord and prayer emerge as the driving forces behind her success.
Beauty is innate. However, in view of the resemblance between Susanna, Esther and Judith, one
can argue that God intensifies her beauty to trap the wicked (cf. Chapter 3). Prayer and trust stem
from the teaching of the Lord. The performance consists in Susanna's use of beauty, her fear of the
Lord and her trust in the Lord and prayer. The elements helped her to resist wickedness and
indirectly, save her community from wickedness and prove that women were not as wicked as it
was believed in the Second Temple period.

C. The performance
As Martin and Ringham (2002:100) declare, "the term performance designates the principal action
of the subject, the event to which the story has been leading. It is by carrying out the perform,ance
that the subject acquires (or fails to acquire) the object of value". At this step, the subject uses
his/her power skills to achieve his/her mission. Here, Susanna uses the abilities discussed above to
achieve her mission.

In some stories, the performance is instantaneous while in others, it happens progressively. In the
David and Goliath story for example it happened instantaneously that David killed Goliath. In the
story of the Exodus, it took time for Moses and Aaron to get Jews out of Egypt.
Susanna's victory over wickedness and sexist prejudices happens in two steps: the garden episode
(rrapc'.toe:1croc;) (15-27) and the court episode (10
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respectively to the encounter of subjects and the transfer of the object of value, as will be revealed
shortly. Both are important in Susanna.

Susanna's first and decisive step in achieving her mission is her encounter with the elders in the
garden, (paradise). This setting is evocative (cf. Chapter 3). In fact, as has been stressed
repeatedly, the concern of Susanna is wickedness, namely sexual perversion. As said in the
preceding Chapter (cf. 3.1.1.1 & 3.1.1.2), paradise in the traditions of the Second Temple period in
general, and in the wisdom of Ben Sira (3.1.1.2), evoked sin generally associated with Eve, the first
woman. For this reason, women came to symbolise sin, specifically sexual perversion. The choice
of a woman to resist wickedness in the paradise is not mere chance. It reveals the ideology of the
author. The intention is likely to reverse the existing traditions in favour of women.
In fact, contrary to the above-mentioned traditions, Susanna enters the garden (paradise) not to
seduce men, but to counter-act men's wickedness. This reversal sounds like the central concern of
the story. It is important to notice that it is highly unlikely that a conventionally patriarchal-oriented
Jew would have written such a reversing story. The author also does so deliberately.
Here, Susanna overcomes the elders' wickedness by her fear of the Lord and her knowledge of the
Law. She gives proof that commitment to the Law was not beyond women's capacity. Susanna's
cry (24) is meant to be in conformity with the Law. In fact, according to the regulation of the Law
(Deuteronomy 22:23-27), when there is an attempted rape or seduction, the woman must cry out.
In case she remains silent, she shares the responsibility of sin with the perpetrator. She will die with
him. At this stage, Susanna has given proof of her innocence. Ben Sira's allegation (cf. 3.3.) that
women are like a thirsty traveller in search of sexual intercourse, is dismissed. Furthermore,
Susanna reverses the allegation that women must not go out alone. They always have to be under
supervision of male guardians or at least, for the women of high class such as Susanna, in the
company of their maids. Susanna is found alone in the garden, yet she acts responsibly; not as
according to humans, but before the Lord.
l

,..

i
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Susanna's rejection of the elders' advances, however, does not solve the problem of wickedness in
the community. In fact, Susanna herself risks death. Her death could have had bad consequences
for the community. The encounter of subjects necessarily implies the interruptions of some
narrative programme. If the narrative ended with Susanna's death, the programme of preserving
the Law championed by Susanna would have been destroyed.
Susanna's death could mean Israel ceases to be a distinctive people of God. Furthermore, the
elders are free to do whatever they want to. No woman will try again to resist them. Her death could
then be used as a dissuasive weapon to women trying to question the elders' behaviour and
demand. The institutions of the Jewish community would be under their manipulation. It became
impossible to discover their imposture and break their power. Susanna is brought to court under
their false accusation.
At the first round of judgement, Susanna appears as the big looser. She is condemned to death but
she remains silent. Her silence, however, is the expression of trust in the Lord (35), rather than
weakness. Trust in the Lord, as said above, is one of her four capabilities [savoir faire (knowing
how to do)]. Susanna is sentenced to death but rejects the decision of the court and has recourse
to her last modal capability; she lodges an appeal to God and changes her own destiny and that of
her nation.
It is here that God enters the scene to side with Susanna, no longer as a distant addresser, but
directly involved as Helper. He causes a young man called Daniel to question the decision and
reopen the investigation. The role of Daniel in the narrative is discussed at length in the third
Chapter (cf. 3.1.1.1 ). Here, the focus is on his actantial function as a helper.
A helper can be an agent or an instrument. An agent can be a human being, a spiritual being such
as an angel, or a demon (cf. story of Tobit). An instrument can be used either naturally or
supernaturally. The nature of the helper depends on the problem the subject has to address. For
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· example, Judith and Esther need to engage the attention of their partners. To address this concern,
a stunning beauty must enter the play. In David and Goliath the challenge involves physical
confrontation. Physical capacity is needed.
Susanna is a kind of detective story aimed at revealing hidden mystery. It resembles the

explanation of the dreams of. Pharaoh (Genesis 41) and those of Nebuchadnezzar (Daniel 2) in a
certain sense. Susanna's concern is beyond human capacity. Susanna and the elders know the
truth. Susanna cannot give her version of truth, being a woman. The elders cannot tell the truth
because they themselves risk a death sentence. Only God, the transcendent addresser, can
disclose the mystery because he knows everything before their genesis.
However, God does not act unless Susanna knows how to involve him. Susanna does not involve
Him until the conflict reaches the climax. It is here where Susanna chooses to appeal to her modal
capability (cf. 2.5.2.1.B). This last modality depends totally on her savoir-faire (knowing how to do).
Moore (1977:106) translates the last part of her prayer as follows: "you know that they framed me.
Must I now die, being innocent of what they have so maliciously charged against me?" (43).
According to Moore then, Susanna formulates her prayer not as an affirmation but as a rhetorical
question. To such a question, the answer is "certainly not". This means Susanna's prayer
expresses assurance rather than despair as some scholars tend to suggest (Gruen, 2002:172).
Daniel's intervention reveals God's intention to expose wickedness and dismiss all prejudices
against women. In semiotic jargon it is a faire-savoir (causing to know). It is the moment of the
transfer of the object of value and the interruption of the narrative programme of the elders. It is
here were the elders are called seed of Canaan (anti Jew), and Susanna's identity emerged as
daughter of Judah which is the epitome of Jewishness. The programme of wickedness championed
by the elders was interrupted in favour of the maintenance of the Law of Moses, championed by
Susanna, a woman.
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D. The sanction
This last step of the canonical narrative schema focuses on the assessment of the mission of the
subject. The sanction may be negative (blame) or positive (praise). It depends on what is accepted
or rejected as good or bad values. Susanna's achievement is sanctioned by words of praise.
Verses 60 and 63 read as follows:
6

° Kal

clVEl361"JO'EV TTCicra ~ cruvaywy~ cpwvn µEyahn Kal EliMyricrav T<f> 9E<f> T<f> cr4>~0VTI TOUS

EATTi~OVTaS tn' aliT6V ...

63

XEAK1as 5£ Ka] ~ yuv~ aUTOU fivEcrav TOV 9EOV TTEpl T~S 9uyarpos

aliTWV LOUcravvas µETC lwaK1µ TOO avC'ipos aUT~S Kal TWV cruyyEVWV TTclvTWV, OTI OUX EUpE81") EV
aUT!'j OO"Xl")µOV TTpayµa.

54

Normally, the sanction is the verdict of the addresser. He acts here as a subject adjudicator to
acknowledge the accomplishment of the subject. In these verses, God does not speak. However,
He is the object of praise from the Jews because of His intervention on behalf of Susanna.
Indirectly, their praise reveals that Susanna's achievement was according to norms established by
God, namely the Law of Moses. The most important verdict, in accordance with Susanna's mission
11

is 0TI oux e:uptsri tv aurn aaxriµov rrpayµa" (because no shameful practice was found in her) (63).
aoxriµov (rrpayµa) appears in Genesis 34:7 and Deuteronomy 24:1 with a sexual connotation
(BDAG, 2002:147). According to Moore (1977:113), oux e:uptSri tv aurfi aaxriµov rrpayµa (no
shameful practice was found in her) implies that "Susanna was not just found innocent of the act of
adultery: her conduct was found above reproach, i.e. she had in no way encouraged the lecherous
men or been responsible for their advances toward her''.

54 50
< >And

the entire assembly cried with a loud voice and praised God who always saves those who trust Him ...

53
< >As

for

Helkias and her wife they praised God about Susanna their daughter with Joakim her husband, together with their own
relative because no shameful practice was found in her.
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It emerges from the sanction that the story makes a strong case against sexist prejudices according
to which women were wicked and responsible for sexual perversion.
4.1.4

THE VERIDICTORY SQUARE: THE CONSTRUCTION OF PERSUASIVE TRUTH IN

SUSANNA

The concern of storytellers in general, and Susanna in particular, is persuasion about truth and
falsehood, i.e. veridiction. The production of truth corresponds to exercising a particular cognitive

doing or a causing to appear as true. The purpose of such manipulation of truth is "causing to
believe". This technique of persuasion characterises Biblical stories in particular. In the story of
Abram in Egypt (LXX, Genesis 12:10-20) for example, Abraham worries about his security and his
well-being. Genesis 12: 12-13 recounts Abraham's words as follows:
f.ytvETO OE ~V[Ka ~YVIO"EV A[3paµ EiOEA8EiV Eis Aiyumov ElrrEV A[3paµ Lapa Tfi yuvan<l auroO
I

nvwOKW tyw OTI yuv~ EUTTp6owrros ET, fom1 ouv ws &v iowofv OE oi AiyOm101, f.poOOIV OTI rw~
auroO aurri. Kal OTTOKTEVOOofv µE, OE OE TTEplTTOl~OOVTal. Eirrov ouv OTI AOEA<p~ auroO Eiµ1, OTTWS
&v EU µ01 ytvrirm 01a at, Kal ~~OETal ~ 4JUX~ µou EVEKEV 000

55

.

The ending of the story reveals that Abraham succeeded in his persuasive manoeuvre. He caused
the Egyptians to believe that his story was true. The story of Joseph's bothers causing their father
to believe that "91"Jpiov TTOVl"JPOV KaTEcpayE:V OUTOV, 91"Jpiov ~pTTOO"EV TOV IWO"l"Jcp" 56 (Genesis 37:33) is
another example of causing to appear as true. Stories of Tamar and Judah (Genesis 38), Yael and
Sisera (Judges 4:17-23) and Judith, to name a few, offer inspiring insights on technique of
persuasion in Biblical stories in particular and most narratives in general.

Veridiction is particularly important in Susanna. As the story starts, unfolds and ends, veridictory
modalities, etre and parartre (being and appearing) of Susanna, the elders and even God constitute
55 12
( l When

the Egyptians see you, they will say, 'This is his wife.' Then they will kill me but will let you live.

my sister, so that I will be treated well for your sake and my life will be spared because of you.
56

a bad beast has devoured him, a beast has carried off Joseph (Translated by Kanonge, 2009)
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the most influential mode of persuasion in the story. The end of verse 5 declares of the elders:
''they seemed to guide people" (oi £o6Kouv KUj3Epvav 1ov A.a6v). The verb ooKEiv means to seem or
to appear (cf. 3.2.2.2). The verb KUj3Epvaw is a metaphor. It originally meant to steer a ship. Later
on it came to mean to give a right direction (Beyer, 2003:1035). Unfortunately, the elders do not
provide a right direction here.

~oKEiv

coupled with KUj3Epvav means that the true nature of the elders, namely their wickedness,

escaped notice of the people. Their illusive appearance weighs heavily in the judgement and
condemnation of Susanna. In fact, verse 41 declares that "Kai trrfcHEUO"EV au1oi~ ~ cruvaywy~ w~
TTpEO"j3UTEPOI~

TOO A.aoO Kal Kp1Tai~ Kai KOTEKp1vav auT~V emoSavEiv" (Consequently, the assembly

believed them as elders of the people and judges and condemned her [Susanna] to die).

Jews approve of Susanna's condemnation only because her accusers are "elders and judges of
people" (verse 41 ). The two elders use the reputation of their office to influence the outcome of the
judgement. However, the intervention of Daniel helps to expose their lie (imposture) and reveal
their true nature; they are the "seed of Canaan".

On the other hand, Susanna, as a woman starts her journey under the assumption of wickedness.
Her going outside gives the elders evidence for a convincing argument that she was preparing for a
romantic rendezvous with a young man (vwvfcrKo~). Evidence seems to weigh heavily against her.
Firstly, the presence of two witnesses is compelling enough, according to the Law, to condemn
Susanna to death. According to Deuteronomy 17:6 "trrl oucrlv µapTUO"IV ~ ETTI 1p1crlv µapTUO"IV
cmo9avEiTOI

57

6 emoSv!lcrKWV, OUK cmo9avEiTOI tcp' tvl µapTUp157". Secondly, the sending away of

"On the testimony of two or three witnesses a person is to be put to death, but no one is to be put to death

on the testimony of only one witness".
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maids accentuats the illusion of truth narrated by the elders. Glancy (1996:78-79) argues as
follows:
The elders tell Susanna that they will interpret the attendants' absence as a condition of her
liaison with her lover. Implicit is the notion that the presence of female slaves guards a woman's
honor. (This notion is elaborated in Joseph and Aseneth, where Aseneth's chamber is
surrounded by the chambers of seven virgins -

her slaves, with whom she has been raised.)

Like the walls of the garden, Susanna's maids are part of a symbolic buffer between her and the
rest of the city, a buffer that proves ineffectual against hostile intrusion.

It is evident from Glancy's argument that maids functioned as integral part of a mechanism of
control in ancient societies to ensure women's chastity. Their dismissal by Susanna creates an
impression that she really has something to hide, presumably her meeting with a young man.
In brief, in Susanna, the rhetorical strategy of communication moves from presumption to reality.
The elders start their journey as honourable leaders (seeming or appear) but Daniel reveals their
wickedness. Susanna starts hers under presumption of wickedness but after Daniel's judgement,
Jewish people confirm her innocence. Based on etre and parartre (being and appearing), the
semiotic square illustrating the persuasive strategy of Susanna, has the following configuration:
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Figure 4.2. 1 The veridictory square underlying the persuasive strategy of Susanna
based on etre (being) and paraitre (appearing)

The above schema illustrates the

persuasive strategy of Susanna.

This technique of

communication does not aim at producing "objectively true" discourses, but efficiently persuasive
discourses. The purpose of storytellers is not to produce the truth, but to construct the truth. The
construction of persuasive truth may even comprise illusion. The creation of referential illusions
serves to produce some effects of truth (Greimas & Courtes, 1979:418) and persuades people to
act.
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Based on veridictory modalities of etre (being) and paraitre (appearing), the story has two main
parts, A (2-44) and B (45-63). In the first part (2-44), the construction of truth about Susanna and
the elders rests only on the appearances. Only the omniscient narrator and God, the transcendent
addresser, knew the objective truth about Susanna and the elders.
The Jews' judgement of truth depends entirely on the paraitre (appearance). Consequently, the
elders' "make-believe" acts powerfully to deceive all the community. Susanna is displayed as
appearing as a wicked woman, but this is not true. On other hand, the elders are wicked but they
have the appearance of respectable leaders. In the first case, there is a secret. In the second, there
is a lie or illusion. Unfortunately, this is based on the Jews' perception of truth.
In the second part (45-63), truth is based on etre (being), the intrinsic nature of Susanna and the
elders. This, however, can not happen without God's intervention. Only the addresser knows truth
and falsehood. The consequence is that the community learns that established conventions might
be misleading. Susanna's going outside is abhorred by the community, but it is not seen by God as
against the Law. The elders represent the most respectable institution but they can be corrupted.

This section was devoted to the second step of the semiotic study of Susanna, namely the narrative
analysis. The purpose here was to examine Susanna as discourse. The investigation focussed on
the structure of the story focussing on the initial and final state, on the actantial model, canonical
narrative schema and the veridictory square. Data from this second level of semiotic analysis
proved without doubt that, at this stage, Susanna reverses sexist prejudices of the Second Temple
period, against women, exemplified in the wisdom of Ben Sira.

This second level of analysis focused on the structure of the story, the distribution of actantial roles
and the course of the subject in the narrative. The last step, the thematic level that is discussed
below is aimed at tracking fundamental values that generated the story.
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4.2

THE THEMATIC STEP OF ANALYSIS

The thematic step of analysis is the third stage of the investigation of Susanna, following the
figurative and the narrative analyses. In the thematic analysis, the aim is to map out the core values
that generated Susanna. The main device for investigating the thematic level is the semiotic
square. This mechanism will serve first to classify values in Susanna, and second, to track their
trajectory. Opposing values here will result from the two preceding steps of analysis.

4.2.1.

THE OPPOSITION OF VALUES IN SUSANNA

The paradigmatic use of the semiotic square here depends on results from the figurative and the
narrative steps of analysis of Susanna. Figurative oppositions from the figurative analysis of
Susanna on one side and opposition of ·values incarnated by the objecVanti-object, subjecVanti-

subject and addresser/anti-addresser on the other, reveal their importance here.
From the figurative and the narrative analyses, remarkable contrasts emerged between Susanna's ·
side and the elders'. Main oppositions are summarised in Table 4.1. The table represents the
opposition of values in Susanna. The first group of values depicts the attitude of Susanna and thus
that of a true Jews' attitude towards the Law. The attitude of the individual towards the Law defines
his attitude towards God, his faith. Opposition based on faith is established between the members
of the community committed to the Law and trusting the Lord, and those rejecting the Law and
distrusting the Lord.
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SUSANNA

1. Kara rov v6µov

I-

<
u.

1. rrapavoµo1 32,

3,

cpo(3ouµ£vri rov Kup1ov 2,

2.

EV Em8uµfc;i aur~s 8,

3. m:rro18uia Errl r4J Kupf41 35,

3.

avoµfa EK Ba(3uhwvos 5,

4.

clvE(3AElj.IEV EiS TOV oupav6v 3,

4.

TOO µ~ (3AETTEIV EiS TOV oupavov 9,

5.

ahriS~s (implied)

5.

lj.IEUCS~S

6.

Kal Eicr~KouoEv

6.

ErrforwcrEv aurois ~ cruvaywy~ ws

2.

:c

Mwucr~

THE ELDERS

rrpE0(3ur£po1s TOO haoO Kal KplTaiS

Kup1os r~s cpwv~s
7.

>I-

0
z
:c

49

7.

Oupavos (God)

Ba(3UAWV (Evil)

Commitment to the Law

Rejection of the Law

Trust the Lord

Distrust the Lord

1. ovoµa rouoavva,

1. avwvuµos (implied)

2.

8uyarrip XEAKIOU 2

2. ayEVEaAOVl")TOS (implied)

3.

8uyar£pa lopal")A,

3. oi uiol lcrparih

4.

Suyarrip lou<Sa 48, 57

4. rrrtpµa Xavaav Kal OUK lou<Sa 56

I-

w

Jewishness

Canaaniteness

Table 4.1. Opposition of values in Susanna
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Opposing values, based on the commitment to the Law, from this first category, can stand on the
semiotic square as follows:
Kara rov v6µov
cpo13ouµtvri

Mwua~

TOV KUPIOV

3,

rrapavoµo1 32,

2,

EV tm9uµii;i aur~c; 8,

Oupavoc; (God)

Bal3UAWV (Evil)

Committed to the

Rejecting the Law

Law

Distrust the Lord

Trust the Lord

Not committed to the Law

Not rejecting the Law

Not trust the Lord

Not distrust the Lord

Figure 4.22 Semiotic square illustrating opposition of values in Susanna, based on
faith

The second group of thematic values relate to ethnicity. It defines the place of the individual in the
Jewish community as being a true Jew or not. These values depend on the former, commitment to
the Law. In other words, being Jew or not, according to Susanna is not primarily a biological
· question, but a religious one. With regard to ethnicity, all members of the community are either true
Jews with Susanna, 9uyar11p louoa (48, 57), or non Jews with the elders, Lrrtpµa Xavaav (seed of
Canaan) (56). Biologically, all members of the community are called Israelites. These two
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prominent tendencies among Israelites of the Babylonian community based on religious values can
be placed on the semiotic square as follows:
ovoµa roucravva,

avwvuµos (implied)

Suyarrip XEAKIOU 2

ayEVEaAOVl'JTOS (implied)

Suyarrip lou5a 48, 57

rrrtpµa Xavaav 56

JEWISHNESS

CANAANITNESS

NON-JEWISHNESS

NON-CANAANITNESS

uios/Suyarrip

uios/Suyarrip

lcrparih

lcrparih

Figure 4.23. Semiotic square illustrating opposition of values in
Susanna highlighting the ethnic identity (Jewishness)

According to data from Susanna, Jewish ethnicity depends on Jewish religion. As the above table
reveals, it is impossible to reject the Law and to remain a true member of the Jewish community.
Unexpectedly, the legal spokesperson of both true faith and true Jewishness is a laywoman,
Susanna, depicted consequently as

cpo~ouµtv11

rov KOp1ov (fearing the Lord) on one side and

Suyar11p louoa (daughter of Judah) on the other. However, the official representative of unbelief
and non-Jewishness are two men and, in addition, two elders and judges, depicted as rmpavoµo1
on one hand and I:rrtpµa Xavaav (Kal OUK louoa) on the other.
The following semiotic square combines both Jewish ethnicity and Jewish faith.
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Commitment to the Law
JEWISHNESS
IDENTITY

Rejection of the Law
CANAANITNESS
ALTERITY

NON-IDENTITY
NON-ALTERITY
NON-JEWISHNESS
NON-CANAANITNESS
uioc;/9uyarrip
uioc;/9uycrrrip

loparih

loparih

Figure 4.24. Semiotic square illustrating the opposition of values
defining Jewish identity by the commitment to the Law

Susanna is evidently a discriminatory story. Discrimination here, however, is based exclusively on
faith regardless of gender, age, social class or even genetics. Being a Jew here does not depend
on being born in an Israeli family. Although there is no explicit statement that non-Israelites can be
Jews, it is clear from the story that not every Israelite is a Jew. In other words, biological heritage
does not mean being a true Jewish.
Structuring the story as to have a woman representing true faith, and thus true Jewishness in a
dominated patriarchal context of the Second Temple period, cannot be without a gender agenda.
Evidently, the story seeks to address gender discrimination in the Jewish community. According to
the oppositions on this semiotic square, ethnicity is certainly the main issue. However, the centrality
of a woman as a subject in the story reveals that the question of identity does not leave out the
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gender issue. The central concern of a story contrasting

cpo~ouµtvri

1ov Kup1ov (fearing the Lord)

and 9uya111p louoa (daughter of Judah) on one side with TTapdvoµo1 and :LTTtpµa Xavaav (seed of
Canaan) on the other is certainly the following: "Who is a true Jew?". To this question, data from
the text allows an unequivocal answer: "Neither exclusively a man nor a woman, but a person male
or female adhering to the law''. It is clear from this conclusion that Susanna is ideologically "a
gender equalising narrative".

4.2.2.

THE THEMATIC ITINERARY

The first dimension of the thematic focused only on the classification of opposing values in
Susanna, according to the Jewish culture and ideology. This second step uses the semiotic square,

not to classify values, but to track their trajectory in the story from the initial state to the final state.
In other words, the concern here is to see which values the story seeks to reject, and which it seeks
to maintain, as essential for the survival of the community. As said above, the circulation of values
defines the ideology that the narrative seeks to establish or to overthrow. The itinerary of
commendable values in a narrative generally implies their complete course. The itinerary of noncommendable values stops halfway (cf. Chapter 2).
Susanna comprises two opposing ideologies with regard to the observance of the Law of Moses.

One category of Jews, represented by the elders, is emancipative. In other words, they aim at
emancipating Jews from the observation of the Law, with regard to regulation concerning sexuality.
They desire a freedom from sexual constraints like the Babylonians. They reject Jewish identity
and opt for alterity (otherness).
Identity and alterity constitute two opposing ideologies in the story. As said above, the classification
of individuals in Susanna depends on their commitment to the Law. The following part of the study
focusses on the itinerary of these two values in the narrative and investigates separately, the
circulation of these values in the story and their gendered implication,s. The investigation follows the
four main segments of the story.
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I.

Alterity

Alterity refers to the rejection of the Jewish way of life and the attempt to opt for another - in this
case, Babylonian. This is the main endeavour of the elders. They are introduced in the story as
agents of wickedness from the very beginning (verse 5). The following semiotic square represents
the circulation of this anti-value in Susanna:

Canaaniteness

Jewishness

c (28-44)

A (2-14)
Alterity

Identity

Non-Jewishness

Non-Canaaniteness

D (45-63)

8 (15-27)

Non-identity

Non-alterity

·figure 4.25. Semiotic square illustrating the course of alterity
·.(canaaniteness) in Susanna

A.

Susanna posits the lawlessness (2-14) of the elders (5) and their determination to carry on with

their common evil project (8-14). As said above, Daniel reveals that Susanna was not their first
victim. Some women (daughters of Israel), not educated according to the Law, succumbed to
wickedness because of the elders' intimidation.
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B.

Susanna's rejection of the elders' proposition (15-27) constitutes the questioning of the alterity,

i.e. the attempt to reject the Jewish identity based on the Law of Moses. The questioning of the
alterity implies the way back to Jewish identity as the above diagram (Fig. 4.24) indicates.
C.

The third episode focuses on the judgement of Susanna (28-44) and her being sentenced to

death. This is an attempt to get rid of all opposition to wickedness. This attempt, however, results in
nothing. As Susanna appeals to God, the elders' endeavour to kill Susanna, fails.
D.

Instead of leading to the rejection of the Law, the fourth episode (45-63), with the killing of the

elders, does not achieve the complete trajectory of lawlessness in Susanna. On the contrary, it is a
way to reinstatement of the Law, as the above schema reveals.

In brief, the story asserts the intrusion of wickedness, i.e. the attempt to adopt the Babylonian way
of life (2-14). Susanna questions the attempt by rejecting the elders' proposition (15-27). The
questioning of the adoption of the Babylonian way of life points to the maintenance of Jewishness.
To avoid to this possibility, the elders project the death of Susanna (28-44). Susanna appeals to
God. God intervenes and Daniel reopens the investigation (45-63). The elders suffer execution and
the community escapes wickedness.

Parallel to the trajectory of alterity is the trajectory of the assumption of women's wickedness in
Susanna. In fact, wickedness and otherness go together in the ideology of the Jews of the Second

Temple period. As said above·, women suffered exclusion from the Jewish society because men
thought female sexuality was the origin of wickedness. This meant that women were not regarded
as true Jews because of this assumed wickedness. As Susanna starts her course in the story, she
is not convicted of being wicked, nor is she viewed as innocent because of her gender. Her course
can be presented as follows:
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Non-innocent

Non-wicked

A (2-14)

c (28~44)

Non-Alte ·
/

/

/
/
/
/

/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

"/

/

/

/

Innocent

Wicked

D (45-63)

B (15-27)

Figure 4.26. Semiotic square illustrating the course of prejudices against
women in Susanna

The above semiotic square tracks the itinerary of prejudices against women, in general and
Susanna in particular, in the story.
A.

The first episode (2-14) starts with the Lord warning Jews against wickedness. The prophetic

utterance points out the two elders as potential vectors of wickedness. Presumption of wickedness
lies heavier upon women rather than upon the elders. This social prejudice was so strong, even to
a level of resisting the word of the Lord. In fact, as the story unfolds Jews seem to worry more
about Susanna going outside than the communication of the Lord about the elders. As the story
reveals, Jews accept the report of the

Susan~a's

alleged affair in the garden without even

questioning them. Even her own parents who taught her the Law, her relatives, her husband, her
servants and maids seem to find her accusation of wickedness possible. In fact, none of them
protests against her death sentence. This means that Susanna starts her jou mey under the
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assumption of wickedness. She is neither wicked nor innocent. Thus, at the beginning she is noninnocent.

B.

In the second episode (15-27), Susanna suffers the false accusation and condemnation to

death. She is assumed to be wicked though she is not. There is a shift from non-innocence to being
wicked (28-44).
C.

Episode three (28-44) rejects Susanna's assumed wickedness.

D. Rejecting women's wickedness implies the affirmation of their innocence (45-63). The
trajectory stops at non-wickedness because going to innocence would imply going back to A (2-14)
which the narrative does not imply.

The fact that the course stops at non-wickedness implies innocence, the ideology of the story
rejects the victimization of women. In other words, the story pleads for the change of Jews's view of
women.

II.

IDENTITY

The second value and the most important is Jewish identity. It is important to see how the value
circulates in Susanna. The study tracks the trajectory of Jewishness according to the four main
episodes constituting the story. While otherness stops its trajectory at the opposite of otherness,
Jewish identity achieves its course where it started.
A, B, C and D constitute four important stages of the thematic trajectory of values, in the story.
According to the above semiotic square:
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Canaaniteness

Jewishness
A (2-14)

c (28-44)

Identity

Alterity

Non-Canaaniteness

Non-Jewishness

D (45-63)

B (15-27)

Non-alterity

Non-identity

Figure 4.27. Semiotic square illustrating the course of Jewishness, in
opposition to Canaaniteness.

A.

The story posits the Law of Moses as the unique criteria of Jewishness (2-14). In fact, the

appreciation of Susanna and the elders' behaviour has as exclusive criterion, the Law of Moses
(Kma 1ov v6µov

Mwuo~).

Susanna is catalogued as

precisely because, according to verse 4, "oi
Kma Tov v6µov

Mwuo~"

cpo~ouµtvri

yov£i~ auT~~

olKaio1 Kal

1ov KOp1ov (fearing the Lord)
E:Oioa~av T~v

9uymtpa au1wv

(Her parents were just and taught their daughter according to the Law of

Moses). Justice and fear of the Lord here characterise a positive attitude towards the Law. The
elders, on the other hand, receive God's negative appreciation (verse 5) because their depiction is
pictured in antinomian (anti-law) vocabulary. In fact, avoµla (wickedness), means literally ''without
the Law''. It is "state or condition of being disposed to what is lawless, lawlessness" (BDAG,
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2000:85). It depicts a negative attitude to the Law of Moses. Being a Jew or a non-Jew corresponds
to accepting or rejecting the authority of the Law of Moses.
B.

Having posited the centrality of Law, the story proceeds to its negation thereafter (15-27).

Susanna's frequent movements out, in the first episode, constitute a gap that leads to the
questioning of the Law, in this second episode. The challenge to the Law appears firstly in the
proposition made by the elders to Susanna. Secondly, Susanna's refusal opens the possibility of
another dimension of rejection of the Law: false witness and arbitrary murder. These two antivalues constitute the rejection of the justice of the Law. This is a step that leads to non-Jewishness.
On the semiotic square, this is a transitional step toward Canaaniteness, a total rejection of the
Law. At this stage, there is an ambivalence of identity.
C.

Following the questioning of the Law is now its complete rejection (28-44 ). The story does

not only highlight the attempt of the elders to act unlawfully, but also their manipulative design to
involve Jews in their decision. In fact, Susanna undergoes a wicked judgement. Subsequently,
Jews unanimously approve her sentence to death. Consequently, the Law ceases to be the centre
of Jewish life. In practice, Jews disavow their Jewishness. Canaaniteness is now their
distinctiveness. Fortunately, the thematic course of the story does not end here. The story rejects
the attempt (by the elders) to establish a way of life opposing the Law, as is reveal in the last
episode.
D.

The last episode (45-63) accentuates the questioning of the elders by Daniel. Only th is

episode and the first episode refer to a direct intervention of God, evidenced by two important verbs
of action, both of them implying a manipulative causation [v5 tM/\ricrEv 6 ornrr6111~ (the Lord said)
and v45

t~~yE1pEv

6 8Eo~ (God caused to arouse)]. The two episodes constitute the positive deixis,

with regard to the authority of the Law. The first episode focuses on the centrality of the Law while
the last episode negates the attempt to adopt the Babylonian way of life (Canaaniteness). Negation
of Canaaniteness implies an affirmation of Jewishness.
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In brief, with regard to the maintenance or rejection of the Law, the author of Susanna is a
conservative campaigner. He uses his story to oppose the tendency of some Jews, mainly the
ruling class, to mingle with the ambient culture of the Diaspora to the expense of their own identity.
The ideology of the author emerges from the thematic trajectory of the story. The alterity (otherness
or progressive ideology) or the tendency to live as other people does not make a complete course
in the story. It is posited (2-14), denied (15-27) and the thematic trajectory stops at its contrary
(Identity). The thematic itineray does not proceed to non-Jewishness as to imply the establishment

of Canaaniteness.
The identity (the conservative ideology), on the contrary, achieves a complete course in the story.
The centrality of the Law is affirmed (A), questioned (B) to the benefit of its contrary (C), and its
contrary is at its turn rejected (D). The rejection of wickedness implies the reinstatement of the Law
(A).

This celebration of the victory of conservative over liberal sex in the story parallels subtle gender
reconsideration in the Jewish community. In fact, the maintenance . of the Law emerges as
celebration of the victory of a woman's chastity over men's sexual incontinence, a victory of
pretence over reality, truth over lie.
That a gender debate does not constitute the central issue of the story does not mean it is
negligible at all. If the emplotment and characterisation in the story involved only men, Su$anna
could not remain the same story propagating the same ideology. Susanna succeeds to maintain
her people's traditions with regard to marital chastity only because she is a woman. Unless the
polemic involved homosexuality, only the intervention of a woman could solve the enigma.
To be able to face the challenge successfully, however, the providential woman has to be exactly
like Susanna in her knowledge and practice of the Law and her unfailing trust in the Lord. In other
words, to be able to stand against men's wickedness a woman has to be educated like Susanna,
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socially unconventional but religiously conservative. It is only when she mingles with men that can
she put wickedness out of her community.

It is possible to see the choice of a woman to stand for subject in this story as an attempt of the
story to deal with the following: Can a woman be a true Jew? This question is equivalent to the
following: Can a woman be unfailingly committed to the Law? The structure of the story allows a
positive answer to this question by observing Susanna's course on the semiotic square as follows:

Jewishness

Canaaniteness

A (2-14)

c (28-44)

Identity

Alterity

Non-Jewishness

Non-Canaaniteness

B (15-27)

D (45-63)
Non-alterity

Non-identity

Figure 4.28. Semiotic square illustrating the course of the affirmation of
women's Jewishness based on Susanna's unfailing commitment to the Law

A.

At the very beginning of the story, Susanna is depicted as cpol3ouµtvri rov Kup1ov because she

is educated according to the Law. As being a true Jew means being committed to the Law,
Susanna's identity, as true Jew, is affirmed (2-14).

B.

As Susanna starts moving out, however, some doubt arises. She meets the elders and her

Jewishness is tested (15-27). Susanna resists the elders, but sexist prejudices endure. Her
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commitment to the Law is questioned by the elders' lying report to Joakim's se.rvants. The reaction
of Joakim's servants shows how serious the questioning of her chastity was.
C.

Susanna is brought to court and publically charged with adultery (28-44). This section shows

that her Jewishness is contested publically. A woman cannot be unfailingly committed to the Law.
D. As Susanna appeals to God, Daniel is sent to contest the refusal of Jewishness to Susanna
(45-63). It is here where Daniel declares Susanna publically as SuydnlP louoa (daughter of Judah),
the archetype of Jewishness. Her Jewishness is confirmed publically before Jews. The Jews
publically praise the Lord for he brilliant achievement. This sounds like a ceremony for a public
recognition of women dignity as true Jews.
In brief, the story is concerned with proving Susanna's identity. Her jewishness is respectively:
a.

privately affirmed (2-14),

b.

privately tested (15-27),

c.

publically contested (28-44), and finally

d.

publically confirmed (45-63).

Unless one chooses to ignore the evidence, the story makes a strong case for gender equality.
The thematic study of Susanna aimed at mapping out the core values that generated the narrative.
The mechanism of analysis here was the semiotic square used paradigmatically and
syntagmatically. Paradigmatically, the semiotic square was used to sort out opposing values in the
story. Main contrasts in the story arose around faith and have direct implication on ethnicity.
Consequently, Susanna was evidently catalogued a discriminatory story. Its discrimination is the
definition of Jewishness based exclusively on faith regardless of gender, age, social class or even
genetics. In fact, being a Jew here does not even depend on being born in an Israelite family. There
is certainly no explicit statement that non-Israelites cannot be Jews. However, it is clear from the
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story that not every Israelite is Jew., In other words biological heritage does not mean true
Jewishness.

4.3

CONCLUSION

This chapter comprised steps two and three of the Semiotic analysis, viz. the narrative and
thematic analysis.
From the narrative analysis, it became clear that the structure, the actantial configuration, the
veridictory square and the canonical narrative schema of Susanna were purposedly designed to
address the structuring of the Jewish community around gender. All these mechanisms of analysis
here radically reverse the claim that women were more wicked than men. The ending of the story
sanctions the wickedness of the elders to the praise of Susanna. The actantial model and the
relation between actants and antactants revealed that Susanna was the subject ot the story. Her
object was the Law of Moses. Her mission was to maintain the Law while the elders' quest was
wickdness. The canonical narrative schema shows that in the achieving of her mission, Susanna
parallels men subjects in the Jewish narratives. It is designed to mean that God uses men and
women in the same way, without gender discrimination.
From thematic analysis, in consideration of the opposition of values and their embodiment in
Susanna, a woman and the elders, two men, it became evident that the story seeks to address
gender discrimination in the Jewish community. According to the oppositions of values on this
semiotic square, ethnicity is clearly singled out as the main issue Susanna seeks to address. The
story strives for the conservation of Jewish identity exemplified by the commitment to the Law
(identity) in opposition to the attempt to adopt a Babylonian way of life (alterity).
However, the centrality of a woman depicted as epitome of Jewishness, in the story, reveals that
the question of identity does not leave out gender discrimination. In fact, the central concern of a
story contrasting
LTTEpµa

~avaav

cpo~ouµtvri

16v Kup1ov and 8uya111p louoa on one side, with TTapavoµo1 and

(Kal ouK louoa) on the other is certainly the following: 'Who is a true Jew?". To this
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question, data from the text allows an unequivocal answer: "Neither exclusively a man nor a
woman". It is clear from this conclusion that Susanna is ideologically speaking "a gender equalising
narrative".
The following chapter concludes this study. It proposes recommendations regarding the
acceptance of the hypothesis of this study, based on the three-step analysis described in Chapters
3 and 4, the hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 5: THE SUMMARY OF
RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION
This study was devoted to the investigation of women in the Jewish literature of the Second Temple
period, especially those books termed as Apocrypha, contained in the LXX. The corpus comprised
the books of Tobit, Judith, Greek Esther, Wisdom of Solomon, Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus), Baruch,
Letter of Jeremiah, Additions to Daniel, 1, 2, 3 and 4 Maccabees, 1 Esdras, 2 Esdras, the Prayer of
Manasseh and Psalms 151.
The driving impetus behind the study was the remarkable emergence of women in these books. It
was observed that female characters frequently appear in this corpus and are portrayed as playing
decisive roles for the sake of the Jewish nation.
The prominent appearance of women in this corpus gave good reason for the title of the study: The
Emergence of Women in the Septuagint Apocrypha. It appeared significant that there was no doubt

that stories of extraordinary women were found in the Jewish environment and in the Greco-Roman
world. However, the ideal status of women proposed by the authors of the Apocrypha sounds
unique and unknown to both Hebrew and Greco-Roman traditions (Esler, 2002: 129), in
consideration of a predominantly patriarchal social structure.
Women constantly appear in a conflicting way in the Septuagint Apocrypha. In narratives, they
emerge as leading heroic figures in Israel, as well as in the Diaspora. However, in the wisdom of
Ben Sira, they are the subject of bitter criticism and disapproval. These books were written in
overlapping periods of time between the third century and the first century BCE and they circulated
in the same period among Jews. Although these books all notably refer to women, they compose
two sets of discourses with two totally different views of women.
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On the one hand, Ben Sira represents a totally negative and pessimistic view of women. He is
fundamentally exclusive and describes women as dangerous and deserving no credit. In fact, he is
nothing less than a misogynist. In this study, however, it was established that Ben Sira's view of
women had no exact precedent in the Jewish tradition. It must have been influenced by Greek
thought (cf. chaper 1).
On the other hand, Tobit, Judith, 1, 2, 3 and 4 Maccabees, Esther and Susanna draw on material
from the Jewish tradition to reconstruct the images of women positively. They are portrayed even
higher than male heroes of the Jewish nation, such as Moses, Joseph and David. These books
portray the females as commendable partners embodying the hopes for the survival of the nation in
hard times.
The aim of this thesis was to explore this phenomenal emergence of women in the LXX Apocrypha.
However, due to the abundance of the material on women in the LXX, it was impossible to deal with
all relevant cases in this investigation. Consequently, only the narrative of Susanna constitutes the
focus of this study. Susanna was not investigated out of its historical and sociological background
of the Second Temple period. A semiotic analysis was done, taking into account the patriarchal
ideology of the Second Temple period, exemplified in the wisdom of Ben Sira.
The central theoretical statement was formulated as follows: The emergence of women in the LXX
Apocrypha, in general and Susanna in particular, gave the impression that gender roles, as defined
in the patriarchal system, were no longer accepted unanimously among Jews of the Second
Temple period. Books were written to address the issue in a pragmatic way. They aimed either at
maintaining male sexist prejudices against women or reversing it.
The main research problem was therefore formulated as follow: Does Susanna reverse or
reinforce the sexist prejudice of the Second Temple period against women, exemplified in the
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wisdom of Ben Sira? To answer this main research problem, a number of subsidiary questions
were investigated:
First, the current state of studies of Susanna and how it accounts for new investigations was
evaluated. The second consideration was what would constitute a valid method for the study of the
view of women in the LXX Apocrypha in general and Susanna in particular. Furthermore, the
question was considered whether the semiotic analysis, that is the figurative, narrative and/or
thematic analysis of Susanna reverse or reinforce the sexist prejudice of the Second Temple period
against women as exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira. Finally, the view of women that emerges
from the results of the Greimassian semiotic analysis of Susanna was established, as well as how it
reverses or reinforces the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period against women as
exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.
The most debated issue in Susanna's scholarship is gender role. In fact, there is no agreement
among scholars to whether Susanna undermines or reinforces patriarchy. Most scholars, mainly
feminists, are pessimistic and even suspicious about the subversive nature of Susanna. They are of
the opinion that Susanna serves patriarchy rather than undermining it. Bal (cf. Levine, 2004),
Clanton (2006), Cornelius (2008), Glancy (2004), Gruen (2002), llan (2001),

Levine (2004),

MacDowell (2006), Sered and Cooper (1996), and Steussy (1993) are among proponents of this
position.
The alternative view of the narrative is not supported by many scholars, viz. Craven (1992; 1998;
2001) and Tkacz (1998; 2008). The latter argues that Susanna "constitutes real evidence against
the idea that Judea-Christian tradition is inherently sexist. Therefore, feminists find it expedient to
deny that Susanna speaks, and thus they silence Susanna" (Tkacz, 1998:36).
It was the contention of this study that Susanna radically reverses the sexist bias of the Second
Temple period against women, exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.
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The analysis of Susanna aimed at testing this hypothesis in view of the evidence. The investigation
of Susanna adopted the structure controlled by the approach of research. It consisted of three
levels of analysis. The results of the study are summarised below.

5.1

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

As said above, the results of Susanna are given according to the three levels of the semiotic
approach of analysis: the figurative, the narrative and the thematic.

5.1.1

THE FIGURATIVE LEVEL

This level focused on main figures appearing in the story. Careful attention was paid in particular to
main oppositions emerging from the text, main motifs recurring in the text and the emplotment of
the narrative. The aim here was to establish whether figurative oppositions, motifs and emplotment
reverse or reinforce sexist prejudice of the Second Temple period against women, exemplified in
the Wisdom of Ben Sira.
Main oppositions in Susanna resulted from the commitment to the Law. Expressions such as Kara
rov v6µov Mwuo~ on one hand, and TTapdvoµo1 and Lm:pµa Xavaav Kai ouK louoa on the other,
illustrate this point. Susanna rejects the structuring of the society in terms of men versus women.
According to the story, Jewish society must be structured around the obedience/disobedience to
the Law of Moses. In this new proposed structure, gender is deemed totally irrelevant. There is no
way such a conclusion from the figurative oppositions could reinforce sexist prejudices of the
Second Temple period, exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira. Some motifs underlying Susanna
add to this evidence.
The consideration of motifs and intertextuality went beyond the figurative level. Susanna is a
network of subtle motifs and intertextual allusions. In fact, the author purposely uses expressions,
words, names or incidents embedded in the Jewish traditions to root Susanna in the Jewish
tradition of the past. The appeal to the past is difficult to detect unless one pays careful attention.
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Israel's memory in terms of motifs and intertextual allusions serves three purposes here. First, it is
meant to suggest that Susanna ranks and even surpasses male heroes of the Jewish nation and
thus, men and women in Israel are equal. Second, it serves to reverse the view according which
women are more sexually promiscuous than men. Third, it means that women's seclusion was a
strange habit unknown to Israel.
For example, "LrEva µ01 rravro9Ev" suggests that Susanna equals and even surpasses David in
loyalty to God. As for the "/\oucracr9ai" and

"cpo~ouµtvri

rov Kup1ov", both belong to the Exodus

motif, the root of the Jewish identity. They link Susanna to the Exodus and evoke the role women
plays in the preservation of Moses' life and Law. Their function is to address the exclusion of
women from Jewish religion.
The same verb, houw, also links Susanna to Bathsheba in a subtle way. It reveals that the elders
parallel David in sexual perversion. Consequently, vectors of moral decay in Jewish traditions are
Jewish leaders, traditionally men rather than women.
The appeal to Helkias as an anthroponym for Susanna's father and the children teaching's motif,
rejects the discrimination between daughters and sons. According to the author, since moral decay
is Jewish leaders' lot, the survival of Jewishness depends on the education of daughters of Israel
according to the Law of Moses.
"rrhoumo~

crcp6opa" links Susanna to Abraham and Sarah in Egypt. It suggested that Joakim's

riches were due to the Susanna's fear of the Lord.
The use of rrapaoE1cro~ links Susanna to Eve. Susanna is the new Eve who enters Eden to reverse
sexist bias against women. These few examples showed that Susanna was written to address the
victimisation of women during the Second Temple period. They reverse, more than reinforce, the
sexist prejudice of the Second Temple period, against women, exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben
Sira.
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This second focus of the figurative level of the investigation on emplotment in the story was twofold.
First, the communicational relationship between Susanna and its assumed archetype - the story of
Joseph in general and the incident of Joseph and Potiphar's wife in particular - was discussed. It
was revealed that Susanoa is modelled on the incident of Joseph and Potiphar's wife.

The reworking of the Joseph's saga to the praise of a woman is significant. The author seems to
suggest that Susanna, a woman, surpasses Joseph, the emblematic archetype of righteousness.
Therefore, with regard to the fear of the Lord, the cornerstone of Jewish identity, men and women
are equal.
Then, the author also intentionally exploits the mode of emplotment, in terms of techniques and
genres, to achieve a particular goal. Attention was drawn to the irony that constitutes the main
trope_s in the narrative. Susanna was established as being fundamentally ironic. The dominance of
irony in the narrative makes Susanna a satiric narrative. The satiric mode of emplotment of
Susanna iro'nically reverses the sexist prejudice of the Second Temple period against women,

exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.

5.1.2

THE NARRATIVE LEVEL

The investigation, at this stage, focussed on the structure of the story and in particular on the initial
and final state, on the actantial model, canonical narrative schema and the veridictory square. The
aim here was to test whether the structure, the actantial configuration, the canonical schema and
the veridictory square reverse the sexist prejudices of the Second Temple period, against women,
exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.

The investigation of the structure of the story focused on the initial and the final state, on one hand,
and the logic of the ending on the other. In consideration of the structure of Susanna, it becomes
evident that the story seeks to address gender discrimination in the Jewish community. The story
ends to the disgrace of the elders (males), but to praise of Susanna (a female). It is expressively
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recounted that "XEAKIO<; OE KO] ~ yuv~ OUTOO flvrnov TOV 8EOV TTEpl T~<; Suympo<; OUTWV LOUOOWO<;
µETa IWOKIµ TOO avopo<; OUT~<; KO] TWV cruyyEVWV TTclvTWV, CTI oux EUpt811 f.v at'.JTri acrxrwov
TTpayµa". On one side, Loucrawac; µETa lwaKrµ reverses the patriarchal tradition about men and
women. In the initial sequence, Susanna is introduced as Joakim's property. Here however,
Susanna becomes the reference; the head of the family. There is no proof for Susanna's
domestication here. On the other side, CTI oux EUpE811 f.v at'.JTri acrx11µov TTpayµa wipes out all
suspicious assumptions of wickedness against Susanna, a woman, as merely a male's trumped-up
story.
The numerous possibilities of narrative endings from which the author could have chosen suggest
that the current ending of Susanna is an intentional design of the author. In fact, the story of Dinah,
suggested by scholars as one of the Susanna's intertexts, does actually support women seclusion.
Its ending is meant to suggest that women shouldn't be allowed to go out alone; they need to be
under men's control. As she moves out alone, Susanna reverses the Dinah's motif.
The consideration of the actantial model examined the distribution of actantial roles in the narrative.
The actantial model and the relation between actants and antactants revealed that the main object
of the story is the preservation of the Law of Moses, and the identity of Jewish people. The subject
entrusted with this mission is Susanna, a woman. The two elders are the anti-subject and the
opponent to Susanna's quest. God is the addresser, the initiator of Susanna's quest. Babylon is the
opposing ideology inspiring the elders. The elders are enemies of Jewish identity. Here again the
reversal is remarkable compared to Ben Sira. In fact, an actantial model having the Law as object,
would imperatively have men as subject and women as anti-subject and opponents, in Ben Sira's
view.
The canonical narrative grammar examined the course of Susanna from her awakening to the
achievement of her mission. It consists of four steps: the contract, the acquisition of competence,
the performance and the sanction. The contract examined the awakening of Susanna as to become
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a potential subject. Her vouloir-faire (desire), the acceptance of her mission is motivated by her
knowledge of the Law from her parents and an utterance of the Lord to Jewish people. This
prophetic utterance constitutes God's manipulation, his endeavour to push Jews to act faire-faire,
(causing to do). God's manipulation on Susanna consists mainly of Jaisser-faire (not causing not to
do). Susanna's competence for the achievement of her mission consists of her beauty, her unfailing
fear of the Lord, her trust in God and her knowing to pray. The performance focused on Susanna's
achievement of her mission. Susanna achieves her mission in two stages. She first resists the
elders' advances, just to prove that women are not as wicked as was believed in the Second
Temple period. Paradise, as symbol of women's wickedness, becomes a place where a woman
saves her community from men's wickedness. She thus turns around the Eden episode of Eve.
Susanna's second stage in the accomplishment of her mission is the intervention of Daniel to
expose the elders' wickedness and Susanna's innocence. This does not happen until Susanna
uses her last capability: prayer. The killing of the elders means the prevailing of Susanna's
narrative programme at the expense of the elders'. Finally, the sanction is the appreciation of
Susanna's achievement. The addresser does not appear directly on stage in the story.
Nonetheless, the praise of God in verses 62 and 63 suggests that Susanna accomplished her
mission in accordance with God's norms, the Law of Moses.
In terms of the veridictory square, the construction of persuasive truth in Susanna using modality of
etre (being) and parartre (appearing) was examined. The Jews' judgement of truth, until Daniel's

intervention, depends entirely on the appearance (parartre). Manipulation and twisting of truth are
pointed out mockingly as the mode of leadership in the community. Consequently, Susanna in
particular, and women in general, has the appearance of, and is arbitrarily charged with,
wickedness. Because there is not a word to defend their case, the secrecy endures until God
intervenes by sending Daniel. On the other hand, the elders' appearance gives the impression of
holy and respectable leaders until they are manifestly revealed as enemies of the Jewish nation.
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5.1.3

THE THEMATIC ANALYSIS

The thematic study of Susanna aimed at mapping out the core values that generated the narrative.
This level depended on the results from figurative opposition of the figurative analysis. The aim
here was also to establish whether the opposition of values and their course on the semiotic square
reverses or reinforces prejudices against women.
Main opposition in Susanna results from the commitment to the Law. Oppositions between
expressions such as 9uycm1p louoa and rrrtpµa Xavaav Kai ouK louoa prove that ethnicity is
certainly the main issue. It is opposition between preserving Jewish identity and opting for alterity
(otherness). However, the centrality of a woman as a subject in the story reveals that the question
of identity does not leave out gender discrimination. In fact, those two fundamental values are
respectively exemplified by Susanna and the elders. It is Susanna, a woman, who stops the
alteration of Jewish identity by the two Jewish leaders, who are men.
In consideration of these oppositions of values emerging from the text, it became obvious that the
central concern of the story is the following: 'Who is a true Jew?" To this question, data from the
text allows an unequivocal answer: "Neither exclusively a man nor a woman".
True Jewishness is depicted as dependent only on the observance of the Law, regardless of
gender. Women, such as Susanna, who hold the Law to the price of their life are true Jews. She is
"a daughter of Judah" (Susanna 57), i.e. carries the badge of true Jewishness. Men, such as the
two elders, who reject the Law of Moses, are not true Jews at all. They are dangerous strangers,
"the seed of Canaan" (Susanna 56), and the emblem of anti-Jewishness. It is clear from this
conclusion that, ideologically speaking, Susanna appears as "a gender equalising narrative".
The course of identity and alterity, the fundamental values of the story, depend totally on
Susanna's and the elders' obedience/disobedience to the Law. The course of Jewish identity in the
story is bound to Susanna's fate. The otherness is bound to the elders' destiny. Here again, with
regard to Jewishness, gender is deemed irrelevant.
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The author condemns the attempt by the elders to introduce the Babylonian way of life by.
highlighting their death. On the contrary, he uses God's intervention on behalf of Susanna to urge
Jews to stick to their identity without gender discrimination.

5.2.

CONTRIBUTION

This study provides a contribution to research on the phenomenal emergence of women in the LXX
Apocrypha, and in particular the interpretation of Susanna. Results from this study support the
hypothesis that Susanna radically reverses the sexist bias of the Second Temple period against
women, exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira. The figurative, narrative and thematic analysis of
Susanna provide support for this alternative interpretation of the narrative.

This investigation of women in the LXX Apocrypha accentuated the efficiency of Greimassian
semiotics for reading narratives. It was the. contention of the author that unless coupled with a
rhetorical method, the grammatical historical and the historical critical are limited. _

5.3

RECOMMANDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The conclusions presented above are the consequence of rigorous application of the semiotic
method. No close reading alone can lead to the same level of insight. The study does not pretend
to have addressed all issues surrounding the study of women in the Apocrypha. In fact, only
Susanna was investigated here. It is then obvious that other issues wait to be addressed.
Some issues are related to the emergence of women in the apocryphal narratives on one hand,
and the relation between the Apocrypha and the authors of the New Testament on the other. Some
of these concerns may be formulated as follows:
The author of Susanna assumes that, with regard to Jewishness, men and women are equal. Can
the semiotic studies of other narratives in the Apocrypha such as Judith, the Additions to Esther,
Tobit, and Maccabees lead to the same conclusion?
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If the study proves conclusive, two problems need to be addressed. First, Galatians 3:28 stipulates
that "there is longer neither male nor female, for all of you are one in Jesus". This is stated implicitly
in Susanna. Besides, according to Romans 9:6, "not all who are descended from Israel are Israel".
This is also stated implicitly in Susanna. Thus the following questions may be asked: Is there an
intertextual relation between the Apocrypha and the New Testament?; Were the New Testament's
authors influenced by the Apocrypha?
Second, was there a debate on the status of women among Jewish thinkers, just before the
Common Era? Can the authors of these books be considered as forerunners of the women's
emancipation movement?
Other issues are related to the use of method for studying women in the Apocrypha by feminist
scholars. This may be raised here in view of recommendations. First, there is a tendency to use
texts to advance ideology rather than understand what texts say by themselves. There is no
pretention that one can be 100% confident in the use of his method. "No value-neutral position
exists, nor ever has" (Tolbert, 1982:118). This, however, does not mean there is no minimum
agreement in the claim to objective knowledge. It is here where some readings of Biblical narratives
on women are questionable. Without question, texts are used as pretext, out of their context to
serve ideology.
For example, Gruen (2002) is of view that Susanna is not an emancipator story. According to
Gruen (2002:173), after the judgment "the young matron (Susanna) returns to the home of her
husband - who, so far as we can, had not even been present at her trial. The Susanna tale
unambiguously ratifies the status quo". Returning home is what is thought of as domestication.
Such a conclusion, however, is but a mere affirmation. The story ends with Susanna's family
praising the Lord and Daniel growing in reputation. No allusion is made to Susanna's home.
Another example comes from Livine (2004:312; cf. note 4). According to her, women do not attend
the judgment of Susanna, possibly because they are secluded. Among those women not present at
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Susanna's trial is Daniel's wife. This statement is made irrespective of the data of the text. In fact, in
the story Daniel is "a mere child" (rrmoapiou vEwrtpou) (Susanna 45).
Second, the Renaissance's performance of Susanna is now considered by scholars as the true
version and the normative interpretation of the story. For this reason the most highlighted intertext
of Susanna is taken to be Bathsheba, though most scholars think Susanna is modeled on the
incident of Joseph and Potiphar's wife.
Third, the religious dimension of Jewish texts is generally forgotten or ignored. There is a tendency
to believe that all texts seem to come from a universal context with the same concern. In the same
way there is a confusing use of unexplained vocabulary. For example, it is assumed that Susanna
is an object, not a subject. The concept of object and subject still waits to be defined.
These issues are some, but not exclusively so, that still wait for clarification.

5.4

CONCLUSION

This chapter constituted the summary of the results of the semiotic study of Susanna. The point of
departure was to establish the view of women that would emerge from the result of the study. At
each of the three levels of the analysis - figurative, narrative and thematic - results were
conclusive. This study supports the hypothesis that Susanna radically reverses the sexist bias of
the Second Temple period, against women, as exemplified in the Wisdom of Ben Sira.
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